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farking 
Problems 
Create 
Havoc 
By CIIRISfOPIIER WINDHAM 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Imagine circling Howard's campus 
for as much a,, a hour just 10 find a 
tiny park~ng ,pace ten minutes away. 
Imagine arriving lute 10 )Our fiN 
class evcryd.1y. Imagine ru,hing 10 
your car Mter a long day of classes 
only to find it gone. SmdenL, and fac-
ulty members of Howard ha\'e li\'ed 
thi, parking nightmare. 
Student and faculty SO)' 1heir tar-
diness are n:,ults of the current park-
ing situation. During the day, almost 
all otthe a\'ailnble meter and resident 
spaces are fi lied before I 0:00 a.m. 
The lack of spots force dri,ers to 
park in prime areas or ticketing or 
tow-away 1.one~. 
"I have recehed about 20 ticket, in 
the pass two semesters," said Mulik 
Abdullah, junior, computer science 
major. "Parking (is) worse than last 
year." 
Abdullah no" parh on the crime-
ridden streeL, near the Howard Plaza 
Towers. 
According to campus police. 15-20 
parking tickets arc issued each day. 
Fines range from $25-$50. And for 
1hose drhers with two unpaid Uni-
versity-issued ticket, towing fines 
can be as high as $250. 
"Campu, p.1rking had !)OI ,\,,rsc 
at the beginning of the semester 
because of the con,1ructioo of rhe 
new libr-,u")i. said Dr. Richard Wrighr, 
,ice-chairman of !he foc11l1y senate. 
The erection of rhe Louis Stokes 
Health Sciences Library on whar was 
a parking lot at 4th and Bryanr Street 
sucked up more rhan 500 parking 
spots. 
Wright said he thought the Uni-
versity did not anticipate the conse-
quence, ofhuilding the library on rhc 
tor. 
·1 he) were nor adcqumcly pre• 
pared for tht facult)." Wrighr ,aid. 
Se, PARKl'.'IG,A7 
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Re«nt rort.<,tn.irlJon on c-.1.mpus has 
lend to manJ parking problems. 
Special Millenni11111 Issue 
ILLTOP 
The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper 
FRIDAY, D ECEMBER 101999 
A Centwy of Leaders !Howard University 2000 
; 
File Photo, 
Howard :tlun.s Thurgood Marshall, Dr. Charles 
Dre", Toni Morrison, Dougl"" Wilder. Po1ricla 
Roberts Harris, and Andrew,~ bin~ mnde their 
marks on I.ht ccnh•I')~ 
As ·the Century Turns, 
Is Howard Still the Mecca? 
Is the University Paving the Way to the Future, 
Or Living Off ot its Legacy of the Past? 
News Analysis 
Alain Locke. Zora Neale Hurston. Thurgood Marshall. Frederick Douglass. And yes, 
even Scan "Puffy'" Combs. These 
names arc synonymous with the rich 
history and legacy of our beloved 
Howard Un iversity. Student 
activism. a sense of family and an 
academic reputation unsurpassed by 
any other historically Black college 
or university all make this great insli• 
1u1ion complete. With the dawn of a 
new century. questions abound about 
whether Howard is still the ·'Mecca" 
of Black academia. 
Some say today's Howard student 
is apathetic and uninlcirmed abotJt 
political or social issues re lat ing to 
the Black community. The protest of 
the merging of Fine Aris with the 
College of Arts and Sciences in 
Spring I 997, along with 1he recent 
"Black Tuesday" protest against the 
increase of tuition and fees were the 
Inst memorable stude111 movements. 
These were evidence that the 
Howard University student body can 
indeed unify for a common cause. 
Despite its many problems, 
Howard remains the hilltop of Black 
education. After all, we are the most 
comprehensive HBCU in America. 
Our distinguished schools and pro• 
grams offer much to both incoming 
undergraduates and graduates. How-
ever. institutions like Florida A&M. 
Hampton and North Carolina A&T 
have been gaining ground in busi-
ness. communications and engineer-
ing. But with the long list of notable 
professors, Howard should hold on 10 
its status as the premier Black insti• 
tution. Professors continue on at 
Howard regardless of less pay com• 
pared to other professors of 1heircal-
iber throughout the United States. 
The core curriculum, student code 
of conduct, security and registration 
issues have plagued Howard in 
recent years. Recently. the newly 
implemented BANNER system 
fai led to effectively control the influx 
of students during the registration 
See MECCA, A 7 
. . 
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University 
Prepared 
·For Y2K 
Glitches 
By KELLI D. EstF:RS 
Asst. Campus Ediror 
• With 22 day; lelt before the clock rolls from 
1999 to 2000, Howard University i, Y2K com-
pliant. official, said. 
Direcror of User Support Services and Y2K 
Program Management Office, Charles W. Moore. 
said that 1he University has made every effort to 
minimize 1he computer problems thnr are expect-
ed when computer calendars roll from J 999 to 
2000. 
'The bulk of the Universiry is on new config. 
uration,. and it is working well ," said Moore. 
Moore added thal the whole Universiry has 
made "prudenl measures" 10 insure thm it is 
ready for any problem., associated with Y2K. The 
Uni\'ersity's Y2K Readiness Tham began work-
ing on the porential problem in 1995 with an 
assc,smenr or the Uni"ersity's critical adminis-
1ra1ive computer systems. If any problems were 
found they were remedied, Moore said. 
··we have a respon,ibility 10 be here on Deccm• 
ber 3 I ro January I in case a problem arises." said 
Moore. "\Ve don't expect any emergencies. bur we 
have prepared oursel\'eS for any emergency cir-
cumstance." 
The Year 2000 concern. commonly called Y2K 
or the "millennium bug:· is relaled 10 computer 
sys1ems· rwo-digit daring system that was used 
to save space in the 60s. The two-field dating S)S-
tem assumes that the fin.I two dig1L, of the year 
arc I nnd 9. The fear is tha1 wh'cn 2000 rolls 
arou11a. the compurcr Mil ,ee "00'' ruld think thar 
JI 1, J 900. Further 
s-omplica1ing tl,e maucr is 1.ha1 rhc year 2000 
is .1 leap year. The Y2K problem does nor only 
arrccr busine,scs and personal computers. but 
embedded chips in things such as heating and 
cooling sysrems. elevators and telephones. Sys-
tems that have not been made Y2K con1pliant 
may crash. with widespread ,y,,tcm tailure. or 
they mny e~pericncc minor bugs. 
An Open Forum 
11,i, "a scenario thar many fear will transpire 
when the clock ,rrikc, twelve on Jnnuar)· I , 
2000. Nuclear m"silc, woll randomly be fired 
from c(iuntr)' r,, country Plunc, will drop our of 
the air There will be massi,e po"er fililures 
lca\'ing the world complete!) dark. Food and 
water will be scarce. ATM, will rcudily spir our 
cash. Ba,ically the end of the world as we know 
1t And some prophetic rcligiou, zealots predict 
mass destruction and natural disasters at the 
beginning of rhe new millennium. 
In a Y2K open forum held lnsr monrh. "Sepa-
rating Fa~t From Fallacy." experts on Y2K were 
on hand to dispel some or tho,c rumors uid clear 
up any confusion about the problem 
Brad Kofoed. Advisor 10 the Chair on Pre,i• 
dent Clinton's Council on )i:ar 2000 con,ersion, 
said rhm the Y2K glirch is the largest technolo-
gy and inrernational problem since World War II, 
and community conferences have helped 10 cdu• 
cate ciri,cns abour ir. 
One rumor 1.lrnt Im, been surfacing was of 
nuclear weapon, being fired off in rhe first ,ec 
See Y2K.A7 
'Tis Truly the Season of Giving 
Programs Bolstered By Millions from Corporations 
• 
•• FR0\1 HILU01• S1AM· RI .POR l 'i 
Howard University received a $2 
million gift Wednc,day. capping ot I 
a week that saw the University gar-
ner nearl)' $3.5 million in grants and 
·scholarships from an array of public 
and private contriburors. 
. Wednesday's contribution came 
from the Ford Moror company. Ford 
and University officials used rhe 
donation to celebrate one of rhe 
longest-running corporare-uni I ersity 
partnerships in 1he narion. The com• 
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pany is noted for it, ,uppon ·of the 
School <>f Bu,iness program . 
"Howard conrinues to produce ,tu-
dents of high inrellcctual ability and 
, 1rong leadership character which in 
turn allow, the University 10 conrin-
ually attract the nation's rop high 
school students," suid James G 
O'Connor. Ford Division president 
"That. combined with rhc Uni-
\'eris1y·s unique mission and ,ierling 
reputation makes Ford Motor Com-
pany a proud sponsor of the Univcr-
~ily." 
Campus 
The Hilltop conducts its 
second in series of 
roundtables with Graduate 
Trustee Che Sayles . 
See Roundtable, A6 
Ford's gift will be used to c,pnnd 
programs sponsored by Ford which 
include the Ford Scholar's Progrnm. 
the 21 ;r Century Advanrage program. 
rhc Graduate and Undergraduate 
Busines:-. Student t\!\SOCiations anti 
rhc Eagle and Senior Scour, pro• 
gram 
On rhat same day the University 
announced the formation of a new SI 
million scholnrship fund sponsored 
by A. Barry Rand, the newly appoint-
ed chief execurive officer of Avis 
Rent A Car. Inc. 
Dionne F. Butler. a gradume of 
V:l,sar College and Gcorgerown L1w, 
and Howard alum~a Keisha Redd 
were announced"' rhe first recipicnrs 
of the Helen Matthews Rand 
fndowcd Scholarship. 
Butler and Red1I will rccCi\'C full 
tuition funding, a parrial room and 
board stipend and a laptop compurer 
for a maximum of rwo years. 
The endowed scholarship fund was 
csrablishcd by Rand to recognize his 
lure mother's career and dedica 
See DONATIONS, A7 
Photo Ry Eric Holl 
Ford Motor Company g-J,~ $2 million dollan. to the Unhfl'Sity \\t'dncsd:t)( ttlebrating 
one or lite longtSt•ninninR corporalt'!•uninrsll~ pnrtner5hips in lht oat1on. 
Tempo 
Senior Christie Davis follows in 
her sister's footsteps as Miss 
Maryland USA 2000. 
See Story, 84 
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See Story, 86 
A2 
Voices 
and' 
Views 
What are Your 
Expectations for 
the New 
Millenium? 
"My hopes for the 
new millcnium is 
that my credit will 
be clean. As well as 
more peace and love 
through the new cen-
tury to corne" 
- Angela Gardner. 
physical therapy 
graduate student 
'1b me it's just anoth• 
er year. I hope 10 
graduate. get out of 
debt. make a salary, 
get a car. an apart• 
menl. a computer, 
cable TV. a new girl• 
friend. and 10 go back 
10 California and 
spend time with my 
family.:· 
- Robert Ramset. 
medical ,tudent 
"I hope the world 
would realise that 
without technology 
nothing is possible. 
but if possible at all. 
without technology it 
is not efficient." 
- Dipo Olaosebikan, 
senior information 
sylolems major 
"My expectations 
arc to grndu.ue, to 
me it's just another 
year." 
- J.R. Dixon. 
senior chemistry 
major 
-compiled by Eric Hall 
• 
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Changes Expected at Drew Hall • 
Dorm Council Wants to Renovate Entire Building 
By Christopher Windham 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After a semester in which noticeable 
changes were made 10 the freshman. male 
dormitory, the Charles Drew Hall Dorm 
Counci l plans 10 make more improvements 
in the new· millennium. 
'"We are forced to make more moves," said 
Dorm Council President Marque, Rice. 
"We want to renovate the dorm. the entire 
dorm 
Despite improvements, which Rice calls 
"minimum level.'' he is still satisfied with 
the advancements that the dorm council has 
been able to make during his first semes• 
ter at Howard. 
"I'm very happy with our progress," said 
Rice. '·but we still we are going to keep 
pushing for change:· 
The dorm council ,aid they would like ,ee 
a new elevator. and an air conditioning unit 
installed into Drew Hall. The council said 
they will also like 10 host several fund-mis-
The AIDS Qullt 
"We are forced to make more moves. We 
want to renovate the dorm--the entire 
dorm," 
"I think the meeting was helpful," said 
Keene .. "President Swygert has made it 
clear on many occa~ions that we will con• 
tinue to make improvements in Drew. and 
that's what we will do." 
A thirty-minute video that exhibited the 
roaches. horrible bathroom conditions and 
missing fire extinguisher.. at Drew Hall 
was shown to Keene. The video was also 
shown to members of the Tuition Rates ancf 
Review Committee. Everyone that has 
viewed the tape said that the condition, 
were unacceptable. Rice said that little 
improvements have been made as result of • 
the tape. 
--Marques Rice, Drew Hall Dorm Council 
President 
ing parties in the dorm ·s lounge. Earlier 
attempts to throw a party were refuted by 
residence life. Residence life could not be 
reached for commit. 
Last month, Rice, Tubman Quadmngle 
Dorm Council President Chauncey Burton. 
and Drew Hall Dorm Council Advisor 
Khalfoni Walker. met with University Pres-
ident. Patrick H. Swygert. m order to shed 
light on the dorm's poor conditions. 
Accordtng 10 Rice. the meeting was 
unsucces,ful. 
"He stalled majority of the meeting," 
Rice said. "He didn't address our main con-
cerns.'' 
Rice said the council's main concerns 
were administration accountability. safety 
and security of Drew Hall\ 231 residents. 
and the condition of the dorm. 
Along with interi m vice-president 
William B. Keene and Special Assistant to 
the President Karen House. Pre,ident 
Swygert learned of the conditions of the 
dorm. 
After four months dorm council member 
Terrence Wright has a different impression 
of Howard. • 
"I thought Howard was a prestigious Uni• • 
vcrsity," he said. ·· I thought Howard wa., 
a tight-knit family. The universit) has• 
pro,-en 10 me they don't c:tre what the stu• - • 
dents concerns are." • • 
Howard Kicks Off. 
. ' 
'America's Promise·' 
Activities for Youth . ,, 
' • 
By [t,17.ARt TII T. Pmf"ER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard Univer..ity !ticked off its reestab· 
lished relmionship with America's Promise 
last week. The brief event was held in the 
Blackburn Center. 
America's Promise is a national organi• 
zation eMablished 1oca1er10 the ba,ic edu-
cational needs of the nation\ youth. It was 
founded by Howard Uni,·eNity Board of 
Trustee, member Colin Powell 
want 10 get their feedback." 
The activities include Saturday programs 
from 11 a.m.102 p.m. for40children wh<>--
will receive mentors and tutors. "I think that. , 
the programs will be fun working with 
older students." said Antionatte Davis. an .• 
eighth grader at MacFarland Middle ." 
School. ... 
The ltickoff was an introductory ceremo- , 
ny to begin the activities for 1his year. Pres-
ident H. Patrick Sw)gert encouraged the 
in 1997 to mentor. nurture. 
serve. protect and prepare the 
youth of the country. 
Howard has had a commit• 
ment to America·, Promise 
since ii\ inception. but this i, the 
first year that Howard official-
ly became a chapter and made a 
vow to uphold the live promi,, 
If you would like to 
Join the America's 
Promise Keepers 
please call the Office 
of Student Activities 
at 806-7000 
elementar; and middle 
school students to work 
hard and look toward the • 
day when they can be i 
pinned as official Bison l 
of Howard University. 1 
"We are embarking on , 
a new activity in Amer-· ' 
• icas Promise, which in , 
es. 
• my judgment i, the latest , 
jewel in our crown of service:· said May- I 
belle Bennett, director of commum1y asso- ! 
ciation. "'This University is mAturinp in the t 
wav n is engaging the commumty. It 1s a, 
important for u, to be a part of their growth 
as it is for them 10 be a part of ours:· 
Howard hope, to continue to support the 
community in service acti vi1ics. 
'That\ what' America\ Promise i, all 
about pulling together the might of • 
t'hoio 8) Enc Holl 
The AIDS Memor ial Quilt was on display last week in the Black-
burn Ballroom in commemoration of World AIDS Day. The two-day 
ronference, ' IUDS: End the Sile.ice.-~en, Learn, liw," included work-
shops, exhibits and ronlidential HIV/ AIDS roun<,eling and testing. 
The Howard chapter. coordinated by grad-
uate student Cleve Mesidor. ha, planned 
actlvicics since l~l\l ,~mester for two local 
schools - Mac Farland M tddle School and 
Bruce Monroe Elementary School. Com-
bined. the school, have 760 ,tudent,, who 
will be provided with free screening and 
information sc"ion, by the Howard Uni-
Vtf\ity Sickle Cell Anemia Center. free 
service and information sessions by the 
Howard University Dental School. special 
programs and events by the Howard Uni-
versity Hospnal. and evaluation, and test-
ing at The Howard University Speech 
Pathology department. The group will aho 
provide asscrll\eness training and a youth 
,ummit during the spring looking at cnti-
cal issues affecting District school children. 
America's companies. pu blic ser vice 
group, and children\ service providers; I 
their talents and their resourcr,. to ,1rength- f 
en ltids:· said General Colin Powell. "Not l 
just their minds and bodies. but their ch,tr• , 
acter. a... wen:· 
The kickoff wa, sponsored hy Mam on 
catering. Howard University Bookstore. 
Howard University Dent,~ School and the 
Office of Student Activities. 
• 
• 
• 
• I ··we hope 10 pull all t)lc neighboring 
schools on Howard's campus. to give us an 
opportunity to discuss what the problems 
are with our youth." ,aid Me,,dor. "We 
I 
! 
' Howard Mal,{ing Progress Regarding Recent ; 
Commission Findings, .University Provost Says i 
By T OKI M \S0'1 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University Provost Antoine 
Garibaldi said that the Univer..ity is mak• 
ing progress 10 improve its standings since 
the October rclca.-e of the finding, ofTI1e 
Conunission on Higher Education of the 
Middle States Association of Colleges and 
Schools. a reaccrediting body. 
Although the majority of the report was 
favorable. the evaluating task force admit• 
ted that the University did have shortcom• 
ings. For one, the team said that Howard 
needed 10 increase the number of students 
worlting toward masters and doctorates. 
Garibaldi said that the University h work-
ing on increasing the enrollment of gradu-
ate and professional Mudents, but that the 
problem or low enrollment is not only a 
problem at Howard. "Our graduate enroll-
ment is increasing at a time when graduate 
enrollment is decreasing nationally:· he 
sail). ··we are increasing our numbers in a 
particular area at a time when minority stu-
dents. particularly African-American stu-
dents. are not increasing:· He added that the 
University has helped the re,t of the nation 
with its production of graduate student,. 
Howard was also found to be laclting in 
comprehensive assessment to measure its 
in,1i1u1ional outcomes. Written in the report 
was th,ll "Howard remains far short of the 
comprehensive and fully coordinated pro-
gram of ins1i1u1ional-cffec1iveness mea-
sures and student- learning-outcomes 
assessment to which it aspires." However. 
the team admitted that this is an issue for 
many institutions across the nation. 
Garibaldi is quite sure that the Universi-
ty will make all of the efforts needed IO fur-
ther the progress of the University. 
The team made note of the technological 
advances that have been made and the 
efforts that need to be made to continue the 
progression of technology at Howard. 
Garibaldi says that one of the recent efforts 
to bring Howard to the forefront of tech-
nology is the creation 'of the computer 
super lab. The 24-hour computer lab will 
be located in Wonder PlaLa and will hold 
204 Stations. Garibaldi also said that before 
Swygert took the position of president. 
Howard was rather behind in technology. 
"\Ve have in some ways significantly 
improved the quality of some of the labo• 
ratories:· said Garibaldi. 
The primary effort of the evaluation team 
w-Js to assess the Univer..ity's progress in 
adhering to and fulmling the objectives and 
goals set forth in The Strategic Framework 
for Action. which was developed by a team 
comprised of Howard University faculty, 
staff and students. The framework was 
adopted in September of 1996. 
Lorraine N. Fleming of the School of 
Engineering and Computer Science was the 
director of the task force. The task force was 
divided into nine committees: executive 
Thi• Time It'• P•r•onal 
Hllltoplcs, B-16 
committee. organi.cation. administmtion, 
governan~ and planning team. students 
and student services team. faculty team. 
academic programs team. financial 
resources and planning te:,m. library and 
information technology/transfer systems 
team. physical faci lities team. and out• 
comes a,ses,ment/ institutional effecthe• 
ness team Jonathan Hutto, former under• 
gmduate trustc-e. was part of the task force. 
The preparation for this Cl"ent began in 
1997. 
t 
• 
• I 
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The team said of Howard students that 1· 
they ' 'know the Univer.,ity's history and , , 
purpose. and they honor them." The team t 
also said. "No one could come to Howard I 
and visit with 200 or more students. as the ; 
team has done. without realizing the cen- I 
tral role this in,titution plays in the African-
1 American commumty and in the live, of its t 
>1uden1s." j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Chapman Discusses the Future of Male, 
Female Relationships at Howard University 
By M1A Som Rs \11 
Hilllop Srnff Writer 
"Prince Charming will nol be com-
ing in 1he nex1 cen1ury." said nalion-
ally renowned 1hernpis1 Audrey 
Chapman. 
Chapman spoke lo Howard siudenis 
abou1 rela1ionships lasi week. She 
was 1he lie.I in a series of speakers 
from across the nation brought 10 1he 
University by the African American 
Women's lns1i1u1e al Howard Uni-
ver~ily. Chapman is l>e,1 known for 
her radio talk show about love on 
WHUR. which airs every Sa1urday al 
8 a.m. She is also 1he author of sev-
eral books on rela1ionship,. 
Chapman said 1ha1 modern women 
and men in America are curren1ly 1101 
in lhe correcl mindsets to develop 
effec1ive rela1ionships. She said 1ha1 
in lhe 1930s and 1940s. blacks were 
more coupled 1han ever. llowevcr. 
lhe I 960s and 1970s gave way 10 a 
more promiscuous lifcs1ylc. "We car-
ried lhe whole sexual thing 100 for ... 
she said. 
Chapman said 1hat 1hc lallcr 
decades of lhis cen1ury have given 
way 10 a virtual se~ual revnlulion. 
"They want to hit it and qui I i1." said 
Chapman of college-aged youth. Due 
to early sexual relations. many rela-
1ionships do nol have the abilily lo 
susiain. The new generation. said 
Chapman. does 1101 know how 10 
make ii work in the long haul "ll's 
no1 aboul gelling ii, 11\ abou1 keep-
ing ii, .. she said. 
Besides early \c.,ual rcla1ionsh1ps, 
Chapmm1 said 1ha1 broken family si1-
11a1ions con1ribu1e 10 1he decline in 
,1rong male-female reln1ionships. 
Sevcmy percen1 of children arc being 
raised by single molhers, she said. 
and a grc:11 deal of the other 30 per• 
ccn1 arc li\'ing in shaky or dead mar-
riages. In Chapman's view. it is 
already in lhe back of lhese chil-
dren\ minds 1ha1 IO\'e and/or mar-
riage will no1 work. Thu,. lhey do not 
,eek lo cre:11e slrong binds wilh 
males. lnslcad. lhey find solace in 
being alone. ''There seems 10 be some 
glorified notion of independence," 
Chapman said. 
She said lhal a IOI of people never 
iry 10 gel answers abou1 why lhey 
cons1a111ly get imo 1he wrong 1ype of 
rclnlionships and 1hey iry to work out 
1heir problem\ alone. Chapman said 
1ha1 no one can be comple1ely inde-
pendcnl. and everyone needs some-
one. People generally do beuer in life 
when 1hcy arc partnered. she said. 
Many of 1he few young people who 
do seek out rela1ionships. said Chap-
man. will idealize lheir perfec1 male. 
selling higher expecintions than whal 
is realis1ic. This, in effec1. gels peo-
ple into 1rouble. hallows people to be 
overlooked. She talked of a show lhlll 
she had on the radio a few weeks 
back, which bore lhe lopic: "You 
might be able 10 lind a good man in 
lhis town, but he mighl be driving a 
hoop1y." she said. 
According 10 Chapman, bo1h 
women and men are 100 shallow 
when choosing a mate. ''They look 
for the cri1eria inslead of 1he sub-
srnnce,'' she said. Women generally 
look for hard bodies and fancy cars. 
whi le men look for curvaceous bod-
ies nnd a prcny face. But Chapman 
s1a1ed 1ha1 those qualities arc 1101 
enough in finding someone 10 grow 
old wi1h. Chapman said 1hai divorce 
is rapid. especially amongs1 blacks. 
In people between their mid-20,. and 
-30s marriage is generally on a 
decline. 
In order 10 remed> the tragic situa-
tion, Chapman ,aid lhal both panners 
must possess certain qunli1ies. Each 
must be open, hones1 and willing 10 
lake risks in relationships. Mosl peo-
ple. Chapman said. wam 10 pu1 ener-
gy in10 looking good and being ,mart 
i nslead of having a heallhy mindse1, 
One mu,1 have a "cenlered self' 
ins1ead of being "self-cenlercd." 
By 1he end of1he lec1ure, 1he aucn-
dees, many of whom had never lis-
1encd 10 her radio rnlk show, were 
well-,•ersed in Chnpman's views on 
the present and fu1ure of love rela-
1ionships. 
One audience member disagreed 
wi1h Chapman's notion 1ha1 ii is 
harmful for the spirit lo be indepen-
dent ins1ead of seeking out a male. 
Bui Chapman stuck to her theory 
that everyone needs someone. She 
,aid it is a fac1 of life. "I believe in 
reali1y nnd I like 10 ialk abou1 what 
is real,'' ,aid Chapman. 
~ampus Ministries Planning Many Activities for Next Semester 
Bible Study, Fellowship, Newsletter Top Chaplains' Lists 
By VAi.ERiE TIIO~IAS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University chaplains 
have already slarted planning activ-
ities for spring ,eme,1er. All of the 
eleven chaplains ;aid 1hey are focus-
ing their anen1ion on improving 1heir 
ministries. 
The Rev. Adriane Blair, a Bap1i" 
minis1er and Howard's newcs1 chap-
lain, said th:11 the minisiers have 
worked hard 10 keep 1he focu, of 
1heir ministries. "We have been con• 
sistenl lhis semesler." he ,md. "Our 
basic focus i, Bible siudy ... 
Bap1is1 sludenls have ,everal fo[. 
lowship oppor1uni1ies. There b Bible 
study from 5:00 10 6:30 p.111. on Mon-
day nights in the Chapel. Blair said 
that the event ha, caught on. ··we 
started 0111 wi1h aboul IO sludenls. 
now we have over 30," he said. 
For 1he spring, Blair has planned a 
series 1ha1 will center around "Spir-
i1ual Gifls" and "Relalion,hip Devel-
opment.'' He has also planned ii fel-
lowship nigh1 scheduled for every 
other Friday. 
The Rev. Eugene Burrell is the Nav-
igators chaplain. The Navigalors 
minisiry was founded in l 932 a, a 
fai1h lhat ministered lo sailors. Nav-
iga1ors signifies "[cn>ssing) 1he sea ol 
life." Their mission is to know Christ 
and 10 make him known. Burrell said. 
"We ,1udy the Bible, memorize 
scriplure, :md help people in their 
walk wi1h God.'' ,.aid Burrell. 111e 
Navigator,,' primary goal is none-on-
one discipleship. Their Bible ,1udy is 
Wednesday nigh1s al 1hc Tubman 
Quadrangle in Fn.mer Hall. They 
also have fellowship in Meridian Hall 
on Wednesday nigh1,. 
·'One of our goah i, to 1each and 
1rain them lhe ,eriousnes, and righl-
ness of 1heir faith," said Burrell. 
Faiher J. Carle1on Hayden is 1he 
chaplain of 1he Epbc.,pal/Anglican 
"We try to maintain a Chris-
tian presence in which our 
students can grow," 
--Father T Carleton Havdeo 0 .r ) 
fai1h "We iry 10 mainlain a Chri>l- s1uden1s have a fellowship, and Hay-
1an presence m which our s1ude111s den hopes 10 expand his mini,iry 10 
can gro11." ,aid Hayden. the College of Pharmacy, Nursing 
They have numerous ac1i, i1ies in and Allied Health Sciences. They arc 
place from 1he prenou, seme,1crtha1 also planning an inlcrnational ,1udy 
will co111inue. and 1hcy have planned experience in Toronto or Mon1real. 
,everal new ac1ivi1ies for 1he upcom- Las1 year the conference was held in 
ing ,eme,1er. The EpiscopaVAngli- Cape Town, Soulh Africa. The las1 
can ministry has Bible ,tudy on Tues- even1 planned is Eucharist. the bless-
day nigh1s al 7:30 p.m. 111ey ,1udy ing of 1he gradua1e, on May 7. 
1hc progrc'Sion of1hc Bible and how The Rev. Val Holmes is 1he Uni1ed 
the word of God ,peaks 1<> life expe- Me1hodis1 Chaplain. The United 
riences. Mc1hodis1 faith has Bible studv on 
On We~ne,da} mgh1, the Medic.ii Thursday, lrom 5:0010 7:00 p.,;,, in 
lhe Howard Center. This ministry 
feeds lhe homeless on Sunday morn-
ings and packages food on Sa1urday. 
It is also planning a irip 10 Zimbab-
we in May. 
The Ca1holic chaplain is Father 
John Raphael. The fai1h has had sev-
eral fellowship, throughout the 
,emcsier. Some of 1he,e include Sun• 
day Mass a1 9:45 a.m. in 1he chapel 
in 1he Carnegie building. There i, 
also a weekday Mnss from 3:30 10 
4:30 p.m. On Wednesday, 1hey meel 
for Bible S1udy and F:1i1h Sharing, 
This mims1ry is aclive m 1he com• 
muni1y as well. l\vice a month lhey 
volunteer al So Others May Eal. 
They hope 10 pul out a regular 
newsleller next semesler. ,aid 
Raphael. They are also working in 
conjunclion with Dean Richardson 10 
creale a Spring Break projec1 and a 
student omreach and focus. 
The Lu1heran Chaplain is the Rev. 
Harvard Stephen,. ·\lthough he ,, 
new 10 Howard's campus, he has 
adjusted and is cxci1cd abou11he pos-
sibili1ies for 1he new semes1er. "I 
hope 10 develop a weekly medi1a1ion 
space and lime," he said. 
S1ephen, i, used 10 a more Afro-
cen1ric 1ype of worship and hopes 10 
miroduce 1hat a,pec1 of his fai1h 10 
1he ,1uderm, here. "I would like 10 
develop some Ja2Z•orien1ed worship 
services:· S1ephcns said. 
The 01her chaplain, prescn1 on 
Ho\\;,rd', campus are Imam Abdul-
Malik, Muslim chaplain. Dr. Shirley 
Haye, Gano, Baha'i Chaplain, Bish-
op Stephen Short. Pen1ecos1al chap-
lain. 1he Rev. Consiance C. Wheeler. 
A.M.E. Me1hodi,1 chaplain. and 1he 
Rev. Michael Worsley, Chaplain of 
1he 'Ihm Skinner Associa1es. The 
chaplains can be reached in 1he 
Howard Cen1er on 1he 61h and 8th 
floors. 
You Supply 
The Drive. 
we·n Give 
Campus Digest 
You The Tools 
You Need To Succeed. 
Leadership Training Program 
This uniqur program givrs high!) motin1t1•cl coll1'gl' graduatl's with so1111• 
sales or c11sto111rr scnicr rxpcricnr<• thr building hlocks <•ssrntial lo assume 
IPadc•rship mies in retail hanking. Through a 1id1 blend of on-thr-joh tmi11ing 
and dassroo111 instruction. )·OU ·11 drvrlop proli•ssional salrs techniqw's. 
motiv:itional and learlP1~hip skills, prodw'l kno\\ IPdg<'. illlsiuess calling, 
finanl'ial 111anagc•111c•nt skills and more 
DUiing your 12 months of training, you 'II cxpericnc·c thr r'('wards and 
complexiti<·s of hranrh posit ions at all lrvPls. )ou 'II also gnin first hand 
insight into \'aluahle suppo11 functiorn, h} rotatiug through \larkt•ting. (:'Ill 
Center Ope rat ions and Fin:mep/ •\cc-ounting. Then,) 011 'll be fully equipped 
to take on .,our lirsl 111;11rngr111<•nt rhallPnge. \\ hrrr you go from thrl'I' is 
up to you! 
\\·c offrr ;111 rxcrllc•nt henPlits paekagr. including a generous sala1) plus 
itJCcntives, paid training and growth opportunities. 'Jo appl). plPasr fa). your 
resume• to: JO I !Xli-5688; <·-mail to: LI l11nlc1@'C:hr,) C:haseB,mk.c'Om; or rnail 
to: Cheq Chas<' Bank. llum:m Hc•smn'Ccs. \Tl'\: LII,llll-1210. ii(X) Old 
. ' 
Ceorg1•tcm II Hd, Brtlwsda. \11) 2081/i. 
CHEVY CHASE BANK 
-: CCJJ ltas a dru~fn•1' 11•orAplacc poliry EOf~ lUF/IJ/1. 11J/J: (.'J01) 90~-5S/5. 
Pro,ost Loses Out On CSUN 
J ob 
Uni\'crsity Pro\'OSI Dr. Antoine 
Garibaldi. was 1101 ,elected 10 
hccomc the presidenl of California 
Stale Uni\'er,11y al Nor1hridge 
Garibaldi wa, one of 1wo finali,1 
lefl afler IW0 olhers dropped OUI. 
The decision 10 head Cal Stale\ 
largc,1 ins1i1u1ion wa, a close call 
according 10 CSUN officials. 
Garibaldi will con1inue 10 serve a, 
Howard\ chief academic officer. 
Residence Life Retirement 
Party 
The Office of Residence Life 
will be honoring re1ired employ-
ees :11 a holiday celcbra1ion en1i-
1led "Celebra1ing Yes1erday. Today 
and Tomorrow." 11,e celebration 
will be held on Dec. 14 from 2 - 5 
p.m. in the Tubmnn Quadrangle 
Baldwin Lounge. There wi ll be a 
forum w11h rcunned Restdence 
Life employee, followed b} a 
rcccpuon. The Bisoneuc, ;md 1hc 
Gospelh1es ,uc scheduled 10 per-
form. 
Grnnl to F.dumte \'c)ung 
Driven. 
The Nahonal M inori1y Organ 
Tissue Transplan1 Educa110n Pro-
gram ai Howard Uniwrsny was 
awarded a S-164,000 gram by the 
Dcpar1mcn1 of Heahh and Hum,111 
Services. 
MOTTEP will par1ner up wi1h 
organizmion, 10 bring driver, 
cduc:nion services to fhc Balli 
more Ci1y Schools. The mi"ion " 
lo encourage ,1uden1s lo become 
organ donors when 1hey receive 
1heir driver, license and encour-
age fanuly discussion, about 
organ and 1issuc donation. 
The Na1ion:1I Minori1y Organ 
Tissue Tmnsplan1 Educa1ion Pro-
grmn "1hc firsi program ol 11s 
kind 10 bring 1he number of 
minorlt) organ and tt,,ue donor, 
aero,, 1hc count!). as well a, 
dc,rc.isc 1hc ra1c and number of 
cthn11 .. • minoril) Amencans who 
need ,t iransplaru 
Ps)eholog) Professor Voled 
Pre,ident of tlte American 
Board or Clinical P,)chology 
,\"o.:1a1c Professor of Ps}Ch1a-
1ry and Surgery, John Rohin,on, 
wa, voted pre,ident-elec1 of the 
Amencan Board of Clinical Psy• 
chol<>g)'. 1he l;irge,1 of lhe 11 spc-
c1al1y board, of 1h,,• Amcr,can 
Board of Protc"ional P,ychology. 
Robinson is the first ethnic 
mmorily lo hold such a po,ilion. 
Robin,on i, internationally known 
for his work m the psychological 
aspects of organ 1ron;plan1a1ion. 
He joined the Howard facuhy in 
1992. 
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;Last Minute Gift Ideas for Those Students 
' 
·still Seaching for Holiday Stocking Stuffers 
• 
, By EBONY P. WARREN 
Hil llop Staff Writer 
The pressure is on. )-0ur stomach is 
twisted like a Krispy Kreme donut. 
your hair is a frazzled mirrored image 
ofDon King, and your palms are drip-
ping bulleted sweats of anxiety. 
It is Christmas Eve and there are 
only three hours of shopping left! 
If this routine sounds familiar it 
does not have to be. There is a cer-
tain anxiety chat accompanies this 
season of Yuletide and goo<! cheer. In 
the midst of all the fun. feast and fes-
tivities. stress somehow seems 10 rear 
her ugly head. 
, Even with increasing resources. 
such as the internet. choosing the 
right gift sends many shoppers into 
a panic. With less time. money and 
ideas the spirit of giving has lost its 
magical touch. Fret not Frugal Fan-
nies. Help is here. 
With the new year approaching 
everyone is scrambling for that per-
fect millennium gift. Here are five 
options for Holiday 2000. 
# I T 11 F. TRADITIONAi. SHOP. 
LEATHER ROUTE. 
Some people just feel better going 
around in a frenzy from store to store 
searching for a gift that is just right. 
Somehow they have convinced them-
seh-es that this personal touch is well . 
more personal. Yeah right. If this is 
the option of choice, one suggestion 
is the Eddie Bauer Store in Geroge-
town for the man that is present: 
boyfriend, father. brother or signifi-
cant other. 
"Tremendous mark-downs are the 
first week after Christman;," says 
LaGuy Oliver, manager nt Eddie 
Bauer in Georgetown. "Right now. 
pretty much what you see is what you 
get.'' 
There are minimal holiday-related 
items on sale. However. there are 
some interesting goodies for 1he male 
gender. Perhaps. if there is a handy 
man around a recording tape measure 
for S35 would be a nice treat. Or 
encourage him 10 travel with an 
Eddie Bauer Duffel Bag for $25 and 
,tuff a couple of holiday boxers at 
$9.99 each inside. 
Looking for a Y2K gift? Purachasc 
a Flex Flashlight complete with a 
bendable arm that can can adjust into 
10 a spotlight for $20. If weather is an 
issue buy him a Lock De-icer. For $8 
it is a great gift to accompany his car 
and combat the snow. 
#2 Go ONLINE. 
Whether there is a map handy or 
not, surfing the world wide web with 
success is possible. 
It is recommended that any poten-
tial surfer get the ,pecilic address for 
the destinations of choice. Having 
correct site locations saves time and 
frustration. especially if the sen·er in 
use is particularly slow. To prevent 
blind surfing try search engines like 
yahoo.com, altavista.com, 
askjeeves.com or aol.com to get a 
sense of direction. 
Books are an easy way tu checkoff 
friends and family from that long 
list. Amazon.com says it only takes 
two minutes 10 purchase gifts at its 
site. Barnesandnobles.com is anoth• 
er allernativc. or for the loyal con-
sumer, many local bookstores now 
have web sites. 
For all those nieces and nephews try 
cloys.com. If price bargaining is of 
interest go 10 hagglezone.com. Try 
everythingblack.com for an Afro-
centric gift. Or, for high end shoppers 
visit guild.com where gifts range 
from$27.99 for a photobook on con• 
temporary wood 10 S 1,000.000 for a 
limited edition sculpture by Leonar-
do da Vinci. 
#3 G err CERTIFICATES. 
This one is too easy for words. 
Loved ones can choose what they 
SABA BIREDA 
JASMINE BROWN 
RAFIAH DAVIS 
NADINE ROBINSON 
l YNN SIMMONDS 
THANK YOU FOR MAKING THIS 
A GREAT SEMESTER 
IN THE HILLTOP. YOU WILL BE 
MISSED!!! 
PLEASE KEEP IN TOUCH WITH 
US!!! 
LOVE ALWAYS-
THE HILLTOP STAFF 
want at the giver's expense. No effort. 
no stress. Just pick a store and go. 
Abstmct shops like nail and hair 
salons are a different way to say "I 
love you."Treat the 'Diva· in your life 
10 a day at the spa. Or give Mom a lit-
tle push to get a millennium make-
over. Many stores do not require par-
licular denominations for purchase. 
It may sound corny. but even 
Blockbuster, McDonald's and AMC 
Movie Theatre offer gift certificates. 
Think of it this way, these may not be 
the most glamorous stores, but their 
use is functional. There will 
inevitably be a rainy day for renting 
Blockbuster Videos. Most people 
have 10 eat on the run at some point 
or another, so make McOonlad's 
drive-chru just a little bit faster. And 
a good movie is bound to come out 
'-OOner or later. so give the gift of 
laughter with an AMC Movie Gift 
Certificate. 
#4 MAKt'. A GWI'. 
Making gifts is another alternative 
to standard presents this season. Get 
creative and build something from 
scratch. People tend 10 appreciate 
gifts more when it i, apparent that 
time and effort went into the selection 
of their gift: as opposed 10 a Chri-1-
mas Eve. at the last minute. the-store-
is-abou1-10-close-and-nothing-else-
is-left-on-the-shelf gift. 
Make a picture collage and present 
it in an eccentric frame to set it off. 
The collage could feature one person. 
friends. family members or the whole 
clan. Take an old or new mason 
preservative jar. Fill it with pennies 
and attach a note that says. "Here's a 
penny for every time I think of you," 
or fill ii with bubble gum andattach 
a note reading, "I'm sweet on you." 
The jar could also be filled with dif-
ferent color paper that has prayer on 
each one, and that per.:on could pull 
from the jar when they are feeling 
,ad. 
The possibilities are endless. Time 
and imagination arc all that are 
required. Martha Stewart's Home 
Living Magazine or Bea Smith's 
NBC tclevi<ion progmm are groat 
guides to do•it•youn,elf arts and 
cn,fts. 
#S c,s11. 
This is the easiest one of all. Get a 
nice card or not and put a few green-
backs inside. However. in every ven-
ture there is always room for cre-
ati vitiy. rraveler's checks. Money 
orders. Cashier's checks. Or. if the 
imagination still craves more, give a 
friend different denominations with 
different phmses. Frame a bill and 
attach a note. 
Still drawing a blank? Just remem-
ber. simple is always belier. A picture 
in a beautifu l frame. A charm 10 
complement a bracelet or necklace. 
A handsome pen set. Earrings 10 
match a special outfit. How about a 
sporty watch for that boyfriend or 
girlfriend who is always late with a 
note anached; "No more C.J> time:· 
Ladies: men seem to be utilitarian 
freaks. If they can use it -cool. On the 
high end rhc majority of the male 
species tend to go crazy over tech-
nological toys. A DVD player. Sony 
PlaySt.uion or OreamCast. Walkie 
Tolkies • depending upon the budget. 
Perhaps ,omeonc is in need of a lit• 
tie help to get organized. Purchase a 
planner. Get a friend ready for next 
semester with office and school sup• 
plies. 
Finals are almost oyer. The bags are 
packed. Cross this last hurdle. 
Don't get your panties in a bunch. 
There arc great gifts for everybody. 
All it takes is a little time, effort and 
creativity. Even if you do not have 
any money. go back 10 the basics -
make a card and pick some flowers! 
Dennis Goes Before Employment Panel For Pay 
Avon Dennis. former linancial 
aid director. went before the 
Unemployment Compensation 
Board ye,terday to receive unem-
ployment pay. according 10 hi, 
attorney. John F. X. Costello. 
Costello said that the hearing 
before the board was to determine 
if Denni, was terminated for 
intentional reasons; therefore, 
enabling him to collect unemploy• 
mcnl. 
According to Costello. the Uni-
versity dbmi»ed Dennis for 
"gross neglect of duties" and "not 
following orders." Dennis does 
not agree with the grounds of dis-
missal. He also said 1hat che Uni-
versity ,s trying 10 lay some of the 
blame of BANNER 's woes on 
Dennis. 
'"There has not been a suit filed. 
he is just trying 10 get unemploy-
ment." said Costello. 
Denni, was tired from his post 
as financial aid director in late 
September. For four years he over-
saw the disbursement of emer• 
gency loans and federal financial 
:,id. Many Mudents described 
Dennis as friendly and alway, 
willing 10 help. 
- Kelli 0. Esters 
LIBRARY CORNER 
NOT YOUR DADDY 's ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA ••• 
Picture this: You've got to write a paper al::o..tt lio.,; \\or' d t rr s 
rtrayed in film rut: yc,.i don't know a OOKW® fran a Panz •rschrecK™. 
ou've heard about the Tuskegee Ainnen and only seen •Saving Private 
Ryan• - nothing vintage starring John wayne or Ronald Reagan (don't ask!) 
and you don't have 111lch t:im:!. What else is new? 'Ia-d:lh! Britannica 
ine to the rescue . 
----Start at the HcMard University Libraries' ~ site 
~- tounder~. how,;u;d~) vtiere ~ will fin:i the Digital Libraries secticn. 
lick en "A-Z" ard fu:rn there select •E-F. • Yoor last click is at "Encyclq)e-
dia Britannica . • 
In adliticn to the "regular e1cyclq;iedia stuff" Britannica Quine fea-
tures an assortment of primers such as "The Harlem Renaissance,• •wanen 
in American History,• "Shakespeare and the Globe," and "Toys Through 
:im:! . • Fran these introductions you' re ready to move on to primary and 
secondary sources (more about those in a future column), 
"Imagining D-Day" will teach you more than you ever wanted to 
now about Normandy and Omaha Beach. 
Famed v.WJ.I scholar Stephen Ambrose and historical con3ultant to 
"Saving Private Ryan" is ~oted thra.lgJ-a..lt. The links to his rooks, D-D;,v 
llNE 6, 1944 and CITIZEN SOLDlER let yo.i separate fact fran fictioo , Yo..i can 
listen to excerpts fran his bestsellers as well as int':&Vi.S-JS with Steven 
Spielberg and Tan Hanks. Q.iickTiire video clips and still photographs help 
jog your merory of the film. 
Carefully organized categories ct: nor,n,n1gy. <.b. comtno1m,mcly guide 
through "Buildup,• "Invasion,• "Fighting Inland,• Break.rut,• and "t-«:>r-
andy in Memory . • 
llb.-J it's tirre to take d look at the Britannica Internet Q.ri.de. It's 
cx:nprised of a long list of t-.orld War II sites grouped~ tcpic e .g . "General 
World War II Resources• (tirnelines, maps, personal remembrances, 
,iomen's involvement at home and abroad), "The Holocaust,• "Manhattan 
Project,• "Enola Gay,• and "Hiroshima and Nagasaki.• 
You've got enough ideas and information for future research papers. 
ENCYCt.,OPEDIA BRITANNICA is on the shelf in the Fourrlers Refere1ce 
t, wt if it's 2 :00 in the rrornia;J, the techoo-versicn will get the 
jd:> <hie . 13esides, it's fun, fa.st, tail esy - and yru've got atly a fe,1 ln.trs 
to finish yo..ir ootlire. 
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Graduating Students only: Please complete th.is survey by selecting one gift (or writing in your suggested gift) as your class legacy to your respective 
school/college. Drop off the completed survey to your Dean's Office or Howard Center Room 624 by Friday. January 14. 2000. 
Last Name 
Pennanent Address 
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences 
_ I. Student conference travel 
_2. TV monitors for the school building 
_ 3. Lobby showcase for special displays 
_4. Dissenation & thesis loan fund 
_5. _________ _ 
SchooJofSociaJWork 
_l. Loan fund for needy students 
_2. Student lockers 
_3. Computer software for Social Work licensure 
exam 
_4. Emergency loan fund 
_5. -------------
College of Arts and Sciences 
_ I. Statue in honor of Class of 2000 
_2. Mural with collage of seniors 
_3. Scholarship Fund 
_4. Computers for the Locke Hall Computer Lab 
_5. -------- -------
College of En~neerine, Architecture. & 
Computer Sciences 
_ I. Computer sonware 
_2. Blueprint machine 
_ 3. Scholarship fund 
_ 4. Digital cameras for each division 
_5. _____________ _ 
,. -.. - • - - - ~ ..... ~ - .I • 
• 
PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY! 
First Name Middle Initial SS# 
City, State, & Zip Phone# Campus Address Phone# 
School of Business 
_ I . Statue in honor of "Class of 2000" 
_2. Loan fund for needy students 
_3. Emergency loan fund 
_4. Student book scholarship fund 
_5. --------------
Schoolo(Education 
_I. Student book scholarship fund 
_2. "Class of 2000" named computer 
_3. TV monitor for the school building 
_4. Loan fund for needy students 
_5. -----------
CoHege of Dentista 
I. Brass building name plaque 
'-2. Loan fund for needy students 
_3. Lab assistant for the Leaming Resource Center 
_4. Computer software for Leaming Resource 
Center 
_5. ---------------
School or Pirioi1Y 
_I. Religious materials for the Library 
_2. Student conference travel 
_3. Emergency loan fund 
_4. Student book scholarship fund 
_5. ------------ -
' • 
~-L ~ -.. -•~-- -- . 
School of Law 
_I. Wrought iron arch gate for Law School 
entrance 
_2. Furnishings for the hallway located by the 
Moot Coun office 
_3. Word processors for the computer room 
_4. Gazebo 
_5. -------------
School or Communications 
_I. Brass building name plaque 
_2. Lobby showcase for special ~isplays 
_3. New sign for School of Communicacions 
office 
_ 4. Loan fund for needy students 
_5. ------.---------
College o( Medicine 
I. Medical reference books 
_2. Computer resource materials for the I .earning 
Center 
_3. Outdoor picnic equipment 
_4. Scholarship fund 
_5. ---------------
College of Pharmacy, Nursing, & Allied Health Sciences 
_I. Student book scholarship fund 
_2. Computer software for liccnsure exam for each 
division 
_3. Brass sign with college name 
_4. New lobby furniture for the Pharmacy, Nursing, & 
Allied Health building 
_5. __________ _ 
--
· - - •2 • 
KICK-OFF PARTY AT 2-K-9 FEBRUARY 4, 2000 FROM 6:00PM - 10:00PM!!! 
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HILLTOP ROUNDTABLE WITH THE GRADUATEE TRUSTEE 
This is the second i11 a series of 
ro1111drables wirh l'(lrio11s s111de111 
a11d admi11istrotive officials. The 
Gmc/11ate 1rustee, Che Sayles, dis-
cussed his ,vie as a tmstee with The 
Hilltop. Sayles shared his views 011 
key issues presently co11cemi11g SIii· 
dems including the propo.red 111itio11 
freeze. The following are some 
questions from the disc11ssio11. 
The Hilltop: What is your take on 
the Gradua1c 'Irustee posi1ion? Is it 
aU you thought it would be? 
Sayles: The position has been all I 
expected. I expected the position to 
be complica1ed, yet rewarding. I 
love the duty I have or representing 
the students. I accepted the chal-
lenge, and I believe I have per-
formed well. I look forward 10 
doing ii in the future. 
The Hilltop: How would you grade 
yourself so far? 
Sayles: I would grade myself at B 
level. I ha,·en't done everything I 
wanted to do, but certain things on 
my platform I have tried to accom-
plish. I have sent letters 10 Dr. 
Nicholson concerning registration 
issues for gradualc students. I have 
also sent a letter out to each of the 
s1udent councils, extending my 
hand and coming to 1he schools. I 
have extended several policy bo.trd 
meetings where I met the presi-
dents of the different schools. I got 
their issues and concerns. I have 
only missed one General Assembly 
Meeting. The rest of the meetings 
I was there, or I had someone take 
my place. 
The Hilltop: During Board of 
Trustees meetings. you are sur-
rounded by many prominent mem-
bers. Do you find it a problem to 
present student concerns in a room 
with such luminaries? 
Sayles: Actually, I don't find that a 
problem. I don't get intimidated by 
members' positions or 1i1les. I 
respect the individuals in that room 
because a lot of them are my elder. 
A lot of 1hem have taken the initia-
Live to succeed in their respected 
fields of business. It pretty much is 
a mutual effec1, not in1imidation. 
The Hilltop: Can you elaborate on 
your platform of access, account-
ability and academic excellence? 
Sayles: As far as access, I have 
been very accessible. I have been 
pretty much to every General 
Assembly meeting. hosted a town 
hall meeting along with LouisS1er-
ling, auended student council meet-
ings, I keep in close contact wi1h 
Marilyn and Torah (President and 
Vice President of the Howard Uni-
versity Student Associa1ion) and 
the executive board of HUSA. I 
have written an article on student 
code of conduct for The Hilltop, 
and an article on my 1hrec-point 
platform which I gave students my 
e-mail address. I would also like to 
thank 1he students who have kept in 
contact with me. 
Access on my platform meant that 
students should get access to all 1he 
new university facilities on campus. 
Studen1s should not have any prob-
lems accessing computers on cam-
pus, 1he new health cenler should 
be accessible to the students and a 
24-hour research lab should be 
open. 
The Hilltop: How successful has 
your plan been to gain student 
access into certain Howard facili-
ties? 
Sayles: Right now, I think it has 
been pretty successful. I have had 
conversations with the President to 
insure that our studenl computer 
labs are open 24 hours. That's my 
main issue. I want for both the 
libraries to have 24-hour access. I 
• also wanl for the law library, the 
health science library 10 be open. 
I'm sure we have the resources 10 
have 24-hour accessibility to stu-
dents. Right now, the computer labs 
are looking good. The debate with 
the library is staffing and student 
safety. But we're working on those 
two issues. I we could tackle those 
issues, there is a good chance 1hat 
both libraries will be open 24 hours. 
The Hilllop: In the past, you have 
said that you want to hear more 
from graduate students. Has that 
happened? 
Sayles: It hasn't been going as 
smooth as I though! it would be. I 
was going off the law school style 
where they have student govern-
ment meeting in front of the entire 
school. After I found out 1ha1 most 
schools don't offer that kind of 
meeting, I had to go to the policy 
board and get student concerns 
from lhe representatives. I have met 
with the school of pharmacy and 
medical student councils. Due to a 
project, I have kept a direct line 
with the school of business. I have 
no1 iniended to go to these meetings 
individually;but it has been some-
what successfu l. 
The Hilltop: Have you heen suc-
cessful in your plan to increase 
satellite registration? 
Sayles: So far I have wrote a formal 
leuer about my proposal to make 
registra1ion more conducive to a 
graduate's lifestyle that was passed 
around 10 every board of trustees 
member. So far, Dr. Nicholson has 
agreed to sit down with me and 
work on some of these concerns. In 
the last town hall meeting. Presi-
dent Swygert made a statement that 
he supports satellite registration. I 
'min the follow up stage, but I am 
making strides. I making sure that 
university officials who said they 
support this idea follow through. 
The Hilltop: What can you do to 
increase 1he number of the Nation-
al Merit Achievement scholars nex1 
year? 
Sayles: At the board level we are 
proposing to do more active recruit-
ing. A lot of Howard's top students 
have not been actively recruited. 
Once we find out that these studems 
are National Merit Achievement 
scholars, we need to devise a plan 
where we actively recrui1 each one 
of these students insn:ad of relying 
on the Howard legacy to get the top 
students al this University. 
The Hilltop: In the wake of a 
tuition increase, many criticize the 
universi1y for not doing enough to 
raise money for itself. With 1he 
board of trustees being a money-
generating source, what has heen 
your observation about the 01her 
Board of Trustees members· finan-
cial commitment to this Universi-
1y? 
Sayles: I could honestly say from 
what I've seen, board members do 
contrilrute. Personally. I've seen 
board members give as much as 
five million dollars. I've been to a 
dinner where Sean "Puffy" Combs 
give $500,000 and then another 
board member matched that 
$500,000. Thchnically, if each board 
member is suppose to give$10,000, 
what happens if one board member 
gi,•es five million dollars? I'm no1 
saying that the board is doing 
enough. but 1hc board could be 
doing more. 
The Hilltop: Do you support a 
tuition increase? 
Sayles: Yes. I don't support the 
board raising tuition, but I don't 
support a tuition freeze. I support 
the board getting out there and rais-
ing money for the institution. I also 
support studen1s raising money for 
the institution, similar to last year's 
senior gift of $55,000 to the Uni-
versity. I think we all need to take 
some initiati,•e. I think the board 
should stop backing out and saying 
"well lets raise tuition every year," 
we need to raise the funds. On both 
sides of the fence I think everyone 
has taken the easy way out. 
The Hilltop: What steps have you 
been able to employ in order 10 
lobby other board members toward 
your position on a tuition increase? 
Sayles: I approach my position on 
the board like I approach life. I 
basically try to maintain a positive 
relationship. If 1hey respect you, 
then they are more willing to hear 
you out, sit down and work with 
you and do something for the stu-
dents. That 's pretty much my 
approach. If you maintain respect 
for these individuals, then they will 
respect you. If they have no reason 
to doubt you, then you should have 
no reason to doubt them. I also 
have documented everything that I 
have proposed. The type of people 
on the board. they want to see some 
documentation. They ,want sec rent 
proposals and everything that I 
advocate. 
The Hilltop: Have you and Louis 
Sterling both been working on 
strategies, not just about tui1ion 
increase, but about other issues like 
the code of conduct or core cur-
riculum? 
Sayles: Ac1ua lly Louis and me 
have been doing a lot of l(lfking on 
strategics. informally. We ha\'e a 
scheme where we s1art with 1he 
students first at a town hall meeting. 
After the town hal l mec1ing. we 
Sayles: I think the University needs 
todoa number of things. One, find 
a way to gather more student input 
on the issue. We only have two stu-
dents in on these 1uition review 
commiuee meetings. and from my 
knowledge. they don'1 ,·ote. Tha1's 
not good enough. Tho, the Univer-
si1y needs to find ways to raise 
funds, so we are not constantly 
going back to tuition increase with-
out doing any additional work to 
Sayles: No. I meet all of the qual-
ifications to be a Graduate Trustee, 
and like I said, I made a personal 
decision to move to the School of 
Education. 
The Hilltop: What arc your 
thoughts on this year's registration 
process? 
Sayles: Absolutely terrible and 
Pho<oBy & ic fllll 
cannot 
happen 
aga in. I 
was very 
disap-
pointed, 
especial ly 
since I 
have been 
here since 
I 993. I 
undcr-
s t a n d 
what each 
and every 
st u dent 
we n t 
1hrough. 
because I 
w e n t 
through it 
in 1993. 
And for 
that to be 
occurring 
in 1999 is 
comple1e-
ly unac-
ceptable. 
The Hill-
I o p : 
What do 
you think 
are 1he 
top 1hree 
issues 
affecting 
graduate 
students 
r i g h 
now? 
Gr.1dua1e 1hJslec, Che Sa,les met "ilh The Hilltop Editorial &,.ard in u Roundtilble discussion. Sayles: 
0 n e. 
Uni ver-
sity pro-
fession-
take those concerns to the admin-
istration and 1hc boardroom. If we 
don't get the type of results 1ha1 we 
want. we go back to phase two, 
expect ing some 1ype of student 
activism on issue. 
For example, after we had 1he core 
curriculum town hall meeting. we 
basically concluded that 1hcrc were 
two main issues facing the student 
body. One. they wanted to make 
sure that the Afro-American s1ud-
ies course was not replaced. We had 
1hat in writing from the Provost 
within two days. Secondly, we also 
had it put in writing 1ha1 it would 
not lake students longer to gradu-
ate. 
I think 1hc way 1h01 we have been 
approaching 1his is very effective. 
Town hall meetings 10 gaiher stu-
dents concerns. 1aking those issues 
to 1he adminis1rmion and 10 1he 
board and demanding some kind of 
action. · 
The Hilltop: One of the reasons 
why students oppose a tuition 
increase is because of accountabil-
i1y. Do you 1hink that 1he Universi-
ty should provide documentation as 
to where student funds are going'? 
Sayles: Yes. I strongly believe in 
that. There is no reason why the 
University should not explain 
where they plan to spend 1he 
money. 
The Hilltop: Do you plan to work 
to have such documents brought to 
the public's attention? 
Sayles: I haven't originally. but I 
can. You give me the team and we· II 
push for it. I don't see any reason 
why the University could not sup-
ply that 1ype of documentation. 
The HiUtop: lf tuition comes to the 
board, wi ll you vote against a 
tuition increase? 
Sayles: Yes. 
The Hilltop: As far as the general 
tuition review process, where do 
you see room for improvement in 
commillee, in recommendation by 
commillce, or in the board room or 
is the process fine as is? Where do 
you feel that sludent input could be 
greater, or do you feel that the 
process is fine? 
raise the funds. Three. more people 
should be involved in the process. 
This is a fiscal mauer. We need an 
aggressive fiscal 1eam 1n on these 
matters. We need 10 all come 
together and raise money for the 
Universi1y. 
The Hilltop: Do you see yourself 
being very voca l abou1 tuition 
increase? Did you wear all black on 
Tuesday'' 
Sayles: Aciually I did wear all 
black on 1he day. However. a mat-
1er of protesting-I am not sure 
1ha1 i1 is at tha1 le,cl. We don't want 
to disrespect the process that we 
have set in place. We have a student 
body that can advocate on the issue. 
Unless the issue has gone through 
all three steps, it docs not call for 
protest. 
The Hilltop: What is your take on 
the Graduate Faculty Trus1ec situ-
ation. and how does it feel to be the 
on ly one on the board thai is push-
ing for graduate faculty issues? 
Sayle.~: Actuall y. It is a had situa-
tion. Carolyn Broome is 1he Grad-
uate Faculty Trustee. She has won 
every time they ha,c had an elec-
tion . No mailer how you process it. 
she will win. lf it were left to me. 
she would be on the Board of· 
Trustees effective immediately. I 
see her as a representative. I respect 
her in 1ha1 capacity. Like I said , no 
mailer how you issue the vote. she 
is going to win, and I support her. 
The Hilltop: This year you have 
switched academic programs, form 
law 10 education. How is 1hat going 
and why the switch'' 
Sayles: This year I have made a 
personal decision 10 switch to the 
School of Education. I find it very 
rewarding. I found that students. no 
mailer what school you arc in. arc 
interested in the issues, and want 
me to represent 1hcm well. 
Actually. it has broadened 
my horizons. It has let me run a 
new program and I a chance to 
meet other students. It has done 
nothing but positive things for me. 
The Hilltop: Has the switch in 
schools or programs in any way 
effected your qualifications for 
being graduate trustee? 
alism-this is very high on the 
graduate list. 1\vo. everything deal-
ing with enrollment management. 
like registration and financial aid. 
Whatever the case may be, we need 
10 tighten up on our enrollment 
managcmen1. Third. I would say. in 
the grand scheme of things may 
seem very small, bu1 arc very 
important, like 1hc parking issue 
and eating facilities. 
The Hilltop: Wha1 are some of the 
biggest issues facing graduate 
schools on Howard's campus? 
Sayles: I would say one-university 
professionalism. I hear that stu-
dents are expecting more from 
administration in the way they han-
dle student concerns. When you 
look at student enrollment man-
agemenl, fi'nancial aid, and regis-
trotion. We need to be more pro-
fessional and courteous. 
The Hilltop: How do you plan to 
address those concerns? 
Sayles: I plan 10 address 1hose con-
cerns by mce1ing direc1Jy with Dr. 
Nicholson. We already spoke about 
the issue al the boa.rd level. It's a 
consensus tha1 the university needs 
10 step it up as a customer friendly 
universi1y. That ·s one of our goals 
for the up and coming year and 
beyond. 
The Hilltop: Two issues that are of 
concern to students this semester 
1ha1 will eventually reach the board 
are student code of conduct and 
core curriculum. What are your 
thoughts on 1hcm? 
Sayles: First, Mudent code of pon-
duct. In my opinion student code of 
conduct needs some work. I think 
we need 10 send it back to commit-
1ee. It is really not ready to be voted 
on unless we make a few changes. 
I agree that the student code of 
conduct is vague and ambiguous, 
and it appears at certain points to be 
weighted towards administration 
biases and preferences. The whole 
entire document is not bad, but 
there nre a few parts that need to be 
worked out before I feel complete-
ly comfortable with supporting ii. 
In general. I support it, but it needs 
tightening up. 
I support the University 
·core curriculum. I would personal-
ly like to see a core curriculum 
thoroughly immersed in the black 
experience, self-empowerment, 
and 001100 burdensome on the stu-
dent body. You should be able 10 get 
this unique experience at Howard 
University and still be lrcated as 
adults. You know what your desires 
arc and what you arc trying to 
obtain. You should be able to have 
the right to pick your classes, 
because you are paying the money. 
The Hilltop: Even though it is not 
a board issue, what is you stance on 
street privatization? 
Sayles: From an alumnus stand-
point. I am against street privatiza-
tion. It is not a board issue and I am 
not speaking as a trustee, but just as 
an alumnus of the University. I 
would hate 10· come back 10 
Howard. and it is fully gated with 
a guard taking I.D.s. I don't believe 
that it will increase the safety. I 
think it will create a perception, that 
is reality, that Howard University 
wants to be closed off from the 
District of Columbia. There is no 
need to close Howard University 
off to the District of Columbia in 
reality or perception. 
The Hilltop: In the event that it 
does become a heated issue, how do 
you foresee yourself playing a role 
in the cause? 
Sayles: I would speak with other 
alumni and encourage students on 
campus 10 seriously express their 
views 10 administration. 
The Hilltop: How could you use 
students or how could students help 
you wi1h your cause'? 
Sayles: Students could help me a 
grea1 deal by providing documen-
tation for all of the issues that you 
want to advocate. I plan during the 
HUSA retreat to ask representa-
tives of the schools and colleges to 
present their informa1ion in a writ-
ten formal proposal to the Univer-
sit)i I would love 10 see each student 
council present student issues for-
mally in writing in a proposal, 
e,~prcss !heir concern.~ so tha1 when 
I go into 1he board meeting I can 
say, "Look, I am standing with a 
stack of issues in writing from the 
student body." 
I have been doing my part, 
as far as. listening to the student 
issues. Now I need studen1 rcpre-
senta1ives 10 document wha1 they 
wan1 so I can go in10 1hesc board-
rooms well prepared. 
The Hilltop: How can students get 
in contact with you? Do you have 
an e-mail address? 
Sayles: Yes. It is 
trustccsayles@aol.com. 
The Hilltop: Even though there 
are two represen1a1ivcs on the 
Board of Trustees designated to 
bring forth students concerns, how 
well aware do you feel that other 
board members are of s1uden1 
issues? Do you feel that the trus1ees 
really have a good feel as 10 what 
s1udents want, and the 1ype of stu-
dent that are at Howard in 1999? 
Sayles: Our biggest support comes 
from The Hilltop. The Hilltop is 
sent to every board member. So 
those areas 1ha1 we are not directly 
involved in, The Hilltop keeps the 
board members aware of student 
issues and concerns. 
The Hilltop: Do you have any 
regrets about your tenure as Grad-
uate Trustee? Are there any deci-
sions you made that you are no1 
happy with? Is there anything you 
wish you could change? 
Sayles: No. No regrets. 
The Hilltop: What arc your 
thoughts on The Hilltop's coverage 
on the issues that you have 
addressed? 
Sayles: To be honest, The Hilltop 
has never denied any of my requests 
10 keep in touch with the student 
body. and I really appreciate that. 
The only words of advice !hat I may 
offer are to stay unique. Don't 
model your style off any major 
newspaper or other universities. We 
have the greatest black minds here 
at Howard University and the great-
est student newspaper. Let's keep it 
original, let's keep it unique and I 
wish you all the best. 
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trom ur.., Al 
IOnds of the New Year ... No nuclear 
missiles will be launched. There 
1eeds to be human intervemion, no1 
ust technology ... said Kofoed. 
The federal government said 99 
percent of mission critical systems 
iare Y2K compliant, and every 
lagency has contingency plans. 
"We don'r see that there will be a 
!natural emergency," Kofoed said. 
He did add 1hat there are some areas 
!Of concern like local governments, 
health care billing systems, housing. 
~mall businesses and cduca1ion-
1n1ore specifically HBCUs. 
.. HBCUs are further behind due 
o traditional lack of resources," said 
Kofoed. 
The O!:partment of Education ha, 
an honor roll posred on 1he Internet 
or institutions who have success• 
ully completed Year 2000 testing of 
l51udcn1 financial u;.sistancc systems. 
Howard University is not on the 
hOnor roll. but plans 10 be there 
jshortly, Moore said. 
Sallie Melvin. manager of corpo• 
~a1e systems al Potomac Electric 
Power Company. said that the elec-
ltric company was ready for the New 
Year on June 30 and took part in a 
!contingency drill on September I. 
·No problems occurred. It went \-cry 
!well. We arc ready for Y2K," Melvin 
~id. She added that if any problems 
do arise, she hopes that the extra 
~iaffthat will be in place can tend 10 
hem quickly. 
Financial on,1i1u1ions arc ready 
for Y2K. and many are currently 
unning on Y2K systems currently 
~d Michael Bernando. Y2K exam-
nation specialist of Federal Oepo.sit 
nsurance Corporation. "We don't 
'oresee any problems. but if there are 
glitches, financial institutions 
should be able to solve them quick-
y ... He added that the ATMs will 
clefinitely not be readily dispensing 
cash. 
Bernando said that the three 
thing, 1ha1 consumers can do is to 
!educate themselves by contacting 
heir bank. keep good records and 
1makc prudent preparations. 
Y2K Checklist 
The President ·s Council on Year 
2000 Conversion does 1101 expect 
. ~ ' 
',, .: 
'· ,• 
:..:: 
·,:, 
any maJor problems to transpire or 
January I. but they do suggest tha1 
people should take some precau-
tions if anything unforeseen ma: 
occur. 
• Read Y2K informatioa 
provided by local government offi. 
cials. banks, power and telephone 
companies, health care organiza-
tions and other important servici 
providers.= 
•Prepare as you would for a holi-
day weekend. Ha,'e a three-day sup• 
ply of food and waler. Make pur-
chases earlier. 
• Make sure to have ade-
quate clothing. tools and supplies 
flashlights, baueries. a bauery pow 
ered radio and a first-aid kit. 
• Keep copies of all impor 
tanl records a couple of month 
before January I and a coupJ, 
months afler. Compare receipts an, 
sintements for accuracy. 
• Hold only enough mone) 
for three-days. 
• Refill prescription med 
ica1ions when there is a five tc 
seven-day supply left. 
•Keep gas tank above half full. 
Check with manufacturers to see i 
electronics around your home an 
Y2K compliant. 
•Use telephones and Internet onl) 
as needed on January I. 
• Beware of scams. Be skep 
tical if someone tries 10 sell you : 
product, service or investment tha 
is .. Y2K safe" or wishes 10 sell yOl 
Y2K insurance. 
Source: Preside111s Co1111cil 01 
!ear 2000 Co11versio11 
FROM PAGE ONE 
From PARKING, Al 
.. People had 10 adjust to the absence 
of hundreds of spaces." 
Students were also upset over the 
loss of the parking spaces. 
.. In the long run the healll1 sciences 
library will improve Howard's repu-
tation for education ... said Q. Terah 
Jackson, vice-president of the 
Howard University Student Associ-
ation ... But it was simply poor plan-
ning 10 remove a main parking 101 
wi1hou1 feasible a.llernntives." 
According 10 Wright. new teach-
ers were affected most by the park-
ing problems. Teachers with the 
longest tenure are offered a parking 
permit before the new teachers. 
Wright said. Wright did 1101 know 
how many new teachers were with-
out parking decals. 
Omar Rushdan. manager of the 
Office of Parking and Shuulc Oper• 
ation, said parking spaces near cam-
pus are still available. 
"Permits are available for lots al 
9th and V, Banneker and Drew Hall," 
Rushdan said. He added that since a 
number or students will not be 
returning next semester he .. expect 
things 10 open up ... 
The shortage of parking spaces 
has sparked discussion on campus of 
parking alternatives. 
.. I think a major multi-level park-
ing garage has been needed for 
years." said Wright, .. primarily 
because we are located in a residen-
tial area." 
One faculty member recommend-
ed that the University buy city-owned 
streets and remove 1he hourly park• 
ing meters. which also have been 
known to cause parking woes . 
Students say the main problem is 
the current louery system in which 
students obtain University parking 
permits. 
"Permits should be issued on a 
first come, first serve basis ... said 
Abdullah. 
Abudullah said that mosl parking 
spaces near dormitories are often left 
vacant by off-campus students. 
Other institutions have provided 
their s1uden1s with creative solutions 
10 parking situations. 
According to the Student Leader. 
a news-magazine covering college 
issues. University of Florida stu-
dents can nash their student ID cards 
in order 10 ride the city buses for free. 
In an effort 10 prevent near-by stu-
dents from commuting, John Hop-
kins University in Maryland does not 
,ell parking permits 10 any student 
who lives within a one-mile radius of 
1he campus. Al the University of 
Maryland al College Park students 
can call a hotline 10 gel information 
about available parking ,paces and 
other parking information. In some 
cases paid-s1uden1 drivers will lead 
troubled drivers 10 an open space. 
Rushdan said that the parking sit• 
uation will improve by a increase in 
student and faculty suggestions. 
Rushdan insists that concerned dri-
vers log in10 Howard's page on park-
ing and recommend solutions or stop 
by the office of parking and shuule 
operation located in the administra-
tion building. 
http://hilltop.howard.edu 
From MECCA, Al 
process. The past registration 
was considered a flop. Long 
lines, delayed financial aid and 
students being completely 
purged from the system were 
all features of the previous reg-
istration. The administration 
bas assured next semester's 
registration will be better. 
A hectic registration process 
is something all members of 
the Howard family can relate 
to. It has been a topic of dis-
cussion for years. "lf you can 
handle Howard registration, 
you can handle anything," is 
often the cry from Howardites. 
Sadly, a difficult registration 
process or experience in the 
administration is just part of 
being a Bison. 
\1/ill we hold onto our sto-
ried reputation? Howard 
attracts many scholars from 
around the world. The Uni-
versity is among the leaders in 
attracting National Merit 
Scholars. Last year, Carla 
Peterman and Louis Sterling 
were Rhodes and Truman 
From DONATIONS, Al 
1ion 10 urban education and commu-
nity service. Mrs. Rand was a reacher 
and principal for more than 1wo 
decades in the D.C. Public school 
system. 
The initial funding of the scholar• 
ship comes from a $500,000 contri• 
bu1ion Rand made during the Uni-
versity's 1999 Charter Day Dinner. 
The Xerox Corporation made a 
matching gift of $500,000 to the 
fund. 
.. We are extremely grateful 10 Mr. 
Rand for this subs1an1ial gift to the 
University's scholarship fund," Uni-
,-er:.ity President H. Patrick Swygen 
said ... Beneficiaries fo the Helen 
Manhews Rand Endowed Scholar-
ship Fund will include both our ,1u-
deni- who will receive financial 
assistance toward 1hcir cduca1ion, 
Scholars respectively. Howard 
is actively trying to recruit the 
best and brightest young 
minds, many of whom skip 
over Black colleges in favor of 
prestigious predominately 
white schools. Besides, 
Howard boasts a long list of 
prominent alumni in every 
field including medicine, law, 
business and entertainment. 
Both past greats who were part 
of the Harlem Renaissance 
and future leaders all have one 
thing in common: they're part 
of the exclusive Howard fam-
ily. 
The next century should 
reinforce the fact that Howard 
is Black education. Our motto 
is "Leadership for America 
and the Global Community." 
Hopefully, Howard will con-
tinue to live up to that saying .. 
and the students of the inner-
city/urban schools where these 
proven classroom leaders will take 
their reaching talent upon completion 
of their degree." 
The National Minority Organ Tis-
sue Transplant Education Program at 
Howard recieved $464.000 in an 
unrelated donation on Monday. 
The grant wa, awarded by the 
Departmenl of Health and Human 
~ervices. 
The National Minority Organ Ti,-
sue Trnnsplanr Education Program is 
the first program of its kind designed 
10 increase the munber of minority 
organ and tissue donors across the 
country. university officials said. 
At these prices, it's too ba 
we don't sell cars. 
-· . 
.'') 
'~ 
•' 
·' 
Maybe one day we will sell cars, food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deols on textbooks every day. You con save up to 40%, and you'll get your books 
in 1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit cord. VorsityBooks.com is l 00% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV. 
SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS . 
~ VarsityBooks. con 
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HUH Forms Partnership to Benefit Latino Community 
By M ARK H ARRIS 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Howard University Hospital and La Clinica del Pueblo. Inc .. have formalized a part-
nership to provide expanded. 
improved access to health care ser-
vices for the District of Columbia ·s 
Latino community. According 10 
Patricia Moran. the director of the 
Office of Hispanic and Multicultur-
al Affairs ar Howard Hospital. the 
parlnership "will s1reng1hen the 
bonds between 1hese communities 
by providing quality care in all lev-
els of heahh services." 
Moran also said that HUH has a tra-
dition of assisling communily-based 
clinics with its residence programs. 
''La Clinica del Pueblo has been 
one of those clinics 1ha1 benefited,'' 
she said. 
Howard University's in,•esrment in 
the partnership, which includes a sii• 
able contribution 10 La Clinica Del 
Pueblo ·s building fund. is more than 
SI million. 
According to Howard University 
President H. Patrick Swygert. "The 
mission of Howard University, and 
certainly Howard University Hospi-
tal. has 1rnditionally been one of 
inclusivi1y. The partnership with La 
Clinica Del Pueblo clearly allows us 
to acl upon lhal mission, while appre• 
ciating the synergy and expenise and 
the rich cultural legacies 1ha1 exis1 
within both organiia1ions. Most 
importantly, this initiative allows us 
to reach our 10 the city's Hispanic 
community in a very necessary way." 
HUH officially launched the part-
nership Oct. 28. According to the 
president and co-chairman of the 
clinic. Peter G. Shields. "This part• 
nership strengthens the bonds 
between our communities. However. 
the most important, exciting aspect of 
this initiative is 1ha1 we are modeling 
the furure of community health care 
in the na1ion's capital." 
The partnership will be built upon 
four components: a Cultural Sensi-
tivity Exchange. a Residency pro-
gram. a Primary Care/Specialty 
Alliance. and a "Building a Health 
Future" campaign. 
In the Cultural Sensitivity 
Exchange. La Clinica Del Pueblo 
wi ll work with rhe ho,pital 10 
enhance staff training in working 
with 1he Latino community. 
According 10 Moran. the program 
will "assist the health care providers 
10 understand the patient's needs 
through his culture." 
The hospital will also fund and stuff 
a new primary care residency pro• 
grnm at La Clinica Del Pueblo. The 
program will expand 1he clinic's 
providers while allowing medical 
residents to rrnin in " multicultural 
environment. Over time. the program 
muy be expanded into such areas as 
infectious disease and allergy. Based 
on different rotations. specialty, time 
of year. assignment and the need in 
the clinic, the number of medical 
students and residents can vary 
between four and ten. sometimes 
more. 
The Primary/Specialty Care 
Alliance will open access to both the 
hospital's and the clinic's entire 
reperrory of services for all Latino 
residents. expediting their care . 
Howard University Hospital has pro-
vided funding for La Clinica Del 
Pueblo to rrear indigent patients in 
both inp;itient and outpatient settings. 
while La Clinica Del Pueblo will 
provide priority access to paricnrs 
who require primary care follow-up 
after hospital admission. 
Finally. HUH will participate in La 
Clinica Del Pueblo's "Building a 
Healthy Future" campaign. The pri• 
mary component of this campaign is 
the complete renovation of the clin-
ic ·s facility on 15th Streel. N. W .• by 
summer 2000. The Hospital has pro-
vided funds 10 assist this campaign. 
The program was initiated two 
years ago by HUH Medical Director 
Thomas E. Gaiter. who sought to 
know how the hospital could enhance 
and expand its relationship with the 
clinic. Juan Romagoza. the medical 
director of the clinic, responded with 
joy that ir was a dream of his. Now 
that dream has been realized. 
HBCUs and Red Cross Team Up to Promote Black Blood Donorship 
By SABA SIRED\ 
Cily Edilor 
Asignificant move towards improving the health of African Americans was 
made November 16 as the American 
Red Cross and the National Associ-
ation for Equal Opportunity in High-
er Education (the umbrella organi-
zation for J 18 Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities) was 
signed an agreement al tl1e Universi• 
ty of the District of Columbia 10 
increase African Americ,tn blood 
donation. 
President and CEO of tl1e American 
Red Cross. Bernadine Healy, said at 
the signing that ... The Red Cross 
hopes to enhance the involvement 
and participation of African Amer-
ican ,tudenrs. faculty, and staff at 
Historically Black Colleges and Uni-
versiri~ in American Red Cross pro-
grams and services.'' 
The agreement resulted from the 
Red Cross's continual desire 10 pro-
mote inclu,ivity among diverse com• 
munities within Red Cross program.,. 
Red Cross chief diversity officer, 
Tony Plok estimates that the panner• 
ship with NAFEO will bring 40.000 
or more blacks in10 Red Cross blood 
donation. 
Getting blacks to donate blood is a 
hard task considering that only 5 per-
cent of the American population 
donates blood and only I percent of 
African Americans donate reguarly. 
African Americans blood donor-ship 
is especially crucial for African 
Americans affected with sickle cell 
anemia who have a greater chance of 
accepting blood from their own racial 
group. 
The new agreement will attempt to 
destroy myths about blood donor• 
ship and encourage donorsh1p as a 
charitable actvity. " Many blacks arc 
not asked regularly 10 dona1e blood 
therefore are not confonablc with it." 
said Polk. The partnership hopes 10 
make blood donor,hip a more regu• 
far activity within the Black com• 
munity, 
The Statement of Understanding 
be1wcen NAFEO and lhe Red Cross 
also will encourage Black student, at 
HBCUs to become one of the 1.2 
million \'Olunlecrs al Red Cross cen-
ters and 10 consider the more than 
30.000 jobs availiable at the Red 
Cross across the counrry. The Red 
Cm,s employ, people in a variety of 
careers from biomedical engineer• 
ing to marketing. "The Sratemeot of 
Understanding between NAFEO and 
the American Red Cross will ensure 
that students enrolled at HBCUs are 
welcomed as volunteers wirh the 
American Red Cross ... said NAFEO 
president Or. Henry Ponder. 
NAFEO will handle the school-
blood center relationship while the 
Red Cross ha, emarked on an aggres• 
sive ad can1paign. "'The Power Is Tn 
You", aimed at African Americans. 
The NAFEO •Red Cross SOU ,~ill 
be a conlinuration of a pannership 
the lwo organizations formed to tack-
le the problems of AIDS in the black 
community, according lo NAFEO 
Director of Health Education, Mil• 
dred Freeman. Freeman proposes 
that each school within NAFEO will 
have a designated month where the 
school :ind NAFEO work togather 10 
put on blood drives. 
A video. ·'How to Set Up Blood 
Dri,-es", will be distributed among 
the par1icipa1ing universities. Polk 
pointed our that North Carolina Cen-
tral University has been particularly 
successful in implementing blood 
drives on campus. NCCU is one of 
the few HJ3CU that holds regular 
blood drives. 
Polk hopes that the new campaign 
will be successful considering blacks 
have had a history of achievement in 
blood donation histroy. Frederick 
Douglass was one of the charter CO· 
signers of rhe Red Cross nnd Dr. 
Charles Drew. a Howard alumnus, 
invented the blood bank. "African 
Americans have made significant 
contributions to the Red Cross and 
we believe that in the year 2000 the 
Red Cross is poised 10 be more inclu-
sive,•· said Polk. 
Local Clinic Commemorates World AIDS Day with Toy Drive 
By ALON W ASHINGTON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
This Christmas will be one to 
remember for many children living 
with HIV/AIDS in the Washington. 
D.C. area. ·n,e Max Robinson Cen-
ter of the Whitman Wnlkcr Clinic 
kicked off its annual Holiday Toy 
Drive on Dec. I. The day marked the 
12th Annual World AIDS Day 
lhroughout the Washington. O.C. 
metropolitan area. World AIDS Day 
is a lime 10 remember those living 
with HIV/AIDS. those who have 
died from the disea'iC. and lo rcmem• 
ber that the HIV/AIDS crisis is nor 
over. 
For three years, the Ma.x Robinson 
Center. a ,atellire service of 1he 
Whitman Walker Clinic. ha, 
observed World AIDS Day by par• 
ticiparing in the Holid11y Toy Drive. 
Thirty to thirty-five empty boxes are 
placed in nine locations in the Dis-
trict and Maryland. The staff of 1he 
clinic is respon,ible for monimring 
the boxes. On Dec 16. the boxes 
will be collected and a big party will 
follow on the 17th al the Center. 
Toys. cookies and candy will be dis-
tributed 10 the kids of the clients of 
the center. 
l.ast year·, toy drive raised 150 
tOys and $250. The money was used 
to purch;1'iC more 1oys. turkeys. hats. 
scarves. swearers and ,ock, for the 
needy children. The children mnge 
from infancy 10 16 years old. 
"It makes me happy to be doing 
something for our clients and the 
communi1y," snid Marlene Walker. 
office manager of the center. ··We're 
like a family 10 our clicnh because 
we provide 1hcir kids with toys and 
clothe, 1hat the~ don·1 have money 10 
buy." 
The Max Robinson Center (MRC). 
230 I Martin Luther King. Jr. Ave. 
SE. has been providing HIV/AIDS 
service, for clients living in South· 
east Washington. D.C. since 1992. 
MRC is named after the nation's first 
African-American network news 
anchor. who died from A IDS in 
1988. Southe:isr ha, a higher per-
cc nrage of person, living with 
HIV/AIDS who are homeless or who 
have been incarccm1ed in District 
correctional facilities than any or her 
area in the metro area. Since the 
beginning of 1996. n fourth ofall the 
clients who receive primary a"is-
lunce at MRC ha,c been women. 
There Jrc ,even ,ervici:~ provided 
ar the facility. Primary medical ,er-
vicc, such '" HIV/AIDS medical 
evaluation. treatment. medication 
and dental care arc arnilable 10 1hc 
clients. HIV antibody 1c,1ing and 
coun,eling are available on ,ne. The 
staff provides resting with pre- and 
post-te>t counseling and 1eS1ing for 
orher ,exually 1ran,mitted disease,. 
Day tremmenr i, alw available for the 
clients of the clinic. 
The treatment creates a setting for 
holistic health care for people living 
with HIV/AIDS. AIDS Support Ser-
vices are also offered. Case man-
ager. are av-Jilable 10 help the clients 
cope w11h problem, as,ociared with 
hou"ng. tran,por1a1ion. child care 
and many other ch.,llengcs. Mental 
health service, and addiction 1rca1-
ment arc also available. Profe"ion• 
ally led psychotherapy group,. psy-
chiatric evaluation and peer 
facilitated ,upport groups are offered 
through rhe center. 
Legal ,crvice, are also av-ailable. 
The center offers ongoing legal 
workshop, 10 help determine if 
client, need any type of legal assis-
tance. The last service offered is 
--------- ------- - --
\'OCational and rehabilitation coun-
seling. The clients arc offered assis-
tance with resumes. employment 
preparation and training. and job 
search resources. 
"I think that what the Max Robin-
,on Center is doing is excellent.'' 
said Chip Lewis. media spcciali,t of 
the Whitman Walker Clinic. "The 
roy drive is a great way 10 brighten 
the Christmas of kids with 
HIV/AIDS. AIDS medication can 
cost up to $15,000 so there is no 
room for extra,. The families don't 
ha--e a lot of money to give their kids 
a big Chri,rmas, w the toy drive is 
great." 
Black Revolutionary Patriots Memorial Could Become a Reality 
By Kesha Fee 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Nobody is born a legend, and those 
who eventually fall into that catego-
ry most likely ju,1 ,1ood up for some-
thing they believed in. Stood up and 
grabbed hold of a dream. as did Rosa 
Parks. Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X. 
Medgar Evers and other unsung 
heroes and leaden; of the past. This 
is the story of lhe American Re\'O• 
lution's forgotten heroes: Crispus 
Attucks, Salem Poor. Phyllis Wheat-
ley, Elizabeth Morgan. Prince Hall 
and Richard Allen. to name a few. 
The Black Patriots Foundation 
works to keep their stories alive. It is 
a private organization with the sole 
purpose of educating the people of 
the world on the contributions 1ha1 
black men. women. children. slaves. 
freed men and soldiers made to the 
foundation of America and the fighl 
for independence from England. 
In an effort to memorialize the 
achievements and contributions of 
the black American revolutionarie;,, 
Congress granted a once in a lifetime 
deal 10 erect a 90 foot long bronze 
Black Revolutionary War Patriots 
Memorial on the mall. The only 
catch was that the foundation had to 
raise all of the monies needed for the 
project Itself ,md il had a two year 
deadline to come up with the esti• 
mated IO million dollars needed for 
the monument. 1b dare the founda• 
tion has raised S 3.7 mi llion. 
After missing the deadline. the 
Black Patriots Foundation was grant-
ed a two-year exten,ion. Even ,rill. 
in 1998 the foundation failed to meet 
its goal and Congress granted n 
another exten~ion. 
Hoping for the bc,1 and expecting 
nothing less 1han rhc building ot the 
monument. Black Patriots Found:1-
tion founder and E,ecurivc Director 
Wayne T. Smith believe, the proJeCI 
will come to fruiuon. President Clin-
ton recently si)?ned a bill 10 provide 
funding through a commerntive coin 
,t!'ne,. 
'The answer is. absolutely yes. nor 
onl) will the Black Revolutionary 
War Patriots Memorial be built. but 
we will also effect education pro• 
gr.mh about the role of African 
Americans in the fuunding. freedom 
and building of our gre.tt Nnuon. 
Smith said. To that end. the founda• 
lion intends to work in crafting edu-
cational programs and school cur-
ricula lo facili1a1e 1hc inclusion of 
1hh subject mailer in schools 
1hroughout the nation 
At a cost of less than $ IO mil hon. 
the Black Pa1rio1s Memorial is one 
of the most reasonably priced nation• 
al monuments in recent history. And. 
with the economy booming and 
affluent African Amencans setting 
nc-. record daily with re,pec1 10 
,enior po,11,ons m corporate Amer-
ica and pnv:ue in,uturions. dona-
tions alone may be able 10 fund rhc 
project. 
Clinton appoints U. Maryland history Professor to Council 
By PESNY RtORl>AI\ 
The Diamondback (U. Maryland) 
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE PARK. Md. 
- President Clinton recently 
appointed campus history professor 
Ira Berlin to the National Council on 
Humanities. 
The counci l advises the National 
Endowmenl for the Humanities. 
The endowment funds programs that 
fall into four ba,ic areas: research, 
education. public programs and 
preservation. The l}pe of progmms 
funded can include anything from 
poetry ,lams to artifact re,1ora1ion. 
For example. the NEH recently fund• 
ed a program in the campus history 
department called the Freedmen and 
Southern Society Documents. The 
study produced a five volume series 
on the emancipation of American 
slaves. 
Berlin's primary job will be to advise 
the Director of the National Endow• 
menl for the Humanities. He said 
that n's a "great honor" 10 serve on 
the council. 
He said one of his goals is 10 have 
people everywhere gain a "greater 
sense of music, history. architec1ure. 
all the other aspects of the humani-
ties," 
Another goal includes getting the 
council more federal funding 
because its budget has been severe• 
ly cut in recenl years. Berlin said. 
Berlin said he will evaluate the 
NEH's budget three rimes a year. 
and will be one of the people respon-
sible for reviewing which programs 
get NEH funding. 
"This is something I'm very inter-
ested in doing." Berlin ,aid. 
Jim Turner. NEH spokesman. said 
Berlin was chosen because he had a 
"long and distinguished record of 
scholarship," He s.tid Berlin was also 
a "stand ouf· because of his mentor-
ing skills and abi lity 10 reach public 
audiences. 
Berlin ha, been teaching on campus 
for 20 )Cars and was instrumcntul in 
creating the College Park Scholars 
Progr.m1. 
He served for eight years on the 
Humanities Council of 1he Districl of 
Columbia. which is u regional chap-
ter of the National Endowment. Dur-
ing his rune there. Berlin was re<:og• 
nized as a National Scholar on lnbor 
and ,lavery. 
Linda Sargent Wood. a graduate stu-
dent in history. said Berlin is "one 
that sec, 1he big picture and rh~n is 
able 10 con,·cy the big picture to stu-
dents:· 
She said he is an energetic and enrhu• 
siasric teacher who challenges bis 
students. Berlin will be able to "bring 
innovative ideas (to 1he NEH] 
because he can see that big picture." 
she said. 
Tu•o of hi, most recent books. Many 
Thousand, Gone and Remembering 
Slavery have deah with the transition 
of sla,ery to freedom in Nonh Amer· 
ica. 
hllP://hilltop.howard.edu 
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What Howard University Students Say: 
hi1 home for me. because I'm from - Ebony Scott, Business Manage-
·1'he L.A. riois showed 1ha1 racism New York. and ii was a direc1 !error- ment, Sophomore 
s1ill exis1ed, and 1ha1 as much isl attack on our ci1y." 
progress thal we have supposedly -Matthew J ones, Biology, Fresh- '1'he 13-year-old boy in Michigan 
made, il's s1ill 1here. It made me pay man who was tried as an aduh for mur-
attention 10 what was going on in dering a guy shows what can happen 
urban America." "O.J. is 1he firs11hing 1ha, comes to when there isn't a stable two-parent 
my mind. because it happened over household." 
"The Bill Clinton/Monica Lewinsky such a long span of lime and because - Janka Laldlow, Biology, Sopho-
thing was interesting because we he was so famous." more 
devoted so much time looking nt the - Diedre Westbrook, Pharmacy, 
sex life of the President. while 01her first year Graduate Student "An importanl even! was slavery in 
counlries were laughing a1 us." Sudan and 1he Christians being per· 
- Patrick J ohnson, Broadcast "The Columbine shootings were secu1ed by the Muslims. A 101 of the 
Journalism, Sophomore important because they were the most people were liule kids and of course 
recent and most devastating. It blacks that were put into slavery. I'm 
·"The bombing in Oklahoma made showed what unresolved anger and a born-again Chris1ian. and I think 
me worry about national security, frustration in a student can lead 10." 1hat it's a blessing how we can wor-
and ask. ·are we really safe?'" 
-Carlene Ferran, Nursing, Junior ship freely in the U.S. while in Sudan 
- Miya Brown, Marketing, Senior 1hey are being persecuted for 1heir 
"I remember Jesse Jackson working faith." 
'1'he World Trade Center bombing 10 get the troops ou1 of Kosovo." -Diane Robertson, TV Produc-
New Web Site Aims to 
Eliminate Plagiarism in 
College Classrooms 
By H EATII DRUZIN 
The California Aggie 
(U. California-Davis) 
(U-WIRE) DAVIS. Calif. -
Cheaters beware! A new World Wide 
Web site designed to root ou1 plagia-
rism in college writing threatens to 
put on line paper brokers out of busi-
ness for good. 
The site, www.plagiarism.org. was 
designed by UC Berkeley doctoral 
candidate John Barrie and is designed 
10 check papers against a database of 
millions of online sites and pages • 
including the papers of all schools 
participating in the program • to test 
for originali1y. Barrie's site is intend• 
ed to ca1ch bo1h fully plagiariLCd 
papers and !hose with parts borrowed 
from other sources. 
According to 1he site. the system 
works by the professors having their 
s1udents upload their papers to the 
plagiarism.org website. The site then 
elec1ronically "fingerprints" each 
paper and checks it against its data-
base, using a compuler algorithm 10 
judge originahly. 
The database·, major focus is on 
what the website calls "Online paper 
mills" such as CheatHouse.com and 
Chea1er.com. Papers that simply use 
quotes will nol be cited and are only 
flagged in "cases of gro" plagia• 
rism·• the site says. Once a report is 
completed and plagiarism is found. 
lhe site provides the professor with 
links to the fi,'C mo$t similar pages to 
1he offending paper. 
In response to questions about 
papers being accidcnrnlly flagged the 
websi1e says, "If your work was 
flagged as unoriginal 1hen. depend-
ing on the originality ,core, i1 was 
probably not 1hat original." 
Of course using 1he program comC\ 
at a price. Professors pay $20 10 cre-
a1c an account • which includes a free 
1rial run of 30 papers • and 50 cents 
for every paper afler 30. 
Barrie go1 his original inspiration 
for plagiarism.org while working as 
a teaching assis1ant. He bad his stu• 
denis poSI their papers on lhe ln1er• 
ne1 so that other s1udents could 
review them. Afterwards. Barrie 
caughl wind 1ha1 these papers were 
resurfacing in other classes wi1h dif 
ferent ,1uden1s. To rool out the pla-
giarists. Barrie de,'eloped his pro• 
gram and 1es1ed in a UCB class. 
where he found fully 15 percent of 
1he papers to be in some way uno• 
riginal. 
Plagiarism.org is gaining popular-
i1y among professors and universities 
in a time when academic dishones1y 
appears 10 be on the rise. Campuses 
around the country, including UCB. 
are con tracting the service and 
schools as far away as Britain ha\'e 
expressed in1erest in 1he program. 
Some professors at UC Davis have 
shown interes1 in using plagia-
rism.org and UCO has been looking 
into using the sile. 
'1'here has been an effort by some 
lecturers in the English department to 
pilot the program through Student 
Judicial Affairs." Linda Morri,. pro-
fessor of English and chairperson of 
the English depar1men1. said. 
Firsl•year student Andrew Boring 
expressed his opinion of the pro-
gmm. 
"It's a good idea as long as they 
double-check the results by hand 10 
account for mistakes by the pro-
gram," he said. 
U. Maryland RA Charged 
With Bribery and Extortion 
By TIM LEIIIKI' 
The Diamondback (U. Maryland) 
(U,WIREJ COLLEGE PARK. Md. 
- Universily of Maryland police 
arrested and charged a Dorchester 
Hall resident assistant wi1h extortion 
Sunday after a resident of 1he dorm 
accused him of bribery. 
PoLice spokesman Lt. Don Smilh said 
al about 5 a.m. Saturday on the sec-
ond floor of Dorches1er Hall . RA 
Mehdi Mohamed Khoali, 21. saw a 
male resident smoking marijuana 
inside his room. Khoali pulled the 
resident aside and told him 10 hand 
over $2.000 or said he would report 
him to the police. Smi1h said. 
The victim of the bribe, who was not 
cited for posses,ion of marijuana. 
called Univel'\ity Police al about I :20 
p.m. Saturday to report the incident 
Univcrsi1y Police De1cc1ive Philip 
Thu ob1ained a warrant for Khoali 's 
arrest aboul 3 a.m. Sunday. 
At 6 p.m. Sunday. Thu =~ted Khoali 
near Anne Arundel Hall, charging 
him with two counts of exlortion of 
more than $300 and one counl of 
bribery, Smith said. 
Smilh noted that separa1e laws on 
extortion come into play when the 
incident involves a public employee. 
One of the charges of extortion and 
the charge of bribery make reference 
to Khoali as a resident assislant, he 
said. 
A North Hill desk receplionist Tues-
day night said resident life stnlf mem-
bers were asked by residenl life offi• 
cials nol to comment on the incident 
Residents of Dorches1er Hall con-
1acted Tuesday night said they knew 
nothing or very liule about the arrest, 
bu1 said they ne\'er had a problem 
wilh Khoali before. 
Khoali, a ,enior aerospace engineer-
ing major, was an RA in Montgomery 
Hall last year. He did not return calls 
last night. 
"I thought he was a great guy," said 
Aaron Smilh, a sophomore complll• 
er science major who Li\'CS on the sec• 
ond floor of Dorches1er. 
The Hilltop Wishes 
Everyone 
A Safe and Happy 
Holiday! 
lion, Senior "The bank robbery in Hollywood They're cloning • and 1echnology js 
was scary because the crooks had gelling ou1 of con1rol. Bui ii is , till 
'1'he JFK Jr. plane crash was sad ar1illery that the cops didn'1 even amazing 10 see how far it can take 
because he was so famous, and the have. and it showed 1ha1 the cops us." 
TWA plane crash was sad because so really need 10 updale their wcapoM." - Kyneesha Dew, Broadcast Jour-
many people died in it." - J anine J ohnson, International nalism, J unior 
- Deborah Hall, Biology, Fresh- Business, Sophomore 
mnn "The Gulf War was 1he war whe;e 
"1l1e art exhibit in Brooklyn 1hat U.S. troops were mosl involved in •~e 
"Proposition 209 was important caused so much controversy degrad- 90s." 
because I live in California, and it ed culture and religiou, beliefs and 
affcc1ed my acceptance into college." shows where our society is heading "The advancemem of A IDS resear~h 
--Starla Thomas, Finance, Junior today." is important because the epidemici'is 
- Annie John, BiolOg)\ Senior so prevalent and AIDS research is i.o 
'1'he black churches burned in 1he important.'' ' 
soulh was jusl history repea1ing itself. "The death ofTupac and Biggie was - Amanda Williams, Nutrition, 
and the man who was dragged in sad because 1hey were two of the Sophomore 
Texas jusl confirms that racism still biggest icons in the industry. two 
exisls." young black men at the top of their -Compiled by Carol Washingt<in. 
-lyesha Brown, History, second careers." Hilllop Staff Wri1cr 
year Graduate Student 
''Technology was big this decade. 
' 
DePauw U. Faculty Approvej 
Disruptive Student Policy 
By JESStC\ SCHAAi! 
The DeP:mw (DePauw U.) 
CU-WIRE) GREENCASTLE. Ind. 
- Studenls. beware: Behave or 
you're oul <>f class. 
Along wi1h several new proposals, 
Monday's faculty meeting saw a con-
lrnuance in lhe discussion of the Stu-
den1 Life and Academic Atmosphere 
Committee's disrup1ive student poli-
cy. Faculty will be able 10 follow a 
new policy tha1 will describe the 
process of dealing with disruptive 
student<. 
In a lengthy discussion culminating 
in a secret ballot. committee chair 
David Newman in1roduced the 
revised vel'\1on of the policy for fac-
ulty approval. The changes in 1he 
policy focused on providing clarity 
and didn't aher the con1en1. Included 
in the changes was the omission of an 
introductory parngrJph. which was 
redundant in conjunc1ion wi1h 1he 
outlined procedure. 
However. no db1inc1 definition of 
"disruptive behavior" was provided. 
which had been the focal point of 
much of1he debnie in the November 
meeling. The discussion began wi1h 
a hypothetical argument related to a 
recenl incident al Wab,"h College in 
which a female instructor asked a 
student wearing a ,hirt th,11 read "We 
don't need women ,11 Wabash ... We 
do just fine wi1h DePauw's" 1oei1her 
remove the shirt or lea,'C the class-
room. 
While some 1eachers fell the request 
was wi1hin the individual righ1s of a 
teacher. others argued that the accep• 
tance of such behavior would infringe 
on students' first amendment rights. 
Newman defended 1he committee's 
decision not 10 include a specific def-
inition by explnining 1h01 what i, 
considered disrupti\'e by one teacher 
may not be disrup1ive 10 another. 
"(SLAACJ decided that this was 
really a maner of the instruclor ... 
reaching a poinl where he/she can no 
longer tolerale a di,ruplion," New-
man said. "We want 10 allow 1he fac• 
ulty member 10 decide whether or not 
an issue is disruptive." 
Another topic of debate was lhe 
role of mediators in the policy. which 
calls for a supervised meeting 
between the faculty member and dis-
rup1ive student 10 discuss 1he sru-
dent's future in the cour,;e. 
Afler 20 minutes of discussion. a 
call 10 vote wn< MUed. Upon reque,1. 
ballols were dis1ribu1cd to each 
m,1ruc1or for n ,ccret vole. Faculty 
chair Howard Brooks 1allied up 1he 
votes nnd announced 1ha1 the motion 
to appro"e the policy had carried by 
va,t majority. 
However. the comminee had agreed 
10 reconsider the role of mediation 
within the procedure and will discuss 
the possibility of implementing 
gu idelines for mediators and 1he 
mediation proce,s al the ne,t meel• 
mg. 
Facuhy members also discu~sed 
final exam schedules. The discus-
sion will continue during February·, 
meeting. One professor noted that he 
will be teaching a class on Friday and 
his students musl lake the final c.~am 
over lhe course material 1he follow-
ing morning. In addition. a basketball 
gan1e and swim meel are scheduled 
to iakc place on the weekend of 
finals. further deple1ing 1he amounl 
of time available for studying. 
Nnncy Davis. chair of the Manage-
men1 of Academic Organizations 
commiuec .and University President 
Robert Bottoms agreed that ahhou~h 
no1hing may be done to solve !lie 
problem, with lhi> scme,1er's fin~,. 
methods 10 fix future exam schedules 
will be discussed during their nc,t 
mee1ing. 
O1her highlights of Monday', m~t-
ing included Vice President of Aoa-
demic Affairs Neal Abraham's pre• 
sen talion of 1he Inspirational leac~er 
Award to John Di1rmer. hiMory pfo• 
fes,or. Consideration for lhe aw;lrd 
came from faculty nomination, and 
,tudent, and faculty were inl~r-
vle\\'ed 3bout the oominee,. Abr•· 
ham cho-.e Dmmer on account of~" 
"passion, for issues of socialju,tic;e" 
and his inspiration nnd dedicauorrto 
sludents. 
Also. 1he faculty was congrntulalcd 
on its conlribution, lo the Unit-d 
Way. Pledges and donahons 10 1'he 
orgam.G.lh0n 101.iled almost $4 I .oOo. 
which amoun1s 10 136 percent of (he 
University's goal. This i, the ru-,.1 
ye,1r that the facult) ha, reached m 
goal. 
And a, profc~sor ,ubm1 ' I u:.,r 
grades vrn the Internet lhl\ scmc,( ·,. 
siudcn1s will he able 10 chec~ tl~,r 
grades via the World Wide \\(eb 
beginning Dec. 21. 
Information on retrieving fi~al 
grades ,hould he available Wednr, 
day m student ma,lt,,.,xe,. : 
• 
• 
E-mails spark controversy in Brow 11 
U. African-American Community I 
By BROOKS KING 
BRown Daily Herald (Brown U.) 
CU-WIRE) PROVIDENCE, RI.-
Some SO members of the Brown 
Unh·ersity African-American and 
Third World communities met 
Tuesday night after a series of con-
tro\-erslal group e-mails circulated 
through the African-American 
community over the weekend. 
The meeting was held lo Harambee 
House, the African-American pro-
gram house, to discuss tensions the 
e-mnlls raised in the African-
American community, Including 
some fears that alumni donors to 
African-American campus groups 
may withhold future donallons fol-
lowing the e-malls. 
Students \,ho attended the meeting 
decided not to speak to The Herald, 
said one student who asked not to 
be identified, 
The e-mail e.~chnnge, which Includ-
ed derogatory categorizations of 
specific African-American men 
nnd \,omen on campus, began with 
an e-mail sent by a group of under-
graduate African-American 
women to a list of African-Ameri-
can students at Brown. 
The original e-mall lndudfd names 
or specific undergraduate African-
American men In categories Uke 
"best looking;' ns well as under a 
derogatory heading that Included 
n racial slur. 
The e-mall prompted an anony-
mous, derogatory reply listing 
names of specific Mricnn-Amerl-
can women under categories like 
"easy head" and "cock teasert 
among others. 
The reply named mostly first-year 
and sophomore women, leadinii 
one student, who asked not to be 
Identified, to speculate that the e-
mail was sent by an underclass 
man or group of men. 
Both the original e-mail and the 
reply prompted a slew of condem-
nation from recipients, including 
an e-mail response from one 
African-American "'Oman callinll 
the original e-mail classifying 
African-American men on "overt 
di5play or ignoran«. superliciallty, 
slander, and O\'Crall disrespect for 
tbe solidarity or the black commu-
nity:· 
''By doing what you did, )'OU only 
perpetuated that erroneous stereo-
type or black women ns gold-dig-
ging, materialistic, superficial 
bitches that •true' sistahs like 
myself hove been trying to dispel 
for years," the woman wrote. 
The reply e-mail that categorized 
African-American women. origi• 
nally sent to some 40 students, cir• 
culated throughout the African-
Amtrlcan community over the 
weekend, prompting no e-mail 
reply rrom Koren McLaurln-Ches-
son '74, associate dean or the Col-
lege and Third World Center direc-
tor. 
' In her Dec. 6 t-mnll, addressed to 
"block undergraduate student.~ at 
Brown University," McLaurln• 
Chesson called the e-mails "dis-
gusting, offensive, and reOectiI,: or 
immaturit)," 
"From whnt I under~tand, tliis 
whole Issue de\'eloped from o list 
generated by certnin female un4,r• 
gr aduates rating undergradupte 
males;" McLaurln-Chesson wrote. 
"Although there is nothing t#r• 
ently wrong with what wns donr, 
the Inclusion of nn otrensh-e ca~-
gory was inappropriate and insvlt• 
• •I I mg. 
The e-mails raised concern that 
some alumni, offended by the: e• 
mails, might '"ithdraw or discon-
tinue donations to campus African• 
American student groups, ..aid one 
source who asked not to be lde9ti• 
Oed. 
Dean of Student Life Robin Rl"e 
acknowledged she had met \"'th 
Associate Dean of Sludent Life 
Leonard Perry about the issue but 
said she "ns not well informed 
enough to comment. 
Perry, who attended Tuesday 
night's meeting at Harambet 
House, along "ith l\tcLaurin-
ChC'<SOn, declined to speak to 1 he 
Herald. 
• 
, 
., 
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AN OPEN LETTER TO HOW ARD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Office of the President 
December 10, 1999 
Dear Student Colleague: 
As this semester draws to a close, I wish to take this opportunity to express my appreciation for the confidence you have placed in 
those of us who have major administrative responsibilities for our great University. When I met with students at our last Town 
Meeting, I promised that I would report on our progress in eliminating the most serious problems encountered during the Fall 1999 
registration and late registration period. Altbough much remains to be done, we have made significant progress. 
Directed by my office, a special Registration & Financial Aid Task Force was established to review and address the issues associated 
with the implementation oftbe new Banner registration and student information system. This Task Force reviewed and analyzed the 
problems and your concerns and implemented many changes that resulted in the virtual elimination of the financial aid processing 
backlog. The following specific steps were taken to improve the processing of financial aid and registration: 
• Increased the number of financial aid staff and added overtime shifts to process applications more quickly; 
• Hired an interim Financial Aid Director with Banner expertise; 
• Provided staff in the Enrollment Management Telephone Information Center with advanced training to allow them to respond 
better to financial aid questions; 
• Added a Special Registration Opportunity for Spring 2000 (November 29th to December 17"', 1999); 
• Removed financial holds on student accounts for Spring 2000 registration; 
• Adjusted payment requirements for students in University housing to accommodate students who had experienced problems with 
the processing of their financial aid; 
• Increased on-going training of staff in the use and capabilities of Banner; 
• Activated additional portions of Banner that increase the functionality of the system; and 
• Continued customer service training of hundreds of University staff members through the Professional Development and 
Leadership Academy. 
Late Registration for Spring 2000 bas been overhauled, with an emphasis on eliminating bottlenecks in the Blackbum University 
Center Ballroom. We will locate, outside of the Ballroom. service points for obtaining validation stickers, paying your bill and 
seeking information. 
Some students indicated to us that they were not always aware that a Promissory Note was ready for signature. As a rcsuh. we took 
special, even extraordinary. steps to alert students to come in and sign their Promissory Notes. Failure to do so by Federal deadlines 
results in the loss of those loans. Consequently, in addition to placing ads in The Hilltop, as we have done in the past, we 
implemented a variety of other methods to contact students and tell them to sign their Notes and to facilitate the process. These were: 
notification by e-mail and telephone; mailing Promissory Notes to students when requested; group signings at the Law School; Deans 
or Financial Aid Officers in schools and colleges notified students; hours for Note-sigl)ing at the Howard Center were increased by 
more than 25% per week; Residence Life staff notified University housing residents whose Notes were ready for signing; posters were 
placed around the campus and in residence halls and dining facilities; annowicements were placed on the campus cable network 
monitors; a specially produced half-hour cable program on financial aid, registration and Promissory Notes was broadcast on the 
network monitors; and during the last weeks of the semester, staff and temporary eQ1Ployees even contacted students in their desses. 
To each student who has responded to our communications regarding Promissory Notes, we say, "Thank you." However, the Task 
Force reports that there continues to be a sizeable number of students who have not yet signed their Notes. Regrettably, many of these 
students, as a consequence, can expect delays in completing their validation next semester. If you applied for a loan and have not yet 
signed the Note,. please check your Howard email to determine if your Note is ready for signature. And please continue to check your 
email for updates on registration and other important University developments. 
I encourage you, if you have not already completed Spring 2000 registration, to take full advantage of the Special Registration 
Opportunity, using HU B.I.S.O.N. - the University's telephone registration system (806-4537) available through December 1 r". 
Finally, I ask for your participation in our efforts by completing your selection of courses and by satisfying your financial 
requirements prior to the start of next semester. This will reduce lines and improve the registration/payment process. Student Financial 
Services (SFS) began mailing validation stickers on December 3 rd, and will continue to send them through December l 7tti, to the local 
addresses of students who have completed their registration process and met their financial requirements. Remaining validation 
stickers may be picked up in Room 148 of the Blackbum University Center beginning January 3, 2000. Also, SFS will list on the 
University's WebPage, and update daily, all students validated for Spring 2000. 
In addition to addressing the issues of registration, we continue to expand our use of infonnation technology. During Homecoming 
we initiated a prototype of the University's new walk-up email and information service called eSTOP. Located on the first floor and 
the lower level of the Blackburn University center, the new eSTOP installations provide you with access to your University email 
account. This new service, provided by Information Systems and Services, is available to all registered students and is intended for 
email access only. Four video monitors are mounted above each eSTOP displaying video feeds from the Howard University 
Television Network. If the eSTOP prototypes prove popular we will explore adding more locations. Work is well underway to create 
a .. digital auditorium., in Blackburn University Center, where many aspects of smart room technology will be a'vailable . 
• 
Finally, we are pleased to announce that two more major enhancements that were described in The Strategic Frameworkfor Action are 
nearing completion. · 
• The Information Lab @ Technology Center (11..AB), which is designed to provide training rooms, multimedia equipment and 24n 
access to students on more that 200 computers, will begin operations early in tbe Spring 2000 semester. 
• The iLAB will also house The Center for Excellence in Teaching and Leaming (CETL), which evidences our commitment to 
ensure that University facuhy have access to the best teaching practices and the most advanced knowledge on techniques and 
technologies. · 
The initiatives described in ~ letter have been developed to improve administrative, academic and information services available to 
you. These enhanced services are all designed as well to be responsive to your needs as, together, we strive to make real our vision of 
Leadership for America and the Global Community. 
Best wishes for a successful semester and a wonderful and safe holiday . 
• 
Sincerely, 
. , ~-~i/2';;?,i~/_. :>~;:· 
H. Patrick Swygert 
President 
All 
AJ2 
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Thank each and every one of you for a great semester and for truly making The HIiitop the Nation's 
Best and Largest Black Colleglate Newspaper! Thanks for all the good times (and bad :-)) , most of all 
thank you for all the memories. Have a safe and happy holiday. One Semester Down, One More To Gol 
Love Always-- THE EiC 
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WE HEARD YOU & WE CARE 
Recently, some students have voiced their concern and disappointment with various aspects of 
the Howard University Dining Services program. Most of the issues are related to the value of 
meal plans, sanitary conditions in the Blackburn Cafeteria, customer service and the taste and 
variety of food offered in both the Blackburn Center and The Punchout Snack Bar. As the 
contractor for food services on the Howard University campus, Sodexho Marriott Services values 
your patronage and is committed to providing you, our valued customer with a pleasant dining 
• experience. 
We are very troubled by the current level of customer satisfaction and will do all that we can to 
restore your faith and confidence in dining services. In response to the concerns raised, we pledge 
to do the following: 
• Comprehensive study of all food service equipment and facilities and provide 
feedback/recommendations to University administrators- December 10, 1999 
• ServSafe Food Safety and Sanitation Training & Certification for additional key food service 
c • personnel- December 9 & 10, 1999 
• Ongoing Customer Service Training for all food service personnel 
• Upscale our Sunday Brunch Buff et Meal starting January 16, 2000 
Also, in order to ensure that we continue to listen and hear you, the following steps have been 
and are being taken: 
• Offered "Focus Groups" on Thursday, December 2 & Friday, December 3, 1999 with students 
to solicit feedback for continuous improvement 
• Monthly "Comment Tables" began in November 
• Revitalization of the Food Advisory Committee- January 28, 2000 
• Luncheon/Dinner with the Director- January 28, 2000 
The information we gather from each of these sources and methods will be utilized to 
implement an effective and enhanced operating plan for the upcoming semester in all dining 
services operations. 
We recommit ourselves to providing you and the Howard University community with the very 
best in campus dining in a healthy and safe environment. 
Sincerely, 
Steven Gibbs 
Resident District Manager 
(202)-806-4142 
AIJ 
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EDITORIALS 
THE HILLTOP 
Founded in /924 
The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper 
Is Howard Still The 'Mecca' 
At The Turn of The Century? 
A Historical Look... weakest chain in Howard's link. Firstly, the Uni-
In November 1866, shortly after the end of the versity could be managed belier. Any customer ser-
Civil War, members of the First Congregational vice complaints that students and parents may voice 
Society of Washington considered establishing a !he- directly reflect the job !hat administrators are doing. 
ological seminary for the education of African- Secondly, the administration needs 10 work toward 
American clergymen. Within a few weeks, the con- fostering a belier relationship with the student body. 
cept had expanded 10 include a provision for estab- If not the truth, the administration appears as being 
lishing a University. Within two years, the Univer- underhanded and dishonest. The lack of trust 
sity consisted of !he Colleges if Liberal Arts and between these parties has inhibited the overall 
Medicine. The new institution was named for Gen. growth and progress of the Unh•ersity. 
Oliver 0. Howard, Civil War hero. who was a Libraries: Howard University's RI research sta-
founder of the University and at the time Commis- 1us is not reflected in its different libraries. The Uni-
sioner of the Freedman's Bureau. versi1y's plans for a new Health Sciences library is 
The University charier, as enacted by Congress without question a step in the right direction, still 
and subsequently approved by President Andrew most undergraduate and graduate students seeking 
Johnson on March 2, 1867, designated Howard 10 accomplish any level of real research often find 
University as" a University for the Education of themselves frequenting the libraries of neighboring 
youth in the liberal arts and sciences". ins1i1u1ions in the D.C. metro area. 
In 1879, Congress approved a special appropria- Research: Howard University does an incredible 
tion for the University. The charter was amended in amount of research leading 10 profound discovery 
1928 to authorize an annual federal appropriation in many different fields but the research is poorly 
for construction, development, improvement and promoted. Howard must better publicize the find-
maintenance of the University. And so we have the ings of its most ground-breaking studies if ii seeks 
tale of Howard University. to be ranked along the lines of Harvard, Princeton, 
Mission: The mission of Howard University as a and other elites in the upper echelon of university 
comprehensive, research-oriented, predominant research. 
T11E Hn.LTOP 
African-American University is 10 provide "excep- Facilities: Howard University's facilities are also 
tional quality of reasonable cost to students of high a major weakness in the overall picture of the Uni-
academic potential." Particular emphasis is placed versity. Many of the buildings are old and outdated. 
upon providing educational opportunities for and have serious infrastuctural problems which 
African- American men and women and for other have worsened after being neglected for years. Thi, 
historically disenfranchised groups. The mission also makes it harder to retain quality students and 
furthers states that "Howard University is dedicatc!d faculty, because Howard cannot compete with lhe 
to attracting, sustaining. and developing a cadre of allure of newly renovated. state-of-lhe-art campus-
faculty who, through the teaching and research, are es at many of America's top colleges and universi-
committed to producing distin- ~----------~ ties. 
letters to the Editor 
guished and compassionate Our View Schools/ Programs: Howard is the 
graduates who seek solutions most comprehensive HBCU in Amer-
to human and social problems in ica. The University regularly attracts 
the United Stales and through- Howard students for its !Op-rate graduate pro-
out the world.' University is still grams. However, several other 
DoesHowardstillholdtrueto HBCU's have gained ground on 
its mission? ls Howard taking the pinnacle of Howard in many schools/programs. 
the necessary steps 10 sustain a Black education Florida A&M now boasts a top busi-
cadre of faculty that are of the ness and communications school, 
highest caliber? Should in America. while North Carolina A&T and 
Howard's mission be re-evalu- Prairie View A&M University fea-
ated and adjusted to reflect the tures excellent engineering schools. 
growing needs of the African- Does this mean Howard has conced-
American community inthecomingcemury?These edits position as the premier HBCU in America? 
are all critical questions that deserve concrete con- We do not think so. II simply means since the 
sideration if not answers as we face the turn of the "Mecca" has been al the top for so long, other 
century. HBCU's have been trying to live up 10 the Howard 
Tuchnology: As Howard enters the next millenni- name. thus gaining recognition for their instilu-
um, the true test of its resilience will come from the tions. 
ability to survive in !he technology age. To compete Faculty: The faculty at Howard University is top-
with other institutions of higher learning, HU will notch. Howard is fortunate to have an award-win-
have to improve its computer science, engineering, ning faculty that cares enough to show personal one-
natural science, and medical facilities as well as the on-one allention to students, a distinctive difference 
computer labs provided for student work and pro- between many national Universities in which stu-
jects. According to the Howard University Fact dents are just numbers. Howardhasexperienceddif-
book for 1999, there are only 1,429 computer work- ficulty in attracting and keeping quality professors. 
stations available for a student body of 6,541. The mainly because of competitive salaries. 
future of American higher education lies in the tech- Tuition CosU Fet's: Despite an annual tuition/fee 
nological advances of today. In addition, a twenty increase, Howard University remains one of the 
four hour computer lab is essential to the livelihood cheapest colleges in ib class in America. However. 
of the ,tudent body and modern conveniences (more when will it all end? It's bad enough students &1rug-
prin1ers, dormitory Internet access, faster comput- gle with insufficient financial aid, so placing addi-
ers) must be implemented. tional costs on students will only place us further in 
Registration: As this semester draws to a close, debt. Fees have also been increased with promises 
many students are wondering if the newly imple- of better facilities and services, which have not came 
mented BANNER system will function properly to 10 pass. This all raises a key question: where has all 
insure a smooth registration process for Spring !he money gone? 
2000. Although much remains to be done, the Uni- Quality of Life: Simply put, there is no other place 
versity promises a better process next time. We hope like Howard University. Our diverse student body is 
so. A poor registration process and Howard Uni- a refreshing site to incoming students. There is a 
versity have in the past been viewed as synonymous sense of family and tradition at the "Mecca.'' Peo-
and the university must seriously address this prob- pie from all over the world flock to this institution 
lem if it seeks to sustain its role in the upper tier of to witness what a real HBCU is all about. Howev-
American colleges and universities. er. security concerns have been ra.ised. Because 
Financial Aid: In addition to being able to pro- crime is a mitior issue, the University is trying to take 
vide its students with more aid and better packages steps 10 ensure the safety of its students. 
as a means of retaining America's brightest students, Alumni Support: Howard's alumni are among the 
the actual efficiency of the financial aid office and most prestigious individuals in their respective 
process needs improvement. The total number of fields. Still, this is not reflected in the amount of 
students dependent on some financial assistance money that alumni contribute to the university. ln 
from the University is 8,468. Seventy-five percent addition to the University instituting and executing 
of undergraduate students receive financial aid, yet a more aggressi,·e alumni giving campaign, Howard 
the amount of federal funds disbursed 10 students also needs to focus on providing its present students 
highly outnumber those granted by the university. with a quality experience while here, so that when 
Howard concentrating on being able to provide they do leave and become successful, they might be 
more in-house aid for students will reduce their inclined to contribute money toward the overall good 
dependence on federal aid, and Laos lessen tlie over- of their alma mater. 
all debt of graduating Howard University students. Entering the new millennium, it is our view that 
which is alarmingly high and prevalent. Howard is still the cap:,lone of black academia. 
Administration: The administrative leg of However, complacent attitudes can make that pres-
Howard University may be considered one of the tige a thing of the past. 
Dear Ed11or. 
lam writing this kttc.:-rbecau~ 1 wns fascinated with 
the p,e,:c by Randy Shon about black American 
v.om.:o - which I read on the Internet - ,n Toe Oct. 
29 is,ue of Toe H1lltop, and I felt compelled to 
rc«pond 
Tu h<,g1n. l do air1.-.: '""' him on,,,.., Ley point 
hi, feehng that too many Afri(an4 Amcrican WO[l)('O 
ha,e "attiluduial problems." I think blnck \\OOlCO. as 
a whole. need to lo-.e tli.e rotating-head, the"cbild-
pleas<'," and tbe 11J1,ty nthtude!1 1 1\-e ne,er hlo:d or 
undcNood that paJ1 of our culture. 
Huwc,<r. I wa.; ,er) di>turbtd b} hh o,crall id¢as 
nbout hlack women. ltis s.id. to me, 1h01 he s<.-.:m< 10 
bJ.rbor ,o much raw hate for th\! women in his <>WO ... 
mcc. And I find II rntcr<!>ting that be doe<n't "'°"' to 
undcrsl.'.lnd that many "iJlt<llcctual" black \\omen -
his <'OUnterparts - :ire havin~ the "'°"' frustrnhon< 
with m.1ny black men. 
I C'an·• uJdrt\s c,t'ry1hmg an h.is commenury. hut I 
thought I might touch on a le\\ potn15: 
As I "'id llbo\'c, I happen 10 agrte with his "cw that 
many bl;1d.: women don·t exude enough fomininil)". 
But I think. unfortunatet). th" i\ bc<:ause nWl'l)' of 
hi<:.e "omen hn,-e never felt much IO\C from 1nen I 
think If black women fdc the)· we:rc \alu~ more as 
mate, and wi\'e, they would become softer and more 
to,ing. For what it\ \\orth, I really don't believe there 
"••>thing lllherently diffcn•nt btmoon black \\Omen 
and v.omen of other mcial or ethnic groups. The onl)' 
diffrreoce i, m how Ibey arc trc.ued. For ~x.tmpk·. 
though I think \\h1te "omen ha,c tbcir ,bare of prob-
lem,. a, a cruup I t-<lic,cthc) are"~"'-"' more hy th<ir 
men and. 1ncrc.'t<m~I)', by other nic,-. n< \\Cll. ·1ncy 
learn thi, \1:C) early th.rough mc~,agd in soc-irt); m 
the meJ,a and ,n hi,tor}·, Bceau<e of the way they .re 
lr'Cah .. -d,bcca.u,c of the \alue many men place on 1hcm 
'" the ,p11onic of l>eau1y and as potential m.11c,. I 
btlic\-C they aft'". o,·cro11. imbued with more confi-
dence 30J more feminine: lraits 
I also lhink he ha, a ,kewt."d view of what \l,'Omeo 
from oth.:r cultW\', rc,illy "ant from hint The truth 
i<, \\Omen in Br.wl and many other t1e,clop111g C(•lln· 
lriC\ lmc Arocrkrui men. no m:,ua 1b:irr.1c.c.bccau..;e 
n., a group the) ore <Xlh'Ulel) poor and ao Amcncan 
m.tn i~ :mcscape from that. Many ofthtm ,,·ot1ltlluve 
to marry •n Amem-:in .Uld e;cape po,~) 111a1 is nOI 
to ~uggc~t tha1 Brmban v.'\1mc.-n arc not g001:l ,,01nen. 1 J 
It i1 to put in pel"',J)\,"Chvt wh) he may ~n~ounter so 
m.tny warm, friendly women in Bra.t.11 and why be 
may ha\'C ,-omc to h<,\ic,e that they are better than hi, 
own. 
I think thi:re ,, nothing wrong with intel'T'JCial dat-
mg and 01orriage. In fact, io our multicultural soci-
ety today, 11 make, a 101 of s<n,c. 
The only thing that concern, ,ne i\ that some peo-
ple >ecru lo do ii for tho wrong reason, - iJlcludmg 
nl.'guti,..-e stereotypes about their own tnc.n or won~n 
and ,le,p-held hclieh tb>1 other mccs are ,imply bet-
ter tluu> thoir o\\n 
Janita Poe 
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::IS HOWARD STILL THE MECCA? 
' 
Howard Is 
Still The Jewel 
Of Black 
Education 
' ,, 
.. 
'. 
RANDY SHORT 
No maner how many things that I find wrong with Howard University, this school is hallowed ground for learning nnd is the very best institution of its 
type in the world. Arguably. Howard as an institution of 
learning has done more to improve the lives of Black peo• 
pie than any other. However. we must purge ourselves 
oTthe cultural pathologies, negroisms, and barbarities that 
are detcring Howard from retaining its prestige as a great 
c~nter of learning. • 
:Despite a bureaucracy that enshrines nepotism. sloth, 
ahd corruption. Howard has conferred more degrees to 
people of African descent than any other institution in the 
-,,. 
Howard Has 
Lost Its Luster 
as The 
''Mecca'' 
MARK HARRIS 
Howard ... 1he Caps1one of Negro educa1ion, righ1? 
Wrong. 
Something tells me that, in I 958, Charles R. Drew Hall 
was nol inlended 10 be a run-down high-rise that would 
"bui Id the charac1er offreshman men" and bring them clos-
er 1ogether because of the hardships they sha.red. 
Something tells me that, in I 867, the founders of Howard 
University did not inlend thal 1he process of registration and 
the general process of dealing with the administration 
would SCl'\'C ~s "preparalion for the real world" because peo-
ple are not going to treal you righl, trea1 you with respecl, 
or do things on "your" time once you're in the real world. 
world. Despite the rife intellectual mediocrity and insti• ----------------------------------------
1\ltionalized black self-hatred. quadroon-pretense, and 
Something tells me tha1 the fac1 1ha1 WHBC-AM is a 
"training facili1y" for Howard studenls is nol supposed 10 
1ransla1e into being unable 10 hear a note from the place 
unless you are in the basement hallway of C.B. Powell. 
IQmpenbourgcois-lack of prophelic vision. Ho,tard has 
n\jrtured and inspired (albeit ir's tragic cannibalis1ic rep-
u1a1ion for ea1ing it's own). Toni Morrison, Togo West, 
l;Jaine Jones. Pauli Murray, Kwame Ture, fames Farmer. 
a.nd legions of others. In spite of nn an1i-in1ellectual Sovi• 
el Russia-like climate, Howard has employed great minds 
like: Carier G. Woodson, W.E.B. DuBois, George Pad-
more. C.L.R. James, Na1han Hare, Frances Cress Wels-
A Millennium Note to the 
Counterfeit Bison 
Something tells me thal the crea1ors of the S1erling Online 
Ca1alog did nol realize when they were carefully installing 
lhe syslem thal half lhe books they listed were not in the 
slacks or were in sections 1hat ha,·e "restric1ed access," 
meaning thal no one ever gets 10 read them excepl the erranl 
librarian. 
Something 1ells me thai. when people 1alk abou1 sup-
porting black businesses, 1hey do not mean hiring a black 
ing. Mary Frances Berry, E. Franklin Frazier, Charles 
Clrew. Ralph Bunche, Kelly Miller, Spotswood Robinson, 
Waller Rodney. Tony Brown, Everell Jusl, Percy Julian, 
Mae Lou Jones. and so forth. Harvard, Yale, S1anford. 
Rrown. Dar1mouth, Chicago. and the others simply can-
nb1 boast this even if the Capstone sluggardly continues 
1() res1 oa old Jim Crow imposed success. 
11 is 1irne for the games 10 end. TYRREL L. J. EILAND 
aloog with the drama. Take the 
ma.~ks off. Oh, by lhe way. speaking in tongues is a gift 
along wi1h laying of hands wilh any kind of aulhority: pray 
for those gifts before you start working in the flesh. The 
Bible talks about false prophets; stop buying the tapes and 
copying, Shabba! 
firm 1ha1 said ii could do no belier 10 build a s1uden1 cen-
ler that was 100 small when ii was construc1ed 1wenty-one 
years ago. 
'Howard is a great school, and 1he power of its good peo-
ple always triumphs over institulionalized volilional 
e~feeblemen1. Our infamous weaknesses are: a divine-
ri$hl:of-kings -styled administration tha1 doesn·1 ha,·e an 
aeademic clue nor a pro-African American social vision. 
and is tolerant of sinecures of corrup1ion (e.g. the Gerry 
Leisman scandal), a stroogesque Board of Trus1ees, and 
a peuy, apalhetic, divided, aloof, and cowardly faculty 
that Stevie Wonder could see needs to be told-off. Anoth-
er serious weakness is the welfare cheese/narcolic addic-
tion of over-paid bureaucrals to the federal approprialion. 
when we could raise billions ourselves if we knew how 
10 stroke people. Howard will never convince philan-
Jhropis1s 10 give 1heir money until our self-anoin1ed 
~eities slop: praclicing Boesky-like fiscal :1ccoun1ing, 
~electing cheap old-friends for truslees , spending !heir 
)ime nazifying student life, and wasling money like coon-
ish Rothchilds. Las1, there is an entrenched culture-not 
even accoun1able to God-that permits low Mandards and 
,111acks progressive people and trends. Many people in 
nu1hority have enthroned themselves as living-gods-
whom lack one scin1illa of human compassion. 
, S1ill we rise! Commined, underpaid and threadbare 
tacul1y, unappreciated siaff and long-suffering personnel. 
and financial-aid-poor s1uden1s together make Howard 
h special place. If given ;1 chance.1he equipmenl. non-serf 
salaries. facilities, and modern buildings thlll Jesus Chrhl 
muldn'1 recognize from his you1h. Howard can do any-
thing. The bigges1 selling point of any universi1y is lhe 
hope and po1en1ial 1ha1 people see in 1heir future af1er 
~uending. 
, Here are some ofIDe things that Howard should be striv-
ing for in the next millennium 10 preserve and ex1end il's 
glory: concenlrating our energies areas of s1udy where 
)Ve are dominan1 such as Jan Studies. Gospel Music, 
!3lack/Disaporan li1era1urc. African/African American 
S1udies: introduce multi-lingual disrnnce learning pro-
grams for African. Lalin American. European, and Asian 
marke1s; transforming Howard University Press into a 
multi-media complex 1ha1 does more than print books Stu· 
llents are forced to buy: elevate faculty salaries and schol-
an;hips to a compe1i1ive level so that the best professors 
l"'d s1udents want 10 be here; make compu1er-owner-
ship/cable/interne1 access universal for all s1uden1s and in 
311 classrooms and dorms; improve 1he professional pro-
trams and make foreign travel and language s1udy more 
~vailable lo sludents. Lasl. we should be exploring ways 
(o bet\er use of our Beltsville ctm1pus. We are in the 
process of becoming grea1er1han we have ever been if we 
<>nly work hard. 
: Ho,vard's Crisb is also i1s Oppor1uni1y. and we can make 
mountains move with right-mindedness. prophe1ic pur• 
i>ose and fai1h, and ethical use of the Federal appropria• 
lion and hones1 accounling of our other asse1, (e.g. 
Martha ·s Vineyard homes among others) we can reach the 
oew heights to which destiny calls us. . 
, Randy Slton is a Graduate S111de111 i11 African Studies 
i/11d rite Rorario11 Editor of The Hil/rop. He ca11 be ~ached 
QI rtmdyshorr@ltormail.com. 
With everyone using the cliche abou1 the year 2000, I felt compelled lo write specifically lo the needs of m) fellow Bison. For the record, 
people need to learn how 10 spell MILLENNIUM before 
they use it. This passage is inlended to serve as just a ref-
erence 10 some of lhe issues that I have witnessed o,-er the 
pasl few years on can1pus, You should 001 lake offense 10 
this editorial. If it does not represent you or your lifestyle, 
don't be bothered or offended. My brothers and sisters, it 
is a distinct honor to be a Howard Bison; we must wear 
the name wilh dignily and poise. Many have abused and 
exploited the name and lhe history of our fme instilution-
1 like the label .. lmpos1or" for these individual. For thal 
wry reason, I have compiled a series of categones in10 
which impostors fall. 
Tire l't'ANNA•BE BISON: I like to call them tried-ou1s; 
1hey 1ry for every posilioo open on campus bu1 never real· 
ly seam to auain them. Mostly lheir defeat is because the 
people making 1he selections can see through the games 
and plo1s. It is an1az.ing how they jump on causes and orga-
nizations lha1 they lalked so badly abou1 in past ye:U'S. Be 
careful what you say about people and things; ii oormnl• 
ly comes back 10 haunl you in some fashion. Now. on their 
behalf. they are die bard for every cause. especially if they 
foe! it may gel them a .tipend on power hall. some recog-
nition, or a free Homecoming 1icket. Communi1y service 
fur lhem is a dirty word: ii \hould be ch,mged ltl Com· 
pensation for Service. 
Tht INSECURE BISON: The;,e individuals usually 
come 10 campus with no or few friends. They join or anach 
lhemsclvcs 10 any group tha1 f.:eds off of their in,ccuri-
lies. Bew= cert.1in groups 1ha1 have been turned into cults 
and devil worship circles; bring your Bible to the night-
ly meetings. You never discover what 1hese studen1s are 
made of or what they stand for: it's always bes1 not to 
debate religion or politics. Now, some are your true vol-
unteers. they will do wha1e,·er you ask of them. even the 
illegal lhings. The bc,1 remedy for 1his affliclion: seek 
counseling and learn to love and appreciate yourself, lhat\ 
included in your fees for regbtrotion. 
The RELIGIOUS BISON: The biggest frauds on cam-
pus. It is so ironic how you can sil in church. dance, shout, 
praise and scream. but still there·, nothing new aboul you. 
I'm sorry, bul you carry on so much so that I slart 10 truly 
queslion 1he molive behind your madness and, in extreme 
cases, the salvation of your soul. I know lhe Bible states, 
Judge not les1 ye not be judged, so I will not judge you. 
hut make kind observations. It is a holy crime and a shan1e 
to give dmma in church or concerls or prayer-meetings 
if your wJlk is void and empl). Fuuny. how much dyna• 
n1ilc ha,,: you used so f,tr "busling llell wide open?" Why 
carry a Bible if you never read irl Why call oo fu1th when 
you have none? You speak abou1 deliverance, yet you arc 
still in that lifcslyle. If you feel homo=uality and forn.i-
cation arc wrong. you have a funny way of showing ii, 
always bringing your lo,er 10 church sining on the tirs1 
row holding hands undernea1h your coat. Learn and inter-
pret a scripture. make ii personal- -"Jesus wept'' is for 
tltose still in grade school. Have you learned the books of 
the Bible ye1? People don·1 care thal much aboul your life, 
until you begin 1elling them what they shouldn'I be doing. 
• 
With a History as 
Heavy as Ours 
enslaved, while colonizing those lefl 
behind in a sordid continelll of suf• 
fering souls. 
Today, the repercussions of a hislory 
as heavy as lhis are evidenced 
throughout the black world. People of 
Afrikan descenl everywhere cry oul 
in the wilderness as they scramble for 
refuge from a world th:11 has been 100 
unkind to 1heir kith and kin. Deeper 
still. 1he ,1ruggle appears 10 have 
in1ensified 10 profound psychological 
proportions. The minds of the 
enslaved have been enclosed by a sel 
of invisible shackles whose key has 
been tossed inlo the sea of oblivion. 
One Frederick Douglass insisted chat 
for as long as 1he oppressed would 
allow the oppressor 10 exercise his or 
her tyranny over I hem. ii ,vould de1er-
MARILYN HooSEN 
' 
' 
Destiny is the eventual culmi-nalion of the experiences of the pasl and the careful craft-
i;ng of the presenl. The destiny of our 
people is one 1ha1 does nol come 
<;heap. Blood. ;,weal and lears have 
- -- 'I 
all been shed at the expense of the 
capi1alis1 world tha1 we know. Capi-
ialism, in lhe eye6 of Eric Williams. 
was 1he major llriving force behind 
the wholesale cargo and kidnap of 
Afrikan people from 1he home of 
mothers and fa1hers, who were then 
brought 10 a s1range land 10 be 
Something !ells me thal. when the mission of this school 
became education of Black s1udents, thal was not meant 10 
be just for lhe twen1ie1h century. af1er which the average 
African-American would gradually be priced oul or attend-
ing 1he school. 
Something tells me 1ha1. if Alain Locke and S1erling 
POWER HALL BISON: These people attempt 10 be 1he Brown were professors nowadays, they wouldn't be at 
most visible (concentrate on 1hc word "attempt"). For Howard. since Howard can·1 (or won'1) pay its professors 
!hose of us who have paid dues on campus to achieve posi- the money they desen·e for the work 1ha1 they do. 
tion and leadership. you arc truly a joke. If you like act- Something tells me tha1, when they closed Freedmen's 
ing lil.:e you know everything abou1 a particular organi• Hospiial and opened Howard University Hospital. that the 
u11ion or program, pu1 your name oo ii. It is so frustrating faculty al the School or Medicifle did nol expect the same 
10 find "Arbitraries" who half-volunteer for events and equipmenl 10 be in use 1wen1y-odd years la1er. or for Siu• 
lhings. Slop jumping in from of 1he camera hke you real• dents 10 spend time lradmg horror stories abou1 wha1 weni 
ly worked. especially when no ooe know, your name. ball)< wrong when a friend of 1heirs "as unlucky enough 10 be 
I commend fellow leaders and how they deal wilh the~ admined 10 HUH. 
types of individuals dai.ly. 11 lends 10 be a chore to con• Something tells me that things have gone awry al 1he 
s1antly try to calm them down. These persons have been "Mecca.'' 
a thorn in my side. and honestly, 1 tend 10 ignore them. l The school thal was. perhaps, supposed 10 the nurture the 
belie,-e they are too afraid to put their name on anything "1alen1ed 1enth" or, belier. be the crowning achie,-emen1 in 
or lack the initiati\'e 10 create somelbiog 10 call 1heir own. Black education, is falling somewhat short of either of these 
S1op hanging around lbeoffice if you havenowork1odo, goals. The school is missing much - lab facililies. com-
you are taking up room from somebody with an agenda. puler facili1ies, books. air-conditioning in dorms and 
Elec1ions are approaching. run for an office. Slop joining libmries, efficient smff - you name i1, and we need it. 
organizations when you feel tbal real work is complete and Enroll men1 is falling: we even need studen1s! 
you can just wear a pin and call it your own. Don't you S1ill, perhaps all of thi, is unnecessary complaining. and 
reel bad knowing tha1 you had illl opportunity to be a pio- perhaps Michael Eric Dyson could warn '-Ome ofus abuul 
neer. yet you decided to fighl 1he establishment until i1 suit• the politics of nostalgia in 1be Black communi1y. Didn'1 
ed your needs? Can you wear your membership pin with Howard just gradua1e a Rhodes Scholar, and isn't the under-
pride'l I can. The facade is gone, the truth has shown i1s gmdua1e trustee a Truman Scholar1 Doesn·1 Howard con-
head, your name on the rosier does not constitute a t'C"-l sisten1ly a11rnc1 more National Achicvcmen1 Scholars 1han 
member. almost any other school with its (very) generous scholar-
PIGEONISCRUB BISON: What can I <ay about you, ship awards? 
bu11rife. How is ii you have no respecl for yourself? S1op Perhaps they arc besides 1he po,nt. Some may suggest 1ha1 
leaving your dirties panties ou1 for lhe gue,1 to see in tltc it is merely s1ructures and culture 1ha1 afnict Howard, and 
bathroom. tha1's nasty and no class. Be11erye1, how many that the s1uden1s remain prosperous. That i~ a narrow view 
people do you know would eat Gianl bra11d ice cream 10 lake. Afler being immersed in deficient, decrepit s1ruc-
when they have Godiva in the same freezer. Slop wear- tures and a culture of dependency, cronyism, decadence, and 
ing your friends' clothe,. purcha<e your own. I never "''llnl corrup1ion for four years ( or more). the Howard student may 
you 10 ever fill your chapped lips to call someone ugly; emerge with 1he sense that such thing, are, ,f not okay, 
lasl lime I looked. your a1111ude was lhe uglies I thing out. accepiable ei1her because they believe 1ha1 the hardship con-
You spend your emergency loan on designer labels, bul tinues 10 make 1hem stronger or because they arc accus-
sporl them all with cheap shoes. For the record, if you ~re to med 10 ii. In ei1.her case, matriculating in an institulion 
really from New York. you would know that my town is like Howard may have the effec1 of teaching us 10 tolerale 
not near R6ches1er or anywhere upstale, kid. I may not and even accepl bad condilions; in 01her words. surviving 
be from one of the five boroughs, but my drivers license somelimes deplorable condi1ions and often deplorable ser-
is slill from the Big N.Y. Find pride in your home Slale, vice may condition us 00110 fight ii in the real world. Train-
the admissions office has the record, you wouldn'1 wanl ing ground, indeed. 
us 10 publish that list in The Hilltop. Still. Bison need 10 know 1ha1 Howard wasn'I always like 
I, too. hi4'e fallen victim to these lypes of Bison, peer 1his. Thecurren1ly broken-down facililies and dorms were 
pressure. and counterfeit behavior. l fit into the category once sparkling and new. Slaff haven'! always had biller. bad 
of'·MI~GUJDED BISON'': you 1hink ,omethmg is one; a11i1udes, and some continue 00110. The reason Howard 
way. bu1 in reality, il's 001. I allowed people 10 misuse and has deteriora1ed from ils pas I glory is thal s1udents gradu-
abusc our friendship and leave me holding 1hc bag, pissed ally expec1ed less and allowed more from the ins1i1ution. 
off bu1 not bitter. These clussifica1io11s are not meanl I We lowered the baron what was accepiable. Howard is 001 
judge anyone, bul are merely a caU for the truth in the new unsalvageable: if ii were. many more ,vould 1ransfer. S1ill. 
semester. '111e messenger is firsl convic1ed of the mes, we need 10 star1 raising 1he bar again, and expecting more 
:sage before he or she can give it 10 lhe people."To all pc~ from the school. And malcing sure 1ha1 we gel ii. 
and blessing,. in lhe New Yenr. 
7>,relf LJ. Eiltmd is a senior a1t'l1irec1ure major from R_1Y!, Mark Harris i., ll sophomore history major from East Chicago, fllllia110. He cw, be reached or marklwr-
ris80@hormail.com. N. t:, ,ind is pl'f'sidenr of the Bis,m chapru of tire NAACP. 
mine 1he time and experience 1ha1 
they would serve as oppressed peo-
ple. 
Arguably. not all has been Josi. Young 
blac~ people all over the world have 
tired themselves of their observa-
tions of their paren1s' subsistence 
under a system of global genocide. 
While 1he HIV/AIDS epidemic rav-
ages 1hroughout the black communi-
1y, especially among those who fall in 
1he age range of 13 to 35, 01her hcarl-
wrenching diseases such as Hepa1i-
1is A, Band C, E.coli and Ebola con• 
tinue 10 claim the lives of many, 
lhwarting the polential of a brighter 
future aborted much 100 early. 
Prison s1ruc1ures continue to be 
creeled and awail lhe embr~ce of 
young black men and women who 
will inevi1ably occupy 1hem. Affir• 
mative aclion repeals throughoul the 
country further engrain an ever-grow-
ing anti-equal opponunily sentimen1 
in 1he highes1 orders of power. Chil-
dren are forced to adopl adult strug-
gles far too e.'lfly than their tortured 
souls can accepl. as they live in 
squalor, under conditions of civil war. 
forced child pros1iiu1ion and labor. 
with a lack of access to life's basic 
needs. 
Looking in earnest at a gloomy real-
i1y. one might oonsider 1hrowing open 
1he mast and sailing in10 1he sunset 
But with a history as heavy as ours, 
we cannot afford 10 look 1he other 
way. Walking on this campus, one is 
!ouched by lhe passion with which 
s1uden1s fighl 10 have a future, each 
craf1ing a place in this world 1ha1 is 
theirs for the laking. 
Our resilience as a people offers tes-
1imony that we continue 10 plough the 
field of op1imism. Our 1omorrow. 
perhaps 1hrea1ening al its th.reshold. 
nonetheless seduces us into hanging 
in 1here and never resigning our-· 
selves 10 hopelessness. Wi1h a histo-
ry as heavy as ours. our hear1s and 
souls compel us 10 lake on '1be cstab-
lishmen1," even wi1h lhe meager 
resources at our disposal. 
Marilyn Hoose/I is tire Preside/II of 
rlre Howard U11il-'ersi1y Srude/11 Asso-
ciario11 and can be reached ar 
,miry2000@lrormail.com 
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Things You Can Talk to a Counselor About .,·.::·~ 
. . 
Schoolwork/grades, Having a baby, 
·stress, Procrastination, Getting motivated, 
Decision about major, Fitting in, I 
Getting Jlloog 'With people from other cultures, 
Adjustment to the University, Concentration, Memory, 
. Birth control, Relationship with friends, 
Relationship with roommates, Relationship with romantic 
.. 
,t )' \.. .. ... \ ·t 
....... ', 
. partn!!r; Relationship with parents, Relationship ~ith f1;1mily, 
Parenting issues, Sexual concerns, Gay/lesbian issues, Shyness, 
Being assertive, Self-esteem, 
Self-confidence, Learning disability, Depression, Anxieties, 
Fears, Worries, Harassment, 
. . 
. Irritable feelings, Anger, Hostility, Physical problems, Eating 
, 
problems, Alcohol, 
Work issues, Loneliness, Homesickness, Suicidal feelings, 
Suicidal behavior, 
Death of a significant person, Finances, Incest, Sexual abuse, 
Rape, Sexual ass~ult, Date rape, Threat of violence, 
Brandishing a firearm, 
Stalking, Drugs, Smoking, AIDS, Pregnancy, Abortion, Hitting 
the lottery, Getting married, Getting divorced, Being adopted, 
· Hopes, wishes and dreams .... 
' . 
..... 
Let's talk. 
The Howard University Counseling Service 
C .B. Powell Bldg. 
61.h and Bryant Streets, N .W . 
(202) 806-6870 
> Saturday, J'anuary 8 
Basketball Doubl 
4pm BISON MEN vs. ~ , __ ·!ll;ii 
6pm LADY BISON v • 
' ' ' . __ ., • • ft",,,4,1;.;< 
. ....._._. ...... . O~~ Monday~J 
., '"w" 
~ . 
?--V ~~ C Basketball Dou 
. .,;--f-'r.,. JP~.,. 6pm LADY BISON vs. ~ : t. 
~~ ~ - 8pm BISON MEN vs. S. Carolina St. · 
· - Wednesday, J"anuary 12 , 
MARK YOUR CALENDAR! 7Pm LADY BISON vs. U. Md-Eastern Shore 
Students must pick: up tickets in advance 
for Basketball games 
Saturday, J'anuary 15 ' AND MUST PRESENT TICKET FOR ENTRY. 
1pm BISON WRESTLING vs. Coppin St. 
, 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
• 
• 
' • . 
• 
' 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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The Last Scripture of the Century: 
Inspired By God 
lh RR \:0.1>1 I OR'ft: 
I -t \\ ,rd Editor 
A slht'twoG1,J.f,~1nng ••n ;,~,c:11111:Jon~ mom lo do bdtl ••llh d,':lth, ffi) SOlll ,m-. 11.fn..,h,~I btt-:iuse l laic" in mi ht:irt that th(• bJlll "a, 
"''"· 11 re , llOChill • hh. h.Jim• ing 1hat 81ad.: nM , ,tllt 
Jxlkw in pr.t,•tr e,o, "h 1 II ~ "'" told thal pra),r 
l'Ollldn'I bdp tlM.'111 \ itlall'!l ml, ,I i!l';liwtiOR !Ital mul.l 
;:iw d"' houtstru 1 ·1t--t111) 01.Ekitvhslnlj!· 
,:I • I nm lall; ,g abm,t, im, ur I\ 11~ , n,'t!kct 
t'tl ,our ~x- lll"t: '>.}11 \, ur 
Elflll r ain't a man , nr • , N.._.1 
rr,,-, ds h,'nc died lo th 11<,tl, of 
rtj, ml drums mlktl JS -.,hl•1:r 
uns. nm! th· i,l5tit J, u Utt,u1:ht 
\oU lm,'d RIJIX'llr.i to he. h,ul t. 
Lile isn't ••cllfng •. ,, hd!er. 
\linus lhc«-ononn huill onllip-
ho1> an<l rotton pkk,n~ :-.,.:n~, 
in 1hr m•rd, of Su,ir lkn Olu 
l>urn. ·•b ruu ., slaH• uic,.o. a 
m,,dt• nj~ 1 DI'.' a p:url nigg.i'? 
:\lll'-1 or·~ lire ,till ,Ll\l' nii:J!,l'. 
, l<Yil , f us •1a11na .,,dh. u mnrl 
Ilic uniwrso: "1th r,glc _,.. an•nKI 
.. urho,l~like,1 •still in thc(;ar 
d,n "1 Edm I II: , 1, le :1 .,_'fl 
,i"'" thc/1. ,., bit th p I, ,,, 
\ J I pi« (I( II th II t, 
nhl't:1 1,..1 dr"J.JIUl bt,-:..1n •• ~ "l' 
h11tm it, fed 1t, ~ it. 1. mbraa: il. 
I•••· it and Iii:!! t It. 
111.,., n-.olutioo is a •pin••~tl ktlllt-. ,1,puitual ,allin,:. a 
,,, 1 th•orldn pn J:"'"" n , lh c,g tk,t '"" n Hill c:.,1,,., 
Cl l,ln'tfadc,,tthallhi,milh., iln n~.Alld \\i1l1,1Jllhis 
hJI"' ,hoof sll'JlplnJ ·1110 th, nulknrtiun,, f Sl (;(;t-~'if 
\Ol r\KI l,OD \\ilh ,tiuon )'"" •~n Ion !\,•11 \i,,r\ 
l',cpart}-
1 tool bad; IIS Ill) flt In 1 ,;,.,., 1hc ~plUn· I hat our 
,n.11-'l'ltllddlildrmmlfru,1,,. ,-.,p n:n111lulwin.tU-.i1 
tr.•1gh.loo>IJJ'1I , nl l;)<J tha l mbs<sldur• 
in 1h' .:entun; I ltf>•:l t:lh tudied, rrad. 111<,lit.11"1. 
\\,1td rd on T\ and ,~, , dn,im,d "ha! bfslor, t,,~,i.., 
n ufd like to 111dt'Ofl:;tn1t •. nd fh ~t"t. 
Bbcl.. people ha,., c: rnc , farfrnm 1900 to 1999. ln ,11 
S! \c · 11):ll. lo "iejlr)I, lo (,~ 1ml. h> \llack, to ,\frnan• 
,\1 rii-nn., to t,1.'11tr.:' on X. fo Uip,.lfop ,., mHI 111n 
,,r lind Iha\" haw""'' 1 llOl"flha.,,,.,1 so proplK'li,,uli. 
\I h10kmea11111gtoll1< 1L1111-, th 11 ,., "l'ff'narmtl. \k 
look p1 idt in uaminJ: ""' "'" " a11d m,1re impon ,int l,1 \I e 
li>uj,t hard lo .~ H. \\,• hit1h , n intdlcctual 11 ,,,,. 
" 11t rn,m l'I00-19~1 \ I "irlh ll ti:11:lftl'IIIKt' thmu;th 
11 ·~. ltrn ,re Ir ·, "'" l'i.l0-1950. \\ hirth .1 
" b.l"ttn 1L<Dlld II,. " n l,1,t ftum 1950-l'I ,l. \lo 
bi11h II siltnl Cf) Imm 1'170,1930. \\c hirth a,,.,Jmil:ltion 
lo rnpihli,m .u,d ,~iloniruism tn•m 198/l-1?90. We hlrth 
con,do1N-from 1'~-1995. We tiirth mal~ri.sl,,m .Jnd 
,111•·rfiouli~ r rnm lll'JS-1998. \\c lo,lrn1r ... ,.11 tn .. anh the 
cu<I of I <l'J,'! :ind .,hil ""me,: hdpl1.-.., ,·0111in1:intn l'l'J'>. \\c 
,,;_.J mlempt;on ~Ill!: ,,.. pkh.t'<I up e•\·rs· h-Jt}: fror'l 
\\,ilker. lo l>uBot'-, lo Mak'Olm, Slokel)s \,,;;11., 1111,J han• 
JJ \' rlA!flL \nd ,mw "' nm to\\:tnl, lhl: (:u,i,.n, looih, 
•""nd Bihle tu f!d,,;, me kno"lettg-:. \,i"itll~m .mJ urdr-r-
,t:.uuil,ig of ,,h,11 '.\Ian.in <,!l}e ~1111g. H\\'hat\ (;oing 
On?" Pi,, erhtl ,i- 1•< nr~. 1,;.mtiruJ as"'' 1-0<ik, mill and 
faui,.uic: fS '" llm" bcflt portr ~ed. t>\tl a, \\e ha,c been 
ddin.-tl. 81.K'k ns \\,lilt lo he. "'" arc 
n," lot>kiui: ~r "hat"" hJ,e fow,:ht 
for. for so Ion:;:, fn'fflom. 
The trulh hurt, \\'e are not liw; al 
lr.~,I 90 l"'"""t ofu, arc noL 'llimtll(h 
ull the ,:n,it OC('()n,pli,hmenl, mo,,,. 
,n(nts, mtL~k. in,\'ntion,, t'\:onomk. 
S()(i.tl and 1Xllitic:II Pl'Ol!""-'xin-, the 
,ouh of Blad, people ha,~ ho.1;11 lo.1. \\e 
lmlc s.1crili<.'\"1 our 011 n ,ah,llion In he 
fn.'<', and wmi, 5'lO ).-:1r. l,lltr "e ,1111 
:1reu't free. 
SpiriluHII) Blach. (c,lks are In a 
bonrbj:,!tl~11 ran be hrokcif"ejusti.-ot 
onuurkne,:, and prd). lf\\c just CUN.•! 
the ,'lll"ln) h<.,<I on from the Pn."'idtut 
to the,µiritual !(l(U.,t of U)('carth. U \\C 
ju,;t h • ...t faith b10UN:hes ni•IIOUI IOli• 
l't) ):oH:ming our nt.inffi. lf ,,~ Jlb'l 
puri.-.:.J our soul, ::nd gal'C OUN{'"' lo 
God lh~ all h.non~. all <.4.'ting, all Im• 
inr. infinitl ,,wtor. snd said \inrenl.,. 
"fOR(;t\ f. lS t AUlER rOR WE HA\ !; SL'\M:D. 
Ill I BEi.iF\!- I'\ \ Ol \ '\D \01 R SO:\." \ lind Jou 
.11.."'.'-.\r;i wn" ,1 RLtlh. matL then this l'\.'\Olution \\iO t'01ne to 
p::.i....,t. ll,i,o it--1:ml \\~Jr "ithin u, \\OUJd be ou.~.c JRt< k ffil'fl 
\\oti1rl a.,,tmlt" lht:ir n>k-( BWc.:k \\Offit.11 \\OUld lx.'\"Ol11e 
\\Olllcn ag.,in. Black d1ilcl1t11 1'ould str,p killin~ each 
olh ·re ll>cn.• no11ld ho.• no ,atlt thing a, ,1,icitl~ or hnwl• 
cid',! in our '-"Onununi\~. \I O\tl" ,pm, '\\\'ff: ~\\t ,,ith the 
111fc "ho<n'Ult<l t" in His ini.•~·. life 11, '"' hll<J\I 11 would 
bet ,t,,-sfd. 
.\nd a, I "rit,· thclc lruths to not he"'" t~fr!ent. hut 
""~'""' I h:t•~ :1 c:,lli~. I pm) that h,:li,rc JmnJ.JIJ I. .2000 
,l! some I"' nl m , ill c JC lo rit", th !, 
l II ""l"" I I 
!hi d I " h N l, 
11·,10~. ,hoot fur our, i<1r,rit .. ,~ anti non S.::f\C our souh su 
11.,ijubilrc ,,.111,-, onlai11<1l,:tJ1oinlt"<l 011.t pn1thctk rm--
d(HJJ. \1wf l ... ,th (,ocl.:an't \\slil .rny loog('r. l fl, told met" 
"'' hol,llJ,'" \I ik,~up•·• ,orpri-... • \fn'r 110 n~of11l1 11, 
~Id,.._, I I 
' 
Girl: The Pain of A F·r~ 
J1, . .,,,.,1i1,-. 1,~il.ini: for low in~"• "all th,· 
" " n~ 1 I ccs. l11c llld;. th.ti 111 m1 of '" ,1n. 
mpl~ nut ll!,1tl) to c.,>11uni1 lo n,;Llfion\h:p, 
th '.:\.h:1hll~\oml the scopc0Canup\.'1,min,.: 
__,----... "" . Colkge is • 111. " t • I n<I 
• Fil,l~ d1 u c nnu 'h, 
H lo < Ill ,, •. h'-.tl 1 
need,. '\lu"t -w11:cnh 
c.tn·1 ,t•Uh•••n ◄1rna or. 
hon till h 11, .m ~o 1 
c,pn l lo pi\:h. n 
htri,hand ur \ ·"! 
Tl, nw,t 
I '1l p ll r' an I 
th'ui: lh,11 "'' 
1.: .rn 1i11 i-. I 'l" 
lwnr,t "'th 
ol l 
ll I tr• 
,dw,. 
llnne,~, 
ht•,on ,,:th 
ltlc ;nhn;u:~ 
th:..! tlkt~ ,,.l'\ 
,e1 ious p1, h• 
km. \r,:q,1a,-.c 
lva:lls :1 ,,. IJ f(J 
hralin!! :mci n.:11 ,.,. 
<;,u.i'- 0 ll.!'oln'.,,l'r. r (I\\• 
~ r di, ri fiHl!i • l'I l''-
. , ht \oi.l ., r hu~1.:t. 
1'~1ll), I \\tll ,11.,.,,1), 
remember '11) luj!h ,d,ool 
prom night. '-•I \la,.,.,rruund'111,· 
women need to stop holding ~·oung n1en accountable fm 
of their fatlu•rs. Let each cheat. thief, or hustler h 
for his own misfrnps!' - Su \'I IK\\ \ BRO\\"' 
'-l '\. r nuy dntu.:~ on m. m~ I.hi" s 
no"1tt'h' to IJ\ fcumd. f hough ~"wr.11 of II\\ 
U11, 11., "hom J lo, ,· ,fr~trJ,, \H'rc thc·n.• to 11~11 mt 
J l,•oktd h,>111tiful. md:1lher" 1~ 11<,t; h m' ,d 
, I "t I 
,., 1w,. 
J a1n u()l ulo1;1.'. ;\ta 1~ ~oun~ ,~omen ;.trt !r\• 
in~ lu :t.u n hm, to ropt• "!th lht· hurl \:au.~~ 
th, ;r faUJC"- It is ollm s;btl thul ii l.i.k,--; 1he 
, mu: :uuoum tJf tim:: to ,:rt otrr the I a.in 
,. otd 1,J " I d,,t1<u1,hip "' th< n:l.,ti<•hlu11 
il~._;f, \\ 11, I cfo,...; I hat "111.:~n ~Jf )0Ul!.pHHI n·~ 
\ lif, time o( p.,in: an« all.) •1:1h1a,, ku·:> lb 
l" Cat11 r. l C rtmM!\-1) .. i ,1011 ·, hclit"C ii t&kts 
h:11 I< oi:,,.\, \l!lh s•ffl lhin!l tl.,.-. ti is n i>= 
I h< I\ l •~ h1m: lh a,m,,r 1 1:,i_.e St>Ulf 
t~ou U t1 b<'J!i:: • ,nil IK'lp. 
\ ,u 1(1:f ~t,•oi11,~-pe.:L !f)OU l''l"" I ,])•• 
~• II ,,ill 11rtiiltt il~J\IUnik"St '"'" )OU( C\\11 
ht'ha,~,r. \'ifi•lltll ..V., ncc,t to ,top '-t'anl illl( 
for 1.,.,, urnl T..-:1~1\1 to low 111< m...-h,-., :1tld 
olh, r.. Hq:ar\l~IC~.il )•>U do:c,>Ok,d,:an, 
rt,, ,ohu,k .~'f~ke.~bc<I} !OW\UII. 
11 stt111> to i•· lnnlJ1i/is.Jhin1."< nulurnlly foll in 
11la,e when th .. ,jtnJ;k,~L Most import,nt-
l~ men md ._,onw1t'r1t:.ed to \Hirk 1~.,..-rtbrr 
n.~pt-.:tt.i lie If \IC tnll) aspire to haw mean, 
111\\h<l la-.1111•~ relatjuo-J,ip,; ii " iU be II rlifficult 
f; ,it, lwn m.1n~ <•f ui, don"t ha,"·cx..nuplt.."- \\c 
u I ,11ch other. 
llolh men and \\Omen \\1111.. ,,round dail) try -
in;: 10 function ••ilh b1-ok£n h,,arts and Sjliril'>. 
\ b11>ktn ,pint hindtrs all)O!IC from hopini:, 
dn:.unin,;, or mo, i11g pa.st the µa,L The only 
rnr< for II broken hc-Jrl or ,pirit i, belief. !'lly 
,pidl and heart helic,c in low. I hojl< )our,; 
clat" too, 
The ('('n_hu) wa:-. litlt-..d wi1h tlw mo;-.l not...'lblc-
·nntt•mpornry :md pma ~(•at ,\f'rican•Amrri-
·ans or our unu.•. Anumg thl'n1 art.• :-itakolm X • 
. lart1n l .u1lw1· King-,,Jr .. Bi,okt•r'I'. \\'nshin1-,,1on. 
~l:\.\'a Angt'lou, ~1uh,,o,macl AJi.,Jt,~-.c•,J,,rk:--011. 
\n.•thn Frankhn. Oprah Winfrt•y,'foni Morrison. 
I.uni:-- Farr~1kh,m. :i.t:iry ~1d A'<)(I B-1.·thunf' and 
Bol, t\1.irlcy. \\'ill t h~ new (.'(•nlury brt"l.'(I :, JlC'W 
' t'lh't':'\ti(ln ofpn1h111lf'n( Bind,~'! ()uly ti,;w will 
•·11 . 
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Ubiquity Preserves African 
Culture into Y2K 
By B RAM>I fORl'E 
Las1 Won! Edi1or 
The oldest Afrocentric organization on Howard Univelllity campus, UBIQUITY, Inc. is ,till rising to the occasion. Founded May 5. 1973, 
the organization's goal is to strengthen the relationship 
between Black women and men through positive 
social, political and spiritual interaction. Building 
brotherhood and sisterhood based on the Seven Prin-
ciples of Nguzo Saba (Kwanzaa) is essentially the 
foundation of UBIQUITY. 
Advocates of community development, through U-
CAN (UBIQUITY Community Action Network) the 
organization continues to develop projects which 
include: Southeast Boys and Girl's Club, Howard Uni-
ver,it) Hospital Sickle Cell Center. Sankofo Video and 
Books, and a host of community outreach programs. 
Ubiquity has more than 300 hundred alumni mem-
hers nationwide. Though academic excellence is 
encoumged. UBIQUITANS believe in the "value of 
independent ,1udy and 1ha1 knowledge obtained out• 
side,'' of institutionalized educauon. As a result of their 
drive for universal knowledge tl}ey implemented Ujima 
Studies. a facilitated forum that encourages students. 
faculty. members of the community and professionals 
to exchange their weal1h of knowledge. 
As UBIQUITY moves 1owards raising the con-
sciousness in 2000. look out for the 5th Annual Ny\\,:le 
Naiural Hair Showcase. UBIQUITY DRUM Newslel• 
ter. the Dark Essence Produc1ions. and their Pre-
Kwanzaa ac1ivi1ies. 
In the Spring UBIQUITANS hold Trial Period, a 
recruitmenl 1001 and kemelic initia1ion proces, which 
transform, the con,cious mind of an a,piring member 
from "me" 10 "we,'' Deeply rooted in !he concepl of 
unity. as the organization look, towanJ, their 26-year 
anniversary. ii is thus their mi"ion to preserve the cul-
ture and hislory of lhe universal Afrikan. 
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The Rhythm & Blues of a Black Man 
m, are the children and the parents 
of a11 unftqisl,ed revolmion . 
Whatever happened to 011r rhythm? 
BY Gu:'1 F RtZEI 1 • 
B lack men in America ha,-e natural rhylhm . We have evolved from the pils of s]a\'ery. the ignorance of Jim Crow Laws. and the con-raining threat of ma1erialism 10 come out 
strong; still uplifting ourselves through dap and show-
ing oulllClves lo,,: into the next century. "Wassup my 
nigga!" has become a warm gree1ing, reversing 1he psy-
chology that so long served 10 enslave us . 
Of cou!lle our evolu1ion ha, no1 been easy. We have 
not gotten from point A 10 point B without ,truggle. Bm 
ourrhy1hm has helJi!d us make it through. A, whips cut 
into 1he backs of our ancestors, ,tripping ay,ay 
our African name, and languages, our Founding 
Fathers' streng1h resisted 1hrough song. Heads 
tilted toward 1he sky. the pulse of 1heir spiritu• 
als kept 1he fai1h alive. \ 'c!ars la1er when bulle1s 
rained down on Bro1bers/Warriors Malcolm, 
Fred and Manin. stripping the movement to its 
raw essence. the rhythm of protest and march 
moved forward As lime has revealed the move-
menl won't be stopped. ··Our blood lines and soul 
force arc 1he same and we have a common fate 
-whal happens 10 one happens to all." 
Sure. al rimes the beats may sound muffied. the 
march may appear sluggish, bul trouble doesn't 
last always. The elemenls of knowledge, courage 
,md brotherhood alway, rise above the b.s .. leav-
ing outsiders hoodwinked, bambooLled. and 
lead astray seeking to destroy the force behind 
our rhythm. Bui simply put: our ;ecrets aren'l for 
sale. Don't be fooled in this "All About The Ben-
jamin,'' era: The Game is to be 1augh1 not 
bought 
Sti ll , it seems 1ha1 wherever we put our no sale 
signs. whatever language we choose to commu-
nicate in: slang, bourgeois, or straight up raw 
ignorance. our message fall on deaf ears. Racisi 
rhythmless spies run r-;unpanl, looking to sell our 
beats up the river. rewrile our h"1ory, elimina1-
ing all traces of our rhythm . 
Al first look it just may seem 1ha1 these deccp• 
live forces have succeeded in ,uppre,"ng the 
pulse of one of our la,1 real revolutions: 1he Black 
Power Movement However. upon closer ,n,pec-
tion the works of men like Jes-c Jack -.on. Kw:mie 
Mfume. and Nelson Mandela ,ull do much to 
keep our forward progress alive . 
And where else is !his pulse felt strongest amongsl us 
young soldielll then wilhin the essence of true hip hop? • 
No doubt, in the new millennium mos! of us will find 
,uccess as politicians, artisls, lawyers, and in our 01her 
prospective career paths. Our name, and accomplish-
nlCnts will highlight the pages of Howard history books 
for 1he scrutiny of Bison to come. Bui without a col-
lec1i,,: rhylhm our accomplishments wi ll be single foot-
no1es. swallowed by the dark abyss of history: meaning-
ingless shou1outs left in empty books 1ha1 will liner the 
shel,es of research centers. Our ,eeds will ,ufferas they 
search among,1 these books anxiously trying to decipher 
empty rhetoric, looking for clue, 10 make right our 
wrongs . 
Black soldiers here a1 Howard I issue this call 10 ac1ion: 
Men po"essing the 1rue ,pirit of brotherhood, knowl-
edge and courage musl uni1e. The tune " now. There's 
a rc,-olu1ion 1ha1 needs our rhy1h111 
············································································'·············································································· ·· 
Culture Gallery 
Kwanzaa Treats • • • • 
By S111\Jll(WA BBQIIN 
As lhe holiday season approache, we must remember 1he 1rue mean-
ing of holy• d:,y. This is a time for 
lhe celebra1ion of life. love and 
prosperity. it should not pave the 
wuy to finnncit,I des1itution. 
Though many families celebra1e 
Christmas. an increasing number of 
families arc beginning to celebrate 
Kwanzaa. Kwanzaa is celebrated 
Dec. 26 to Jan. I. Developed by Dr. 
Maulena Karenga in 1966, Kwanzaa 
combines African and American tra-
ditions 10 create a cus1om now wide-
ly practiced by African- Americans. 
The Nguzo Saba, meaning seven 
principles in Swahili, are 1he core of 
Kwanzaa. 
The purpose of K wunzaa is 10 
rekindle the culturnl values of; unity. 
determina1ion, hope. and love that 
have seemingly diminished in the 
black D1aspom. Though 1his cele• 
br.uion bears a special "gnificance to 
those of African decent, ii may be 
pmcticcd by all cultures. 
During 1he week of Kwanzaa fam-
ilies and friends gmher during each 
evening for a combination of prayer, 
renection and gifl-giving. A daily 
gift is given to signify the imporlnnce 
of each principle. This gifl is inlend-
ed 10 promote the spiritual, menta.1 or 
emotional growth of a lo,,:d one. 
Many African Americans celebrate 
both Chri,1mas and Kwanzaa. Mos! 
importantly, Kwanzaa provides an 
ou1le1 to give a gifl of thought rather 
than cost. Gifts may be made or pur-
chased and range in price. It's the best 
way to ,how what's in your heart. the 
1rue meaning of holiday. 
Here are some sugges1ed gifts for 
Kwanzaa ranging in price: 
Umoja (Unity)- a family picture 
Kujichagulia (Self•Determination)-
a lap1op 
Ujima (Collec1ive Work and 
Responsibility) a directory of black 
owned busmes,es 
Ujamma (Collec1ive Economics)• a 
business star! up book 
Nia (Purpose) diamonds (they are 
forever) 
Kuumba (Cn:a1ivi1y) a hand made 
gift 
lm:mi (Faith) a spiritual gift 
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• Or. Mauleon Karenga, founder of K\\anzaa, speakS to Howard students in 1968. • 
The SC\'en pr incit>les of Kwanzaa are 
Umoja (Unity), 
Kujichagulia (Self-Determinat ion), 
Ujima ( Collecthe Work and Responsibility), Ujanma (Coopera-
th·e Economics), 
Nia (Purpose), 
Kummba (Creativity), 
lmani (Faith). 
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Eric Benet Comes 
Back Stronger 
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Eric Bene! 
"A Day In The Life" 
Music Review 
BY S ltATIK\\,\ B ROWN 
Eric Benet's sophomore effor1 "A Day In The Life" would make an excellent addition 10 any-one's musical library. "A Day In The Life'' is 
filled with smooth :lfld mellow ballads perfect for 1hc 
culmination of any stressful day . 
This time around Benet combines hi, vocal skills with 
Tomia, Faith Evans, Me'Shcll Ndcgcocello and Roy 
Ayers. Benet co-writes several tracks on his album.111c 
most dbtinctivc component of Benet\ work i, it\ 
poetic quality. Bene, paints a picture much like a 
romanlic poet. He speaks of love lost and "'On, soci-
etal woes and the ideals of happiness . 
The album expertly combines 1he con1empla1ively 
soulful R&B ballads wi1h up-tempo beats. Audiences 
should be gra1eful that Benet maintains his individu-
ali1y using sound. style, and lyrics nil 10 1ell us about 
life through his eyes. While many male ar1is1s gener-
. 
a1e generic album, vividly detniling whnl !hey would.: 
Jo to a woman if 1hcy go1 her alone for jus1 a few mm•. : 
u1cs. Benet 1ell, a story wilh comparabk pa"mn but;• 
m a eloquent and ela.sy fashion. . · . 
His story is one of true love . romance ,patience an<!•. 
mu1ual considerntion. In "Come As You Are" Bene1 .er- · 
enades a true love tha1 he must set free. ln "L-o\'e 1he ;i 
Hurl Away" Bene! promises 10 mend 1he heans of ii : 
down trodden woman by kissing her in 1he places hci-: 
ex couldn't find. Thal's deep. • •: 
Bencr s album no1 only shares his love for woman, buC · 
his love for humanity. In "Lamenta1ion" Bene! pleads:· 
"Open your heart. hurry don·1 delay. before the chance •. 1 
to love ha:, gone away". Benet addre,ses social issue$.: 
plaguing our socie1y soch as: crime. racism and vi~•; 
lence. Repeatedly he disprows s1ercotypes of homo- :· 
gcneily in 1he music indusiry. 
Benet's work maintains an eclectic balance of pa.ssion;: . 
and 1alen1. He exemplifies musical artistry andexpres,-:. 
sion. Most impor1antly. Benet refrains from the use oC. 
rncky colloquial:sms in his lyrics --this defini1ely · 
adds to 1he quali1y and iniegrity ol his album. "A Day-: 
In The Life" is a great buy . 
• 
. · . 
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Resurrection of Art 
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" 
Hot Girl 
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TOUCHSTONE PICTURES,.11ll111 . HAPPY MAOISON-• " 
' 
•usoc,..,.,..,,. OUT OF THE BLUE ... ENTERTAINMENT ROB SCHNEIOER • :1 
"OEUCE BIGALOW: MALE GIGOLO" WILLIAM FORSYTHE EOOIE GRIFFIN ~ TEDDY.CASTELLUCCI 
--=: MICHAEL DILBECK - GEORGE BOWERS :=ADAM SANDLER JACK GIARRAPUTO~".{ 
, __ -: SID GANIS BARRY BERNARDI -:: HARRIS GOLDBERG & ROB SCHNEIDER ·it 
Cl :. ·.···-~ /DD/,;':.,~ - MIKE MITCHEL·,t;,·:n-,-.-~"""""- l. .. ,. 
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Andrew 
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The Black ma11 1is ·ritual 
The Black m<mt,f. :-a:ren 
, The Black n1an•1si111ghty ,r, 
.' The Black.,11~ fee~,. •_ '":' ,:::· 
•··· •·'·, ,-""~· . ··• . ~ 
The Black man 1s:1nt!Jf!gent .. p,j 
· The Black man is ig. oran~ ''-:;}~ 
!he Black 1na11 is peaceful · ~ ' 
• Th_e_Bla£k ,nan is rowdy ~ 
t>WHEN?-
FEB 11-13, 2000 
$WHERE? '-: 
IWE KNOBSII - -
RAMADA INN 
The Black man is scared 
The Black ,nan is heartless 
The Black n,an is loving 
The Black n1a11 is bitter 
The Black 111an i.s conscious 
The Black nzan is ignorant 
The Black ,nan is full 
The Black 111a11 is hungry 
The Black 111a11 is pleased 
The Black man is agitated 
The Black 1na11 is lucid 
The Black n1a11 is confused 
-Brian Warner 
SKI TRIP 
- prrwb, .. 
1,1w1~mM~/IW 
- - ·-• 
- .. 
11w•,1w~ 
~:il.JOONA,lA_~:~= _ ~~ll~ft.~ 
~oo~ W~at' s InduOeO: ~tTI~t~ for ~-~~~: 
Roul'id TriP. ~ . Free Roller lati party 
'Al~ buffet dinners 
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Students Find 
Ways To Relieve 
Semester Stress 
BY R ACHEL L. COKER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
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With the end of the semester comes stress. Torm papers. group presentations and final exan1s are on the minds of many stud~nts. But once all these assignments 
have been completed. what does a student do to relax'/ 
Senior Vincent KingJr.'s ideal way to relieve stress would be 
a trip. "'I would go on a wild vacation to Africa. Ifs nice and 
hot, and there is no school work around;· he said. But for many 
students who cannot afford a trip to the Motherland, music will 
have to be their source of relaxation. "I listen to R&B music;• 
said sophomore broadcast journalism major Monchell Johnson. 
Some feel that the companionship of family is the ultimate 
way to relieve stress. Marshawn Brown, a junior public rela-
tions major. said she is anxious to go home. ·"To be around fam-
ily, eat home-cooked food and be in the comfort of my own 
home is the best way to relax·· she said. 
Lezli Freeman, a senior English major, suggested talking to 
someone ... , call my boyfriend or mom and my stress is gone. 
Also. a bubble bath does the trick! .. 
Others feel that isolation is the key to streSs relief. Sophomore 
Spanish major Preston Robinson prnyi; during his time to him.self. 
Corey Thylor, a senior advertising major. said he does not get 
stressed, but suggested taking one's mind off being stressed by 
doing the opposite of what was causing the stress. 
"l unplug the television and the telephone and turn on smooth 
music." said junior graphic design major Kevin Patterson. 
Whether it be a trip overseas. music. family. conversation, 
divine intervention or isolation. make sure you relax in prepa-
ration of spring 2000. 
The Telephone 
Blues 
BY T ORI M ASON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The telephone blues are something to which most of us (if 
not all) here at Howard can relate. Remember the lovely days 
back at mom·s house when she paid the telephone bill and you 
talked all night long to your friends about nothing important? 
You had time in 1hos.!days to talk about your latest heartbreak. 
your new clothes, or the ridiculous grade you received. But no 
more. Now you·re in college and all of your friends are scat-
tered across the fifty states and you are responsible for the calls 
you make. Your life-long friendships seem reduced to 15-minute 
telephone calls once a month (twice if you got dough like that). 
When you arrive at Howard for freshman orientation. you are 
a bit psyched m the thought of having a telephone with three-
way that no one is paying for (al least not you or your folks). 
You are also psyched at the prospect of not hearing your par-
ents repeatedly say:· All you do is talk on the phone. If you don·t 
get up and do something. I'm taking some of those features off:· 
Everything is wonderful until you realize that every call you 
make - with the exception of the two other freshmen who gave 
you their numbers because they desperately want someone to 
call them - is long distance. 
When your first long-distance bill comes stating that you owe 
$60 by the 15th of the following month. you think, '"Well. that"s 
not 100 bad." You decide that you can pay S60 a month for long-
distance as long as you don't surpass that amount. 
Bui as the months drng on and you become a bit more chat-
ty. that $60 limit becomes a thing of the past. You now owe 
AT&T $250. Crying is the only option .ivailable 10 you because 
your parents have already declared that they will not be pay• 
ing for you to call people all over the country. "Use. the money 
we send each month to pay the bill:· they say. like you really 
want 10 be without food or new clothes for an entire month. At 
the end of freshman year. you have paid a total of $745 to JU &T. 
""I'll just buy calling cards next semester." you think with sin• 
cerity. 
Sophomore year is even worse. You move into lhe Towers and 
now not only do you have to pay for long distance. you have to 
pay the phone bill yourself. As you approach the Bell Atlantic 
table you repeatedly chant to yourself. "All I need is the basic 
line and call waiting:· 
Bui, by the time you leave the table, you have the Metro DC 
plan, the Big Deal. and voicemail. Again you think you can 
afford $60 a month including long distance. 1b get extra sav-
ings on long distance. you choose MCI's five cents a minute 
plan for nights and weekends. Everything is fine until you get 
your first bi ll which totals SI 10.63. Someone failed to men-
tion to you that your first month was prorated. and you must 
pay for September and October in advance. You accept it and 
move on because you are one of the fortunate ones. 
While chatting with my roommate. she informed me that she 
has still not received a bill from Bell Atlantic. When she called 
to find out what was going on. she was told that they were 
unable to pull up a detailed statement but they could tell her 
that she would owe a big sum. Obviously she is not the only 
person who was given this information. While sitting in the 
bookstore chauing with the employees, Melanie began to com-
plain about her Bell Atlantic bill. She called in September to 
find out when she would receive a bill and was told that it would 
be sent out that day. Now a month and some days later, she still 
has not received her bill. 
··1 have long distance calls on there;· she said in a panic. Many 
students residing in the Towers are terrified at the thought of 
the amount of their first Bell Atlantic bill. 
Perhaps by senior year everyone will ha,,e the remedy for these 
telephone blues. but until then here is some helpful informa• 
tion for dealing with these blues. Bell Atlantic offers four plans 
for which Howard University students qualify. These include 
the Metropolitan Area Wide Service, Measured Arca Service. 
District of Columbia Service, and Economy I. The Metropol-
itan Area Wide Service allows students to unlimited 
See BLUES, B?? 
calls within the Metro D.C. area including 202. 30 I. and 703 
Life and Leisure at 
Howard University 
Courtesy of Christie Davis 
Miss J\laryland 2000 Christie Davis. lell, poses with her si!.ter Wendy Davis, Miss Maryland 19~. 
There She Is ... Miss Maryland!!!! 
BY MAYA J ACKSOI' 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The opening number for the Miss Maryland USA pageant >tarted off perfectly for senior broadcast journalism major Christie Davis. 
She stood on stage in her pageant stance with a wide 
smi le and bouncing hair. singing the words to the 
opening song along with the other contestants at her 
side. There were bright lights and cameras. And 
everything seemed 10 be going perfectly. That is. until 
the announcers began narrowing the 31 contestants 
down 10 the top 12 finalists. 
One by one. I I names were called and "Christie 
Davis·· wasn't one of them. The two aisles of scai, 
occupied by her family and friends fell completely 
silent. Head, were bowed and hands were clasped 
together in prayer as they waited anxiously for the la,i 
name. Finally. after seconds that seemed like hours. 
they called her to fill the remaining spot in the line 
of girls who would go on to compete in 1he rest of the 
pageant. 
Although Davis was worried during those few pro-
longed seconds. she said she knows why she was the 
la~t person to be called. 
··(God] was tesung my faith:· said Davis of the sus-
penseful ordeal. '"After that I realilcd it is all in His 
hands." 
From that moment on. Davi, breezed through the 
pageant and an hour later, former Mis, Maryland USA 
Kelly Donohue crowned Davi, n, her successor. 
··1,vasso hysterical. I even started hyperventilating:· 
Davis ,aid. 
With red. teary eyes and running mascar-J. Davis 
took center ,tage only 10 find out that her mother was 
right at her side. 
··She bumrushcd the stage:· she ,aid laughing in 
hindsight ... She just acted on her emotion, ... 
From the audience. O;ivis·s friends and family 
members were emo1ionnl as well. 
··1 held my breath and nearly passed out when , he 
wa\ crowned:' said senior finance major Monica 
Ssnli. "It was really nice that I could see her win some-
thing that I knew meant so much to her." 
Pageant night proved to be a magical night for 
Davis. Her prize package included a Norwegian fo~ 
coat. a collection of MAC cosmetics. a tour of the 
CBS soap opera set of .. As the World Turns:· a pro-
fessional model photo shoot with the Nova Models 
agency. and a sapphire and diamond ring set. 
She hns six weeks to prepare for the national pageant 
in Branson. Mo .• and her schedule is already packed 
with publicity appearance,. The Monday morning 
after her win. she was featured on Z-104 FM "s "Billy 
Bush and the Bush League Show." That Wcdnes<fay. 
she went to Providence. R.I., for a photo shoot and 
she spent the next day in New York City shopping for 
an evening gown and interview ,uu with the state 
pageant directors. On Saturday ,he appeared at 1he 
grand opening of the Rockville Pike Princess Jewel-
ers store. and on Sunday she "aved and smiled at 
bystanders in the ~layor\ Chmtma, Day parade. 
With more appearance, )'"t to come, Davis said 
school will be a bit of a challenge. 
·-rm missing about 12 days due to the pageant:· she 
said ... 1 have about five weeks 10 get ready because 
rm leaving forthe pageant on January 18 and won' t 
be back until after February 4. But rm still lgradu• 
ating] in May. I Just have to make sure I really use 
my time wisely:· 
So for a couple of weeks. school will be on the back 
burner as Davis prepares 10 be physically. mentally. 
and spiritually ready for the next competition. 
"'Ifs going to be hard because there is going to be 
some serious competllion:· ,he said. ""All I can do 1s 
pray for the same confidence when rm at the Miss 
USA pageant. ·· 
A Brave New World 
BY C K\'STAI. P£NN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Why do students travel 3.000 mi le, across the country from lhe west-coast to the east-coast to auend Howard University? 
This question is raised often among those students-that 
stayed on the east-coast to go to school. The most 
commonly a~ked question on campus when you meet 
someone is "'Where are you from:· When the response 
is California. the next question. which is usually a 
stereotype. is do you live in Compton. or are you from 
a gang. 
The media has people who have not been 10 Cali-
fornia seeing only the negative aspects. ·The media 
leaves out 90% of the true element of LA or any major 
city". said Edward Mcshan frum LA. Calif. Therefore, 
mauy people portray LA as being a place with gang 
members everywhere and drive by shootings hap-
pening on every block. Many people believe LA is just 
like what they see in movies like "'Boyz N The Hood"" 
and ··Menace II Society ... Los Angeles is just as bad 
n, the next city. Most cities have different types of vio-
lence. Some have different apartment complexes that 
fight with each other. It just so happens that in LA they 
have gang members that fight over each other's ter-
ritories. 
The reason many students from the weM-coast 
travel so far to attend school is for the same rea-
sons as those that stay on the cast-coast. Some do 
it because they either had family members that went 
to Howard, or because they wanted 10 attend a 
HBCU. Since Howard is ··The Mecca·· of HBCUs 
many people naturally gravitate to this university. 
However, when many west-coast natives arrive to 
the university they fi nd themselves in a complete-
ly different and brave new world. For example 
many students agree 1ha1 some things are cheaper 
on the west-coast than they are on the ea,t-coa, 1. 
··in LA I could get a pedicure for half the price I 
do in DC. it would only cost me ~10··. said Daisy 
Lewellyn who is from Carson. Calif. Another big 
thing that people coming from the west find dif-
ferent. is that on the cast it b a bad fashion Slate• 
ment to wear white shoes. and pants or shorts after 
Labor Day. Whereas. in LA you can wear white 
year round and no one will look at you funny 
because that is just the way that they do things, 
especially since it is hot year round. and you can 
wear shorts in the middle of December.Students 
that come from the west seem to be more laid back 
and joyous than people on the east who are so up 
tight. ·· 
The difference between people on the east and the 
wcsl, is people on the west seem to be happy all the 
time", said Chi mere Scales who is from Brooklyn, 
New York. Los Angeles is considered a more laid 
back city whereas. New York is so fast pace that a 
lot of people arc always up tight and in a hurry. 
Drastic changes. from clothing to word usage take 
Howard students that have traveled across the coun-
try by surprise. People in the metropolitan area 
have their own type of slang that people on the west 
have never heard of. Things like bama, don·t try to 
carry me, young and jonin are some of the differ-
ent type, of slang. In DC women wear stretched 
jeans and designs on their tights. The men do not 
bend the rim of their hats, and they wear HOBO. 
Madness, and glider on their clothing. Another 
thing that is different is that people wear timber-
lands throughout the year, no matter what season 
it is. On the opposite coast people might find that 
intere,ting especiall y since it is warm most of the 
year. These things arc not worn on the west-coast. 
If they stepped out wearing something like that on 
the west-coast. then people would know that they 
were from out of town. Just because something is 
different does 1101 make ,t wrong or weird. II is like-
ly if a native New Yorker or Washingtonian was to 
visit a city in LA they would be just ns shocked by 
our style of dressing. 
Most students who travel all the way from the 
we,t-coast mis, the weather. their friends. and 
family. Women from the we,t say that one of their 
biggest problems being away from home is look-
ing for a hairdresser, because they do hair differ-
ent on each coast. Women on the east seem to wear 
more ex.tensions and have their hair coifed or nam-
boyantly then they do on the west. In Calif. the 
women stick more to the basics. when it comes to 
getting their hair and nail\ done. Many students 
from out west feel that the music is also a big issue 
on the east-coast. When the west gets 10 DC one 
of the biggest questions they ask is ··what is go-go ... 
For some tit takes them a while to get use to it and 
some just never adjust. Students think that the ors 
in the club should play more music from the west-
coast and mix ii up a little. '"They need to play more 
west-coast music at the clubs besides songs such 
as ' I Get Around", 'Gin & Juice· , and ·Nothing But 
AG Thang·:· said April Bryant from Inglewood, 
CA. If they are going to play west-coast music. 
then they could at least play the latest songs instead 
of always taking you back and playing the old 
school. The DJs should play a more diverse selec-
tion of music from different areas around the coun-
try. ··There is nothing bad about DC. we just have 
to learn how to adjust to the new style of living ... 
said Michelle Louis from Santa Monica. Calif. 
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• Still Going Through Terps Hand Bison 
Growing Pains 
Lady Bison 
By KEVIN D. STEWART 
Sports Editor 
Howard University 
men's basketball learn was 
burned badly by the 
Georgetown Hoyas in a 
78-37 rout on Monday at 
the MCI Center. The 
undermanned Bison (0-5) 
only suited up nine players 
in their first-ever meeting 
against the Hoyas (3-3). 
The combination of a 
• well-rested and deep Hoya 
squad and a tired. under-
• manned Bison squad was 
• sure to make for an ioter• 
estiog game in the points 
column. 
The Hoyas jumped out to 
a 32-7 lead with eight 
minutes left in the first 
half. Howard's only poinlS 
came from freshmen cen-
ter Nick Dotson ·s 1wo 
points (six plS, three rebs. 
two blks) and seoior guard 
Antonio's Michell's five 
points (II pts, two stls). 
Dotson later showed 
potential as he completed 
several baby skyhooks but 
still proved to be ineffec-
tive against the bigger and 
stronger centers of the 
Hoyas. 
Howard was able 10 nar-
row the score to 41-21 by 
halftime because of solid 
Mrui< Coleman 
The Bison ran into a "ell n?Sled Hoyas squad on Monday which routed Ille Bison 78-37 in 
Ille MCI Center. 
• play by Michell and guard 
Reggie Morris ( 11 pis, 
two asst, two blks) who 
minutes of the second half 
without a single point. 
Michelle finally scored 10 
end the Bison's drought as 
the Hoyas were able 10 
increase its lead 10 make 
the score 65-21 before his 
score. 
In the end, Georgetown 
earned 34 points off 2 I 
turno,·ers. mainly because 
of a variety of presses and 
traps. Guard Anthony 
Perry's eight s1eals were 
two short of the school 
record Allen Iverson set 
against Miami nearly four 
years ago. The Bison 
missed 45 of 58 (.224 
shooting percentage) sho1s 
for the game. Senior for-
ward Jermaine Holliway 
led all players with 13 
rebounds. 
.. combined for the majority 
of the Bison's first half 
poinlS. That would be the 
. last of the Bison's points as 
Howard went the first 11 
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Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza. 
Adams Morgan 
& Howard University 
2400-A ·14th St. NW (202)986-2222 
VALU 
Small Large 
CHEESE PIZZA 5.99 99 
ONE TOPPING 6.79 1119 
1WO TOPPINGS 7,.59 1 9 
THREE TOPPINGS 8.39 1 59 
FOUR TOPPINGS 9.19 1 79 
AVE TOl'l'INGS 9.99 1 99 
~ Orilcini; G<tt1' PtlJl)<II 6 8 01i... 
ENU 
EJCtraLarge 
11.99 
13.19 
14.39 
15.59 
16.79 
17.99 
PIZZA 
Equal or Smaller Size (Limit 3) 
with Equal or Fewer Toppings 
Small ............ , .................................. ....... 5.99 
Large ....................................................... 6.99 
Extra Large ............................................ 8.99 
EXTRAS 
Cheesestltks ................................................... 4.49 Gan»n~t. 7.99 199 
~~UB«or\ ~ & GI 1 991 
~lrl:f~Mull• 1 ~ 
13.99 
14.99 
14.99 
A ••M ... ,"'9 titt.ir.t u,t '• John\ l1ff'I ~ 
1N,tt1,,t11..,,,._.c, ,1,tt.- , .,.. ~w14Mk~• 
Breads ticks ..................................................... 2.99 
OtllOOI.II ~ ·•· ~ Udl IM'\~ llh.tr OI ,.,. Johll\ s,.dtl Gtf1ic. ~ I ~ Olttw s..,,,.., 
Extras ................................................................. 30 
ADOL TOPPINGS .80 1.20 
• • • 
PARTY PACK 
Four large 14" 
1-Toppilg Pizzas 
524!! 
OIIIOIM&.Ol,-Qlllllr -... ........... 
_ .......... ~---.-.-~ 
-.a.....,. ................... .. 
1.20 f tJtt~Ol'(illl\, St,NYl~k""""',..,_OiffMS,wu. 
·"'"~" DRINKS 
Bl.td<Olivo, 
c;,...,p_,. Drinks .............................................................. . 99 C,t,<ot,' cl#u!C, t,pr,r,' o, dlfl c.,,,. 
Joloptt'\o Peppon 
8'1\anaPtppen 
Plnoopplt 
FREE DEUVERY MD CARRYOUT c.a..-,.., .. ....,... ...... , 
PAPA'S CHOICE 
One large 14 • Pizza 
witn up to 5-Toppings 
s 10!?. 
NO ooutll ,oftJ'IOflfl IU,,Uf 
~Oft n. CMllr ..,..-,ic .wAll,.A.ftl ~--~ ...... _..,,_ ... _..,,,_._.. 
~'-.... ~--... ,_,.., .. , 
DELIVERY ONLY 
One large ·14• 
I ·Topping Pizza 
s7?:J: 
~CM ,,_CAWr IIIMAI.WMAIU IHltM ............. _..,, ___ ,.. ..... ....,_ 
--c..-....... --. ..... , ........ "'"" 
Tough Loss 
By K EV IN 0. STEWART 
Sports Editor 
ond half. 
"They [Terps] were ab le 10 step up !heir post 
defense against us and the guards got in the game 
. more.'' said Baker. 
Howard's Lady Bison (2- In the second half the Terps stepped up their 
5) trave led 10 College Park ..,,._...._ pressure. They applied a full court press against 
on Wednesday to face the the Lady Bison which slightly rallied Howard. 
Maryland Terrapins (5-2) On the same token, the Lady Bison also 
and was handed a 65-58 increased 1he1r defensive intensity. forcing 
loss after mounting a second the Terps 10 commi t seven turnovers. Howard 
half comeback. Last season, was able 10 hold the Terps' leading scorer to 
the Lady Bison handed the two points. which was well below her sea-
Turps a 65-47 loss, caus ing son average of 13.7 points per game. 
the Terps 10 seek revenge -....:.u.. "I am proud of our defensive effort dur-
on the Bison after a disap- ~•• ing the game," said coach Tyler. "We 
po inting 6-21 season one year were ab le to shu t down [Maryland's] 
ago. Tiffany Brown, but we did have some 
The Lady Bison were coming off a )defens ive] breakdowns ... 
finals loss 10 Brown in the Brown Adding 10 the intensity of the half was 
C lassic on Sunday. Howard had •• , the inspired play of freshmen sensation 
defeated Louisiana-Monroe earlier Asia Pe11y. who came off 1he bench in the 
in the tournament, and trounced second half and scored six poin ts in nine 
Towson last week 80-51. Maryland minutes of play 10 provide a spark to the 
was coming off a 95-60 non-con• team. Pe11y also provided the score that 
ference win over Fairleigh Dickin• gave Howard a brief 50-49 lead on a put-
son and a 92-79 setback to UNC. back shot. 
Howard was able to get on the "I'm impressed by with her (Pe11yJ. but 
board firs t. bu1 the Terps were able . sometimes she goes 100 fast." said Tyler. 
to keep up with the Lady Bison. "I need 10 be under control more." said 
The Bison led after eigh t minutes Pc11y. "I get ahead of myself sometimes. 
of play, but lost the lead as the but I'm working on it ... 
Terps went on a 5-0 run 10 make But Petty's efforts were not enough as 
the score 20-16. the Terps· guard Marche Strickland 
Strong play by Howard for- sank a three-pointer that broke the 
wards Mona Gail Baker ( 10 pis. \ Bison. After thal score. Maryland 
seven rebs) and Courtney Kirk never looked back. But for the Bison, 
( 13 pis, seven rebs) kepi the every loss is a learning experience. 
Lady Bison close at the end of "At times we had the wrong peo-
the first half. 35-31. pie handling the ball." said Tyler. 
"Courtney Kirk has great ta l- "Reagan Carter was hampered. 
em," said Howard head coach but it allowed others to play. We 
Sanya Tyler. "She C are sti ll working on get-
. dd Mrui< oleman . f h g'.ves u_s and a s LadyBison ForwardCourtn{-yKirkW11Sable1osrorel3pointsand trng one_ more O ! ~m 
d, mens,on 10 our se,-en rebounds in a losing effort again.st the Maryland 11:rrapins 00 10 score ,n double d1g11s. 
team." Wednesday at CoU~e Park. We need some other 
Eight of Baker's IO player 10 step up and be 
points and five of her seven rebounds came in 1he our go-10 person. Right now we don't have one. but 
first half, but the 1igh1ening down of the Tcrps· post hopefully one of them will fill 1ha1 need." 
defense caused her production 10 fall off in the sec-
1~99 Heritage Bowl My Christmas Wish list 
to Showcase Black 
College Football's 
Finest KlMOTHY K. BROWN 
By TERRA Mc KINNEY 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Nearly one decade after its inception, the only 
NCAA sanctioned division I-AA post,eason 
bowl game for historically black colleges and 
universit ies is continues 10 pack the Georgia 
Dome on game day. This year's McDona ld's 
Heritnge Bowl will be played on Saturday. 
December 18, 1999 at 12:30 p.m. pilling the 
Sou th western Athletic Conference (SWAC) 
against the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
(MEAC) in what has become The Black College 
Super Bowl. 
The SWAC leads the overall series against the 
MEAC 6-2. The MEAC's lone two victories 
come from South Carolina State in 1993 and 
Howard Universi ty, which performed a come-
back victory on the arm of former HU quarter-
back Ted White in 1996. 
Last year. more than 32.900 fans. alumni and 
NFL talent scouts witnessed the long-awaited 
ma tch-up be tween the defending champion 
Southern Universi ty Jaguars and the MEAC's 
Cinderell a team, the Bethune-Cookman Wild-
cats. In what proved to be a defensive bat1le. 
Southern University emerged victorious, beat-
ing the Wildcats 28-2 before a national televi-
sion audience. With NBC continuing its cover-
age of the 1999 contest, Heritage Bowl officials 
anticipate even greater acceptance and fan turn 
OUI. 
One of the greatest benefits for the BCC Wild-
cats in I 998 was the increased notoriety the 
school received in the wake of their first post-
season action in 21 years. The school experi-
enced a 650% increase in admissions applica-
tions from the year before. 
The Hampton University Pirates are the 
MEAC representatives lhis year. The selection 
follows a highly competitive race for postsea-
son play in the conference. The Aggies of North 
Carolina A&T University and the Rattlers of 
Florida A&M University received invitations to 
the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs following the 
close of the regular season last weekend. Hamp• 
ton is the third-place finisher in the conference 
and will make its debut in the McDonald's Her-
itage B9wl. With Hampton's experience in the 
NCAA division I-AA playoffs last year. they are 
expected to be a formidable opponent against 
their SWAC rival. 
The Pirates await their opponent from the 
Southwestern Athletic Conference (SWAC) to 
be named immediate ly following the SWAC 
Championship Game in Birmingham, Ala .. 
tomorrow. 
Ma11agi11g Editor 
When midnight strikes on December24. l hope that the rollowing 
things "ill be lounJ under my Christmas tree. Jfthe lblloY.ing things 
are trere, Kirrothy will be a ,ery happy m.uiaging editor. 
Deborah Johnson \\ill change my sports marketin(: grade: 
Admiaedl)( I dim't put ilnh the nece,.'31)'eflbn., but I thought I \\.oold 
get the benefit of the doubt because of my celebrity smtus. I guess 
Ms. John.<;011 did llOI buy that logic. Oka)( rm llOI really a cclebriJ)( 
but I wanted an A insread of a B ! 
Elijah Thunnon nill play fbotball at Howard bn.-1-er: Come 
on Elijah, die Bison will need your always reliable receiving skills. 
Forget about graduating and becoming sucxessful. I g;M: that up a 
long time ago Gust a joke). Thurmon will lea,e How:uu as a recoro 
holder.\\\! \\111 probably see him play on Sundays !or an NFL team 
in the furure. 
Cooch Saulny ~ recruit my younger brother: l.ance Brown 
i, the n~'Ul. He's one of the top shooting guards in die history of St. 
Bernard High. Ghehimachancecooch! After nil, you and I are both 
from New Orleans! Besides, who will fill the ,'Oid tor the Brc,,vn 
family atler I gmduare? 
Kevin Stewart nill finally get the recognition hed~ne.s: Rlr 
the lasi time. I am the managing editoi; not sports editor! I was the 
sports editor last year. In shor1, my job is 10 run the entire B•section 
of the pape,: not just sports. I know I have superior spons kro.Yl-
edge and a weekly column. but Kevin Stewart is the m.'Ul behind the 
oper:ition. Kevin not only writes and edits. but he is the one that pro-
vides th= tight layouts and gr::,phics for the sports section . 
Sports,,-eek will actually \\in some awards: Last sc'mCSler in 
Nru.hville, our newsp.,per was ''hated on" by p.,per.; from ocher 
HBCU"s at the National HBCU Newspaper Conference. We wen: 
beat 001 by schools like Jackson State. I know lbra fact that The Hill-
top, mainly the sports section, is better than the rest. 
The SWAC nill cease to exist: Who needs a fuotb.'lll conference 
with only two decent foodxill teams? After Southern and Jackson 
St.'Ue. there are schools like Mississippi V.Uley State and Prairie View. 
One solution \\wk! be to lllO\'C Southern and Jackson Stale 10 the 
MEAC so they can be pounded by R-\MU, Hampton and of course, 
Howard e\'ery yeat We'll ghe them Norfulk Stale! 
BillyJoenillcoochfromthesideline:FAMUheadlbotlxillcooch 
Billy Joe is nois)( especially in tile press box. He ,~Id not shut up 
lbr anything during this year's Bi.son-Ranier game. If be somehow 
stops being :1 JXima doom and v,.aJks the sidelines, all thespons writ-
ers can actually ha,e a peaceful g;,me-watdling experience! 
A new sports comple.x nill become a reality: It's about lime 
How.irdSICJ)S into the future of sports facilities. Comeon, BlllTGym 
just does not cut it! A modern, sta1e-<>f-the•ansports facility will put 
Howard OIU tile lop in the HBCU sports world 
A new football stadium: This is basically the same idea as the 
new sports complex. Greene Stadium is llOI a sight !or sore eyes! 
My old high school stadium looks bettei: Here's the kicker. I anend-
ed a school whose rootball team won only three games during my 
lour years there! 
There you h.1,e i~ Kimothy B='s Quistmas wish list. All of 
these hopes and dreams are attainable if cenain people would just 
catertomyspecificneedsand make me haJlll)\ It's just that simple! 
Besareduring the holidays. 00111 drink (IOO much). PleasedQ,11 play 
into lhe ''\\ttld isending''hype that seems to be going around. Come 
b.'lCk nexl semester ready tor the difficult task of watching a cenain 
spons team Ihm shall remrun nameless pl3)t 
B6 
Montell Jordan: 
This Is Not How We Do It 
8v AMBER H OPKINS-J ENKINS 
Hilltop Staff Write_r 
Well, you can't win 'em all Montell. 
Ger It 011 ... 7/mire, Montell Jordan's much anticipated fourth album, hits the 
streets on November 7. But, plea,e, do not get excited. The singer/song-
writer/producer docs not come with the goods on this follow-up 10 the 
immensely successful let's Ride, which featured both Master P and Redman 
and echoed the sounds of the Isley Brothers, Al Green. and Marvin Gaye. 
While Ger It 011 .•• 1/migltn was obviously inspired by the same music greats, 
it lacks the freshness necessary for such an acclaimed recording artist. This 
new album sounds like everything else on the shelves of Willie's. Flanked by 
common themes, average beats, and uninspiring, almost corny lyrics, Get It 
On .. . To11ig/111 is not the Montell Jordan album which you have waited for, but 
a mediocre substitute. 
The title track opens the fourth in the series of Montell Jordan album releas-
es. One cannot fault Jordan for continuously delivering mellow, textured beats. 
The instrumentation of "Get It On 1bnite" has a polish found on few of the 
current popular R&B/soul songs. While the beat is addictive. the lyrics are 
a pitiful anempt to keep abreast of current slang. With unimaginative lines 
such as, "You are all I want, girl/ She's a chicken," the song is radio-worthy, 
but will not be on the plnylist during anyone's 25th class reunion. 
Each of1beo1hercu1s on the album sound like something that has been done 
many times before. "Come Home" has the same beat as Lil' Kim's ·'Big Mama 
Thang" and had this critic's test group chanting. "I used to be scared of the 
sh*t.'' Established on a foundation quite similar to "We Be Clubbin"' from 
the Players Club soundtrack. '·Why You Wanna Do That?" is your run of the 
mill "gold-digging exotic dancer" anthem and features rapper Juvenile chant-
ing the chorus. "What's It Feel Like? (Is It Good?)'' stands on the shoulders 
of the Goodie Mob's "Soul Food.'' "Let Cuddle Up." which features new-
comers Lockdown. is a knock-off of any ofR. Kelly's ballads, complete with 
Robert's signature "na. na. na:· 
Is it the Ricky Martin phenomenon or is it now compulsory for every record-
ing artist to have a Latin-inspired track on his/her album? "Once Upon a Time" 
traces the course of n lost romance with a cu.rly-haired, chocolate-skinned 
Cuban beauty. Okay. let's keep it real. Montell. Were you really in Havana 
and fell in Jove with a woman who wns arrested as an accused thief and you 
rescued her from a Havana prison? 
All things considered. Ger It 011 ... 7/mire sti ll managed to offer melodious 
"Quiet Storm" prospects. 'lhlcks like "One Last Time (Break Up Sex)." ''Time 
to Say Goodbye," and even the R. Kelly-esque "Let's Cuddle Up" are wor• 
thy of a slow drag or two. 
A remake of ''Against All Odds" just may be the most recognizable blun• 
deron Get It 011 ... To11ire. While Jordan made a viable effort to produce a wor• 
thy copy of the ballad by Genesis member Phi l Collins. the lyrics ·11J.ke a 
look at me now/There's just an empty space" can only be sung justly by its 
original performer. Period. 
Tiie main reason why this album falters is 1101 lack of talent. but hick of ere• 
ativi1y. Unforrunately for Jordnn, there is an excessive :unount of mimicry going 
on. The fourth album of a "legend in the making" should be much more distinct. 
Gold At End of Carey's 
'Rainbow' 
BY BRIA TOLBERT 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: B+ 
Since Mariah CareY, debuted in 1990 with ••Vision of Love," the pop 
princess has ruled the music industry. becoming the biggest-selling female 
artist ol'the decade. 
"Vision of Love" was the first of Carey's 14 No. I singles on the Billboard 
Hot I 00. The newest edition 10 her No. I collection, "Heartbreaker." helped 
Mariah make music history in October. The single's two-week run at the 10p 
position gave Mariah a total of 60 weeks at No. I, surpassing the 59-week 
record set by The Beatles, a record that had stood for 30 years. 
"Heartbreaker" is one of 14 tracks on Mariah's newly released album, //ai11-
bow. Similar to Mariah's last album. 811rrerjly. Rainbow seems to capture a 
very new Mariah who has finally come out of her protective shell. This time. 
Mariah has spread her wings with an e,-cn sexier and bolder image than before. 
Even her album cover screams "sex appeal'' as she playfully wear,, nothing 
but white underwear and a short white tank lop adorned with a rainbow, a 
look quite different from her usual curly pigtai ls and fully-clothed body. 
Her appearance isn't the only thing that ·s changed. Her music has more of 
a R&B and hip-hop navor. Rainbow welcomes guest appearances from OJ 
Clue, Jay-Z. Usher. Oa Brat. Missy Elliott. Snoop Dogg. Master P. Mys1ikal, 
98 Degrees. and Joe. 
The album tells the long and very personal story since the release of 8111-
terj/y. It begins with "Heartbreaker:· a hip-hop navorcd track that gets a boost 
from DJ Clue and rapper Jay-Z. The ironically upbeat song is about a boy 
whom Mariah is in love with and although he continues to 1rea1 her badly. she 
keeps going back to him. The ,tlbum ends with :, very inspirational collabo-
ration with Joe and 98 Degrees called "Thank God I Found You:· Produced 
by Jimmy Jam, Terry Lewis, and Carey, the song is about Mariah finally being 
happy in a relationship with somebody new. 
In between these two songs are five brilliant b:,llads co-produced by Jimmy 
Jam and Terry Lewis including "Bliss," a very sensul\l slow song where a 
marure Mariah shows off her se,-en-octave voice with her trademark high notes. 
The two finest examples of hip-hop's innuence on Carey is "Crybaby" with 
Snoop Oogg and "Did I Do That" with Master P and Mystikal. E,-en her lyrics 
in these two songs have a harder edge. cuning her usual sweetness with a splash 
of vinegar. 
Yet the most meaningful and captivating song on the album is ··Petals." also 
co-produced by Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis, a melancholy and extremely 
poetic attempt to address the hardships and painful relationships in her life. 
Although Mariah has not affirmed it, many speculate that the album.is the 
overall story of her relationship with former boyfriend and New York Yan-
kees shortstop Derek Jeter, and her new relationship wi1h Latin singer sen-
sation Luis Miguel. Regardless of whom the album was meant for, it is cer-
tain that Mariah's point is taken. She makes no effort 10 try and sweeten up 
her past experiences. She simply tells it like it is. 
The award-winning artist has come a long way since "Vision of Love." She 
seems to have grown musically and personally. "Rainbow" is her ninth album 
in as many years and shows no sign of weakness. 
The Hilltop Wishes Everyone 
Happy 
Holidays 
F RIDAY, D ECEMBER 10, 1999 Tm; H1u;ror 
The New World OfMP3's 
BY J ENNffER R. D YSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Two years ago, MP3 was just another musical audio format. Today, it's an Internet prodigy resting at the threshold 
of immense contrO\-crsy. You might ask why. The 
answer is because MP3 makes it possible for any-
one with Internet connection to sidestep travel-
ling to music/record stores and having to deal 
with cashiers. All they have to do is download 
CO-quality music by their favorite artists and it's 
free. 
This new design is great for the music fanatics 
and cheapskates who don't like dropping 25 
.bucks for n newly released CD. They can down-
load all the "tight" and funky tunes without 
spending a dime. Titis fantasy is the reoccurring 
nightmare of musicians and record companies, 
who watch helplessly as their profits drop into 
a digital dark pit. 
Now that you understand the fuss. you migh1 
want to know exactly what the fuss is over. 
What is MP3? Where can you find these hot 
music files? How do you access them :md how 
do they work? ' 
Consider life before MP3. In the previous age 
of the Flintstones. computers contained formats 
called WAV that enabled users to record. down• 
load. and play high-quality sound files. So why 
the improvement?The trouble with WAV files is 
their enormous size. A 2-minute song recorded 
in CO-quality sound u,ing the WAV tormat 
could devour 20MB of your hard drive. So. 
think of how much memory you would lose if 
you tried to play ten songs. Figured it our? You 
would lose more than 200MB of space. WAV 
tiles also take a long time to download. therefore. 
upsetting the impatient music lo,•er trying to fill 
a quiet moment with desirable tunes. Who wants 
10 wait an hour to download a song 1hm lasts 
maybe two minutes·? 
Now thanks 10 the efforts of the Moving Pic-
ture Experts Group. a union 1ha1 develops open 
standards for audio :md video compression. the 
music downloading problems has modernitcd. 
We have embarked on the age of the Jet>ons. Its 
most promoted standard. MPEG. produces high• 
quality audio files in much smaller packages than 
those produced by the WAV files. It even pro-
vides some full-molion video files. MPEG sep• 
arates excessive data from the original audio 
source. which results in smaller file, with no 
noticeable quality loss. 
Since the creation of MPEG. the standard has 
been refined 10 compress audio into e,·en ,mail-
er high-qualily packages. MP3 is short for 
MPEG I Audio Layer 3. It is the latest of three 
·advance coding schemes that adds a number of 
advanced features 10 the original MPEG process. 
MP3 embodies high-quality sound. high com• 
pression. and low price. Better than that, some-
times for no price at all. Enormous online MP:l, 
music collections are free and exist all over the 
Web. 
So, is MP3 a legal format or is this twin 10 sell• 
ing bootleg CDs? To be straight up, the MP3 
format itself is legal but what you do with it is 
what may get you in trouble. 
Copyright laws protecl almost all of the songs 
recorded by your favorite music groups. The 
music label companies have the right to deter-
mine how and at what cost to distribute the 
songs. If D' Angelo wants 10 give away free 
copies of his latest hits, then it's yours free. If he 
decides to charge $5 or$ IO for the song and you 
download a copy free. then you're a thief. You 
have stolen property. The copyright laws that 
cover records. tapes, and CDs from music deni-
ers also apply 10 MP3 file,. 
Where do you find these musical juckpots? 
MP3s are "' easy 10 make. trade. and find that 
many Net surfer,, have chosen 10 dive right into 
the all you can get buffet of free music. Web sites 
have been created all over the web and offer 
pirated songs and even entire albums. from every 
conceivable artbt. All for free. 
Finding a particular song or an album by a spe-
cific artist in the mad jumble of MP3s. howev-
er. is like trying to find a clear contact on car-
pel. You can try a variety of Internet search 
engine, such as Yahoo or Excite; just type in the 
name of the song or artist you're looking for and 
add MP3 as a search term (example: Nas and 
MP3}. However. you might find yourself 
scrolling through several pages of results that 
coniain the words Nas and MP3 without actual 
music files. 1 
A more useful option is trying a restricted MP3 
search 
engine. Sites such ~s 21ook4, FileQues1.com. 
and Audiofind search FTP sites all over the Net 
for MP3 files that match your search terms. You 
can also download a standard MP3 search 
engine. such as MP3 Fiend. that will examine 
multiple MP3 search sites simult:u,eously for the 
songs you·re looking for. Another option is to 
check out an MP3 file directory. such as 
MP3.com. EMu,ic.com. or listen.com. These 
file libraries. which typically categorize songs 
by genre. are the best way to find legal MP3s. 
Most of the ,ongs included on these directories 
are by new artists hoping to get their music heard 
lhrough the free MP3 format. or by well-known 
musicians who have licensed their songs for 
MP3 distribution. or else the songs are older ones 
that are no longer under copyright. 
Artists and music labels regard these MP3 
files with fear and anger. They arc lefl feeling 
they been pick-pocketed, the money has been 
snatched right out of their pockets. 
Beware of posting MP3s 10 your Web sites or 
distributing them yourself. TI,e Recording Indus• 
try Association of America. a group that reprc• 
sentS major U.S. record companies, has filed law-
suits against Web site opern1ors who have posted 
pirated MP3s on the Net. 
So how do you actually play MP3s? The first 
thing you need is a machine that can handle the 
files. It is recommended that you have at least a 
Pentium or a Mac PowerPC processor, wilh 
32MB of RAM or more. When considering 
hardware options, look for a 16-bit sound card, 
which most computers already have installed, 
and speakers or a set of headphones. 
As for software, you'll need an MP3 player. 
Dozens of MP3 players are available for down-
load. Winan1p, the most popular player. sports a 
simple. compact interface that contains every-
thing you need: a digital readout for 1rnck info, 
a cool but unobtrusive sound level display, and 
new age controls. Other popular players include 
Sonique. AudioCarnJyst. MusicMatch Jukebox. 
and RcaJJukebox. 
Some portable MP3 players contain a 64MB 
SmartMedia card which provides space to record 
2 hours CO-quality music, up to 120 minutes of 
voice recording with the built-in microphone, 
1,000 or more phone numbers, or 20 pages of 
notes. Some portable players even include free 
songs. 
The equipment includes soflwarc to easi ly 
manage all functions from your PC. And because 
MP3 files arc stored digitally, the player has no 
moving parts. meaning no skips or breaks while 
you jog. walk. or drive. The player also includes 
a LCD panel that displays playback time. avail• 
able memory, battery status, date/time and much 
more. 
Whichever MP3 player you pick. make sure ii 
comes with a playlist editor, which lets you cre• 
a1e lists of songs that can be played in the order 
you wish. You should also look for a player that 
offers graphic equalizers. which let you get 
ahold of how the played actually sounds. 
You can even take your player with you. 
Portable MP3 players look similar 10 the per-
sonal Walkman. complete with headphones. 
Instead-of playing casseues. CDs. or FM radio, 
however, these liule prodigies play MP3 files 
stored in RAM. 
Weighing in at only a few ounces. these battery-
powered gadgets are simple to use. First, just 
download some MP3 files from the Web or rip 
some tracks off a CO. Once you're finished. 
transfer the files onto your portable MP3 play• 
er through your PC's parallel port. Detach the 
parallel cable. and yo,u·re ready to groove. 
So. now 1hat you know about MP3. you 100 can 
become hip, with it. and best of all. the owner 
of a massive and (mostly free) music collection. 
Is Your Home Stable Around the Holidays'? 
it Category 114 
BY ¼\LERI£ THOMAS @New\~r•s 
Hilltop Staff Writer 2) The children won't go to bed. Do you: 
3) a) tell them Santa won't come until they I} You celebrate: 
Category #I are sleep 2) a) at church (lbe Sunrise Service) 
@ Thanksgiving Dinner 4) b) Make them lay down because evenlll• 3) b) in front of the television with a toast 
ally they will fall asleep 4) c) fighting about who knows what. but 
I) Upon first sight of the mosl hated rela 5) c) tell them that if they don't go lay you probably won't remember in the 
tive. do the other family members. down righl now. c,-cry gift that they have morning anyway 
2) a) Smile and act like that person didn't under the tree will be burned by the 
try 10 steal their money last year elves 2) Your favorite part of this holiday is: 
3) b} keep their distance, but let him/her 3) a) that night because you can >1art over 
know not to try anything this year 3) )'<>ur favorite fan1ily tradi1ion is being and make new resolutions 
4) c) Jump him/her :,s soon as they get out ruined because: a} the eggnog is rotten 4) bl New Ye.1r's Day because your family• 
of the car 4) b) no one can smnd 10 sit next to each leaves for good and they won't return for 
other for that long c) three relatives just 360 more days 
2) There is always ham. bu1 lhis year. your fought over tinsel and now you're on 5) c) New Year's Night because that is 
aunt forgot to bring it. Does the family: your way 10 the emergency room when you can finally recover from the 
3) a) try to overlook it with cold-cuts last 365 days 
4) bl go out and buy one quickly before Category #3 
everwne else find, out 1/P Chr,stm,,s 3) Your funuly's resolutions include: 
5) c) b:m her from catinl! and burn her 4) a) a promise to treat everybody right 
other dishes I} The tree wa, decorated: 5) b) a sigh. and a new list of promises that 
2) a) at Thanksgiving you won't keep this year either 
3) Your fan1lly is most thnnkful for: 3) b} one week before Christmas like 6) c} Nothing 
4) a) health and togetherness alway, 
5) b} everyone siuing at the table and eat• 4) c) whenever anyone decides to do it Results: Holidays are stressful for everyone, 
ing at the same time for once this year but family is the worst. Don't take it person• 
6) c) No physical lights before the turkey 2) All members of the family al. Just grin and bear it. It only lasts for two 
hits the tnble (but after is another story) 3) a) gnther around the tree and sing weeks at the most, right? 
4) b) pie!.. up their presents, say thank you. 
Category #2 and watch the football game on ABC If you bad mostly As: Your family is in 
@ Christmas Eve 51 c) pick up their present,. go to separate denial. Peaches and cream holidays are out. 
part, of the house w if they don't like ll's not a Wonderful life anymore. 
I) While wrapping gifts. you forgot some- them. they don"t have to SJlY thank,; Mostly Bs: Sanity is good. but you know 
one was coming. Do you: what to say and when to say it. 
2) a} run out and buy something quickly 3) The holiday ends with: Mostly Cs: Counseling would be great. but 
before night 4) a) hugs and kisses next year. why not try buying everyone lmt 
3) b} forget about i1 because they arc fom,- 5) b) smile,, but relief that i1 has come to aid kits and fire extinguishers as presentS? 
ly. and they probably won't notice an end 
4) c) cave under the pressure, steal some- 6) c) gun shots and stab wounds The Quiz is for entertainment purposes only. 
one else's present and pnt your name on 
Davis Headed to Miss USA Pageant 
From PAGEANT. B4 
calls within the Metro O.C. area including 
202, 30 I, and 703 area codes for $14 a month. 
Measured Area Service gives students 75 call, 
In the 202, 703. 30 I area codes for $7 .50 per 
month; each additional call is 5.1 cents per call. 
Students who plan 10 make calls only in the 202 
area code can choose the District of Columbia 
Service plan for unlimited calls at (insert price} 
P,Cr month. The final phm offered to students is 
the Economy I plan which is $4.35 per month. 
Each call on this plan is 5.1 cents per call. 
Michael Daily from Bell Atlantic has ~ome tip~ 
for saving for students. First s1udents need 10 
look at the usage on their bills and recognize that 
long distance calling is the biggest cost. "If 1hey 
(students) know they use long distance they 
need 10 subscribe to a calling plan," said Daily. 
He warns ,1udents not to just accept the na1 rate 
the long distance companies. By selecting a 
calling plan you receive discounts on your long 
distance calls. Daily also advises student, to ver-
ify the calls on their bills to make sure that they 
are not being charged for unauthorized calls. 
Another important tip is 10 pay attention 10 your 
bill and "control it." Do not let your long distance 
calls get out of hand. As far as getting the best 
deals for your locai service Daily advises stu-
dents to select package services that combine 
calling features at a cheaper rate (The Big Deal 
offers all the other calling features for only 
$17.99). 
To find which calling plan is best for you call 
around. Picking a long distance provider is like 
shopping. You need to shop around and find the 
best deals and best service. Sprint has a plan 
called Nickel Night, that offers live cents a 
minute calls between 7pm and midnight. MCI 
also offers a similar plan however the savings are 
from 7pm 10 7 am. AT&T has recently created 
a plan 1ha1 offers seven cents a minute calls for 
any call at anytime. For full details on these plnns 
and more call the companies. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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NHL 2000 is 
Burning Up 
the Ice 
By T t:RRA l\kK1 .._NH /\NO K E\IN D. S TEWART 
Hilltop Editors 
Gnme: NHL 2000 
Maker: EA Sports 
System: Playstation 
Genre: Sports 
Validated 
Have you ever wanted 10 deck someone just for pass ing by you? 
Have you wanted 10 charge in to a crowd of people and knock the liv-
ing crap out someone. making you feel like a champion? Well , if 
these thoughts have passed through your head. then maybe you 
should turn yourse lf into 1he insane asy lum. or beuer yet you are 
qualified 10 play 1he houes1 video game on ice. NHL 2000 from EA 
Sporls (the maker. of M<1ddrn 2000 and NB/\ lil'e 2000). 
Al firs1 glance. NHL 2000 looks like 1he same game EA shipped 
las, year. wi1h a handful of visua l enhancements. Res t assured, this 
is nol 1he case. Among 1he many under-lhe-hood changes. EA Sports 
finally changed the way 1he game clock works. Now. instead of offer-
ing 5-. 10-. or 20-minute periods. the game always simulates a 20-
minutc period with an acceleration mod ifier that lets it last from 5-
20 minutes of rea l lime. 
the series. Thi s ti me, Al player; forechec k more aggress ively and 
gel back into a good defens ive position after a turnover, 
The game also offers more coaching strategies. includi ng a "crash 
the net" option. New train ing scenarios can help you figure ou t how 
10 skate, shoot. and check as we ll as hit one-timer shots and give-
and-go passes. 
Speaking of one- Jimers, they actua ll y work in NHL 2000, Nothi ng 
was more frustrating in NHL 99 tha n selling up a perfec t two-on-
one play. dishing the puck 10 a wide-open winger. n.nd seeing him 
smash a one- time slap shot into the goalie's ches1. This year, if your 
guy reall y is in a good pos ition and shc,01s the puck cleanly. you wi ll 
score. T his is a must if you plan 10 take your team to the promise 
land of the Lord Stanley Cup Finals. 
You can ditch the real team:, all together and use the game·s new 
fantasy drnft feature. This lets you build a custom team from scratch 
by drafting against the computer. Similarly. the career mode has been 
enhanced in NHL 2000 so that you can now draft rookies before each 
season. wh ile aging players wi ll retire and move on via free agency, 
NHL 2000'.r graphics are some the holles t the Plays1a1ion has 10 
offer. New an imation for shot:,, checks, and goalie saves are aug-
men ted by the new face-mapping technique that makes every NHL 
player look exactly li ke his real-life counterpart. Beller yet. you can 
even import a picture of yourself and have it mapped onto a custom 
player of your own creation. 
The audio effects in NHL 2000 are as good a:, ever. with excellent 
lifelike sounds for every body check. shot. and arena noise imagin-
ab le. The game even includes a li brary of prerecorded names so that 
your custom players can finally get their due during play-by-play and 
PA announcements. Also. EA fi nally brought in decent color com-
mentary talent in the form of ESPN"s Bill Clemen!. The commen-
tary is on point and sounds more enthusiast ic than the duo from Mad-
den 2000. If all of this doesn' t convince you about the qua lity of this 
game. you can just turn the fight meter up and cold-cock your oppo-
nenl until they hit the ice in a bloody mass, 
More obvious changes lO NHL 2000 inc lude even more real isti c 
computer-comrolled players and >1ra1egie:,. which are built upon 
NHL 99'.1 marked artificial intelligence (Al) improvements. The 
gameplay rn NHL 2000 " by far the most rea lbtic of any game in 
EA Spon, 
NIil 21)()() by EA Spor1S puts into the fastest sport witl1.,, all new wrsion that ,.ill 
haw you fttling eadl nnd c,·cry bone crushing boanl check us )<>U guide )<>Ur 
team lo capture Lord Stanley's Cup. 
Overa ll . NHL 2000 is the best hockey game EA Spons has ever pro-
duced. and it is a definii'c mu:,1 have for the ,pons gamer. 
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AT&T 
National 
PrePaid 
Wireless 
AT&T National PrePald Wireless Is the easiest way to give w ireless this holiday. Gik box Includes everything needed to get st:aned 
in cluding a d lglcal PrePaid phon e, a rapid charger and up co 90 minutes of domestic airtime.• No more having to worry about signing an 
annual contract. running a credit check. or choosing a rate plan. Just buy the m inutes you want. use the minutes you n eed, and there's no monthly 
commitment. If someone you know wants wireless this h o liday season, or If they're just getting started, buy them AT&T N ational PrePaidWireless 
at AT&T scores and selected recallers. AT&T N ational PrePaidWireless.When you want wireless - you got wireless. AnR" Wlreless Services 
I 800-IMAGINE. 
www.att.com / wire less/p rep a id 
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Generation X's Top 99 of All Time 
(In no specific order) 
• 
• 
. 
. 
' 
Come and Talk To Me - Jodeci 
Here and Now - Luther Vandross 
Poison - Bell Biv Devoe 
Push It - Salt-N-Pepa 
Bonita Applebum - 'Iribe Called Quest 
Reminisce - Pete Rock and CL Smooth 
Real Love - Mary J. Blige 
Thriller - Michael Jackson 
One More Chance - Notorious B.I.G. 
I Get Around - Tupac 
Humpty Dance - Digital Underground 
This or That - Black Sheep 
OPP - Naughty By Nature 
It Takes 1\vo - Rob Base 
One Love - Nas 
Let's Chill - Guy 
I'm So Into You - SWV 
My Perogative - Bobby Brown 
The Greatest Love of All - Whitney Houston 
Gin and Juice - Snoop Doggy Dogg 
Sexual Healing - Marvin Gaye 
Juicy - Notorious B.I.G. 
Always and Forever - Heatwave 
Ain't Nothing But a G Thang - Dr. Dre 
Top Billin' - Audio 2 
Award 1bur - A 'Iribe Called Quest 
My Buddy - De La Soul 
Don't Take It Personal - Monica 
Brown Suga - D' Angelo 
Pretty Brown Eyes - Mint Condition 
Candy Girl - New Edition 
Summertime - DJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh 
Prince 
Me, Myself, and I - De La Soul 
Ieasha - Another Bad Creation 
Jump, Jump - Kris Kross 
Control - Janet Jackson 
Finally - CeCe Peniston 
Back To Life - Soul II Soul 
Hey Mr. DJ - Zhane 
Hold On - En Vogue 
I'm Bad - LL CoolJ 
Killing Me Softly - Fu.gees 
Red Light Special - TLC 
Around the Way Girl - LL Cool J 
Slam - Onyx 
C.R.E.A.M - Wu Tang Clan 
If I Ruled the World - Nas and Lauryn Hill 
Renee - Lost Boys 
You're All I Need - Method Man and Mary J. 
Blige 
Baby, Baby, Baby - TLC 
Knockin' Da Boots - H-Town 
Woo-bah - Busta Rhymes 
How High - Method Man and Redman 
Bust A Move - Young MC 
It Never Rains In Southern California - Tony, 
Toni, Tone 
Vision of Love - Mariah Carey 
Rump Shaker - Rex In Effects 
Mr. Big Stuff - Heavy D 
If You Do For Me - Father MC 
.. 
.. 
.. 
. 
. 
. 
• 
·' Ain't No Half Steppin' - Big Daddy Kane : : 
. . 
911's a Joke - Public Enemy :: 
We Got It Made - Special Ed ~ 
Ruff Neck - MC Lyte : 
Flex - Mad Cobra : .. 
.. 
Rapper's Delight - Sugarhill Gang :-
The Message - Grandmaster Flash and The: 
Furious Five -! 
Beat It - Michael Jackson ·· 
You Remind Me - Mary J. Blige :·: 
My, My, My - Johnny Gill ·: 
.,.. 
Kissing Game - Hi-5 1§! 
Party Like It's 1999 - Prince :: 
California Love - Tupac [1 
Taboo - Sade ;=; 
•• 
Nasty Girl - Janet Jackson :; 
• 
Shook Ones - Mobb Deep ; : 
Players Ball - Outkast "-: 
. 
Cell Therapy - Goodie mobb •: 
Can You Stand The Rain - New Edition : i 
• • 
Sensitivity - Ralph 'Iresvant · : 
Doing Tha Butt - EU 
Just a Friend - Biz Markie 
Mr. Telephone Man - New Edition 
._ 
• 
-
When Dove's Cry - Prince 
Fight For Your Right To Party- Beastie Boys • 
Me So Horny - 2 Live Crew _· 
Children's Story - Slick Rick ~: 
••• I Will Always Love You - Whitney Houston :': 
• • 
Is It Good To You - Heavy D. -~ 
Computer Love - Zapp and Roger ~ 
... 
Crush On You - Lil' Kim ::: 
- ' One In A Million - Aaliyah ~~i 
Ghetto Anthem - Naughty By Nature ~ 
Hot Sex On a Platter - 'Iribe Called Quest ~.1 
Don't Wanna Player - Big Pun : :[ 
... 
On and On - Erykah Bado :~; 
Make It Last Forever - Keith Sweat ~-! 
• 
Before I Let You Go - Blackstreet ·:: 
... 
Moni In The Middle - Moni Love · 
Ladies First - Queen Latifah ! 
• 
• \ 
i 
: l 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
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·: 
1'be 4rt· 
---..._ ISf 
101 
Beck 
Fra11k 8, •Bek 
J. Co/tr 
a11e 
----
Dr. Dre 
Missy Elliot 
--
Flea 
--
407 -
113 4' 
20g -
315 -
107 4t 
631 4t 
2Jf -
Lauryn Hill 
Lil' Kim 
637-
Tori Amos 
509 -
Miles Davis 7f4 
Eddie Vedder 
- 401 
- 125' 
- 503 
·- 217 
- 221 
- 501 
- 305 
- · 
---~ 
Kid Ro~h---., 
l.kra~ifz 
B. Springsteen 
S. Mclachf an 
Mark M C6rath 
Putt Dair11v 
T. Rez 
t fl 
.., • Where do all your favorite artists call ho1nc? f·: nc:.-..com. At Tunes com you'll find the entire 
TUNES . 
• C O m ~ 11,usic universe at you r fingertips. Thousands of tvl P~s. Concert photos. Videos. The latc:,t n1u ~ic . _,,.,.. 
nL'\\'-.. l , L' n II\ c concert ,vebc.1sts. '\Jot to ment ion fresh content fro1n Rolling Stone and Do,vn Beat. Tons o t a rtis ts, tuns 
ol 
1
nu:- ic ,111 under one virtua l roof. It 's all here at Tu ncs.co1n. Co1nc on in . DO\V~BEAT/11.Z 1-..:J1~•,i1'.-Lr,,,;r, 
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In the fight against 
respect 
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I 
Know Your HIV Status. 
Call 202-332-EXAM Today 
Testing is Fast,Conf1dential, 
and Pain - Free 
strength life 
. 
. 
. 
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The Society Professional 
Journalists 
Would Like To Wish 
You And Yours A Safe 
And Happy Holiday! 
Chi Eta Phi Sorority Inc. NADINE IS THE BEST !!!! 
CONGRATS ON GRADUATING 
WE 
Wishes The Howard 
, 
Community A Happy and 
Healthy HolidaySeason! 
Langston Hughes 's 
• 
WILL MISS YOU ! 
LOVE , 
--THE HILLTOP 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
RE- RE, JOHN~ JOHN, 
KIMO1iHY, TASHA, & KEYANA 
--tOVE APRll:.t 
• 
D irected by O zzie Jones • Choreographed by Rennie Harris 
<· 
December 16 - 30, 1·999 
DC's African American holiday tradition gets a new home, new look and a new attitude! 
Experience an ancient African village where you'll celebrate the birth of Christ. Then join us 
in urban Washington DC, where souls are saved and the saints testify! This spellbinding 
family celebration is filled with soul-stirring gospel music, powerful dance, hip-hop shakin' 
, and funk driven beats. You'll leave singing, shouting and celebrating Christ in this 
final hallelujah _praise service of the millennium! 
Featuring Howard University Alumni, Princess Mhoon as Mary. 
. . 
---:o--=-~ V.O• • ·O . 
I"/ o •. \' I .1 .· o ,10•·.. ·-. · · ... • •··•o', I •.. <:~- ' . ./ ... \ 
•. o ..:.::._ ~ ~ ; 
Jocelyn Russell, Executive Director 
I 2 J 5 U Street, NW• Washington, DC 20009 • (202) 328-6000 • (202) 328-9245 (fax) 
,vww. thelincolntheatre.org 
. 
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THE REBEL - The story of a man, and his camera. 
By Troy Tieuel 
Lt$,\~ n-ie,. 
RE:~€:l. N661l·USU:Vt ,.,,,4,.:~::;;....:;.,..,.~~!..t 
'&( .Al>t-AINl':>tRA;rlON 
h!HAT NSXT ~ 
~N6S?t>.~ 
i.-\s~i an-
N~.l,,H:, Pt>Pa2-"=> 
AA"'-"6- Tl-I & 
6.~ t-(66{). 
Due to powers outside of 1he Rebels conlIOI he was unable 10 be with you for some time now. Please accept his deepe.,t 
apologies. and know that with your continued suppon and readership, you should be seeing more of the Rebel and his adven• 
tures at Howard University. If you are interested in seeing more of the Rebel. please e-mail him at: Rebel@onebox.com. 
IN TiiE FlJ11JRE FOR THE REBEL: 
'fHE REBEL STAFF: 
\Vri1er and lllustmtor: Troy Tteuel 
Copy Editor,: Jasmine Brown and Ta.o;ha Stewart 
Tiie Rebel staff would like to 1hank A. Turner. and AKA Sorority Ilic. for their suppon. 
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The Rebel gets hired on for a new humor magazine. The camptt~ privatizes itself. WCUR. and On Campus TV! 
New Story line, same gre.11 charic1cr. 
Disclaimer: The characters in 'The Rebel - The ,1ory of a man and his camera· in no ,vay represents any real Li"e indi-
Look for "REBEL- THE GOVERNMENT EDffiON'' in the next HUSA NEWS LETER. 
vidual(s). The ,tory is completely taken from the imagination. and views of i1s creator. 
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All HlLT TOPICS are Oistomer Service Rep: Pr Flexible Hours Ll 15-20 hows per week,46.25-7hr. depend-
due' P,:, ;d m' full, the ing on ci<pericncc. M-F Ah. Saturdays. cu Dependable, experience helpful. no11nanda-Monday before publi- ~;l~otrain lhcright person. ca11202· 
•--------- ---
cation. Announce- For Sale/Services 
, __ _;.;.~..;;..c~....c..;._~.=_--
men ts by campus Syhia'sNewStylists 
organizations for ;:;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::i~ 
tin. . Shampoo & Blow-<lry. ................ .$20 & up mee gs, Semillars Or Sbainpoo&set ............................. $20 & up 
fit h ed Pin-up ........................................... .$25 & up non-pro arec arg Cul< ............................................... $7.50& up 
as individuals adver- ~~;·;:;;~·r-;ii;;·&;-s;;;!;~~&up 
, , fi th 3013Goorgia Ave., NW Washington. DC tJ.s1ng or e purpose 1e1,202-126-1537 
of announcing a ser- ____ a._p_c _ity ___ _ 
, b . llin Negro League Collection VICe, uymg Or Se g World's Fra,he,1 Baseball Caps 
are chai·ged $5 for the (202>1fS:~~~(202> 
first 20 words and $1 
for every additional 
five words. Local 
-----------
Buy Black 
Buy Black 
Howard Deli 
2612GoorgiaAve. 
Sandwiches. Subs & 
Ghetto Sweet Iced Tha 
companies are 
h d $ 0 fi Students, Fbrolly, Stall' C arge 1 or the 'lbpPriccs paid ~ruscdnndm1wanted 
fu $ 'Thxtbooks. TAJ Book Sen iee ·st 20 words and 2 202-722--0701 Outside (202) 
fi fi 1-800-223-1.i\JO or every ve words --------
thereafter. Personal ___ P_ers_o_n_a_ls __ _ 
$ To all Hllltop edlton. and staff· ads are 2 for the first Thank y9u so much ror your 
$ friendship . RUidance good 10 words and 1 for humor, opiruons (and of course 
fi • gOQd_partles)! Thu have made every additional ve me reer at home and l'U n~·er 
Words. forget ya'IL Go Stanford! • Love, the newcomer 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
McNalr~r#S 
• Holi~ p31!y 4p • 9:30p (off campus) 
· UMCP Researcli Confortnee Mardi I 6-
19, UOOregi.<tration deadlineOfC..ll! 
• lndlana lJnhm;il} • 15k: 18k McNair 
fellowships 
• New scholars• due Nov 30 bWtopic/5 
sourceSl'mentor agreement 
TSA Noonday Prayer 
IIIYita you 
to our "Chri!U118S Party" 
Sat. Dec. 11.1999 
9pm-lam 
To all sophisticated Women; The L.'ldics 
of Zeta Phi 8e1aSorori1y, Inc. are b!lving 
a tea social on Sunday, Dec. 5 @ 3:20 in 
the Blackburn Reading Lounge 
The 8th Annual Woman to Woman 
Confen.'l!OC presents n 
Progrom Booklet Cover Design Contc.t 
The contest will nil\ through Wed .. Dec. 8 
@ 5pm. Applications can be obtained in 
the Arts and Sciences Student Council 
Office 
CELEBRATION TIME 
COMl!ONIII 
TSA NOlll1dll)' Sc,~ier Clole out lnvlic, 
all CamJ'W ()rJanlu1don1 to c.,lchniic on 
Doc. 10, 1999. 12 noon• 1pm 
For Rent 
Female w:mled 10 shore I large, 28.B apt. 
W/D, WWC. AC. Good Security, 1/2 
block from SIOS\-e Hall. 202-723-4242 
½n Buren NW Basement apt. separate 
entrance $650 includes utilities borne 
beallh care price negotiable. No petS or 
smoking 703-762-5234 
2BR apartment with A/C, Wa.shc-r/Dryer. 
dishwasher. 10-15 ininutes fro,n HUS750 
+ gas. 6 mon\h lea.se available. Call 
(301)699-579 I 
No Trcasin in the New Milleniwn! ' Anitra, 
Tonia. Lisa. Turi, Juanita. Th;ij,L:li. Ro-Ro. 
Quita. Mike, Sreve, Patrice. Keitl1 & Sobrio 
the Dream. Philly-Jers-MJA, A+L. NY 
Con01.."Ction Fon..-ver! ! 
The Stanford girls woold like to thank our 
sorors. our bruhs. the Hilltop. the Bunche 
Center. ASA, HU Homecoming Comminee, 
our texhcr.;, and Ms. Aiken., and everyone 
lhn1 mnde our stay enjoy:1ble 
lBl(IJJJ)JP1 ~2rwll 
!J3/JJf fl1briltey 
JE~~Jl)/l{Jt!I J 
!ElJJJ}@j 
;J®~riiJjf i 2 
1b our Kenneth Cole-wearing. Abercrombie 
and Fitch-sporting. no-pork=ting, 
Josephine Baker-loving, onion-and,bell• 
peppcr-bak-ed-ci>ickcn-<X>Oking, cool-as• 
h,-ck roommate: V.\, will 1ruly mis, you! 
'·Smith .. \\ill mi$.S )~ur l~t-minutc editing 
..i.i1M skills. "Little D" "ill m.iki; sure your 
picture stays on the rcfridge. The other Mr. 
Smith said he' ll miss )'OU IOO! ("" promise 
to take care of lhoseglass bowls :•) 
To lhc TRUE PHU.LY DIVA -Girl, I don·1 
know if I can ,noire it next semester without 
you!! Don·t stay too long; when you gel 
back tl1<Cre WILL be worlc to do! 
I Lc>\-e "lbu babe!! J.'l:S. 
Or all U1e newsrooms in all the world she 
hod to walk lnto mine. And then .she had 
the ncn -e to le.m: after one semester! · 
(Something aoou1 an cxchaoge program <he 
said.) But that's O.K. The \\OO< )"OU did was 
lop notch-Stanford style. \bu will 1ruly be 
missed ... Lodies and Gentlemen. the Queen 
has left the buildin . J,T.S. 
Tu-o Rooms for rent, $305. $315. Great 
Location! 2 blocks from HU Share util<. 
l month deposi.1 required call (703)449-
4874 (10-5) or (301)587.()()82 
Help Wanted 
IFJa:p;py lBmlbdny Thn'.bti 
Sto-.vmll l'ftJ h:c>p!l you 
$ 1500 weekly potential mniling our cirtu- <IM1lliti'a hn~ to Co;py lEwl 
lars. No experience Required. Free inb 
packet Call 202-152-5940 CD }'01lll' Bag l.Cny l Lo·~ 
Wanted: Energetic, depcncfablc. outgoing you Girlil --Th!l "Top" 
M/F and model types for fun p:ut-tiine l--"-----------1 
promotional job. Good P">' Call Shcrny 
Promotions 202-216-2191 
HOS\• Does $800/Week extra income 
so,urd to you? 
Amazing/): profitable opportunil)' 
Send self-addressed stamped ell\-elop 10: 
GroupFh-e 
6547 N. Acodemy 8 1\,J., PMB,N 
Colorado Springs. CO 80')18 
Need $50-500 in 72 hours. Call 301-346-
4171 to find out how. 
Volunteer tutors needed in Math, Reading. 
Africnn-American studies forGrndcs 2-
12. Tutoring will be held at lhe Anac<l6tia 
branch of DC Pubtic Library, 18th and 
Good Hope Rd., SE. Tutors an: needed 
every SAi. from 10:30-l l:30run. Program 
To my silent busy bee: I wish we had more 
time lo rap about life a l the NATION's (and 
the WORLD's) largest Black 
collegiate " tekly, I think""\,: bo4h 
learned tl1is semestet Good-luck, .. Yoo 1>i// 
be oing laccsl! J.T.S. 
Tu Jaz-a-11,1-1az: From Cali to the Mid-West 
10 the Dominican Republic. The Hilltop 
was only a pit,Slop for you. Baby girl. kc..,> 
on movul' ! Will there C\"Cr be rulother like 
yoo? J.T.S. 
P.S. The check i< in the mail .. .! hope. 
Ashley: You bide )'OW fears well. Thank· 
)'00 lbr not hiding i-our passion. 10\-e and 
de,'Otion. Don't worry, for every falling stat 
every 11: 11, C\"')' "ishing well there will 
always be a wish for ·\is." Herc's to having n 
vision. 
sponsored by the African Cultural &Juca- 1-------------1 
tion Founda1ion.Crul202-832-97l2 bl'. SMYAL for me• ... 
more info 
Earn Fn.-e Trips and Cash!!! 
Spring Brcak2<XXJ 
--Ca.ocun • • Jrun.'\.ica • 
For 10 years Closs Tm,-el Jn(ernational 
(CTI) has distinguished 11..:lf as the most 
retiable S111den1 e-,:n1 and marketing orga-
nization in North America. Motivated 
Reps can go on Spring Break Free & earu 
over SI0.000. Con1ac1 Us today for 
detllils! 800/328-1509 
www.classtraveliJltl.com 
*if you don't get it, you don't get iL 
To Rafiah, J a511\ioe, L~ no and Suba-
Tbonk you $Cl much ror ti great 
semester. \'\I'll Will Be 'lruly Missed. 
~ God Bless )'OU and Keep '1>u In 
All Of Your Future Endm-ors! 
Lo\'CAI~ 
--Aprill 
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HllLTOPICS 
TEXTBOOKS ONLINE. SAVE UP TO 40%. 
FREE SHIPPING!. 
PITrappin ' .H'eacls by Fa~irna 
Presents: S pcctacul~ S pecial Days 
Tues day s: R e l axer including T r i m a.n_d Rinses 
5 0.00 
Wednesd a y: R.oJJ e r Wraps $20.00 
S p cc i o l inc l u d es: O p t imu m • .Ou d l eys. 1v1·or:ion ~,,. & Exclus ive R.e1uxers o nl :v, 
E njoy ·rhc B e nefi1.s of" S tudent Specials 
TUE SDAY - THURSDAY • 
S l-CA.!v.1..POO SET/WRAPS $ 25.00 
W E A. VE S P ECIAL $60.00 BON.DJ"NG-
$99.00 S E WN 
PRESS & C URI-S $35.00 (JU 30. $4$ .00UP) 
S RACOS . N ATUR..A;l .... HAIR.S T YLES by appoint me n t only 
TUES DA. V - WEDNESDA. V 
BAR.BER 1-lAIRC u "l-s: 
REGULA.R HAIR.C UTS $8.00 
TAPE RS A "ND FADES $10.00 
W e aJs o do f'ac iaJ hair 
Wo u s e tho hig h est quuJit-y pro duc t ~: M'"izani,. Jvfo tion::.. Pt1ul tvf...itchoJI. Sobos t -io..n. 
(Cello phanes) . J BZ.7.ing. Ncx:ia...:;;. Logi c.A • .Oudleytt. Opt imutn. A.firm. Sens itive By 
N o.t-urc ( n o lye). 1'11 i...zani . I\Ao ti o n s. D udlcys. ~ x.clu s ive, N ioxin ( fhr t-h..innins hair). o.nd wo 
ret ail t:h el'le p r o d \.ict s. 
W e ucccpt all m a j o r c r e diL cru ·-ds .. c h ecks. A T'M s CAJ"d S. 
W o a~e l ocated ocross t h e ::ct:reet from t h e 1--fo wurd --CJ niv. Sch ool o f'" Bus.incss. 
A ppo intments arc b e~• s ince this i s yovr Tlomceom i: n g w eek;:. bu t w e Clo a ccept wl'I.Jkins. 
2632 Georg i a A v e, N . W . 
Was h-ingt.on ,. D .C. 
(202) 667-3037 o.- (202) 986- 3767 
• 
SABABIREDA 
JASMINE BRO\\'N 
RAFIAHDAVJS 
NADINE ROBINSON 
I.,YNN SIMl\ilONDS 
C:h1111tcUt>· In lhl' futu~ our 
day "lll come. Be on the look, 
oui. It might sncuk u11_ 0 1! you. 
·Chn~ 
To Devyn h:we fun all by your• 
self next week. I will return in 
the new Millennium. 
Look for me j o 2000 
Br~d new style. :same bacf 
attitude. 
THANK YOU FOR A 
WONDERFUL SEMESTER! YOU 
WILL BE MISSED GREATLY! 
PLEASE KEEP IN TOUCH wrrn 
US! 
··LOVE 
THE HlLU'OP S'LU'f' 
HAPPYEARLY 
BIRTHDAY TO 
JOHN- JOHN AND 
KJMOTHY!! 
--LOVE THE IDLLTOP 
lo The HilltopStalT ... 
Thanks I?or a wonderful 
Semester. Be Safe and 
Good! 
--The EiC 
Keep in touch °'-er the break. 
-Roe 
" Deal with Yourself as an individual 
Worthy of Respect 
and 
Make Everyone Else 
Deal with You the Same Way" 
-Nikki Giovanni 
-Roe 
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